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. Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

"That life is a mystery gives us hope 

we may one day understand it." 

- Van Over, Total Meditation 

1.1. The Interplay between Geometry and the Computing Sciences 

Geometry has been at the heart of many of man's greatest 

discoveries and accomplishments throughout the past several thousand 

years. The ancient Egyptians,· Mayans, and Greeks were among several 

prominent groups who instigated scientific study and advanced the 

theorems which are the foundation of this discipline, the most central of 

the Mathematical Sciences. The Great Pyramid in the Valley of Kings 

near the Nile Delta is perhaps regarded as the most striking example of 

the importance geometric insight played in the architectural and 

spiritual development of ancient cultures. 

The Computing Sciences, on, the other hand, is by comparison a 

very new field, having a relatively short history of some forty years. 

Since the majority of Geometry developed long before the advent of 

computing machinery, the field is a composite of ideas that is not 

readily translated into computer algorithms. While this may seem 

obvious now, the designers who developed the first computers were of 

the opinion that once their machines were actually functioning, 
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rewriting and transcribing known mathematical results into actual 

machine language encoded algorithms would be a rather trivial problem 

[Wilkes (81)]. What they soon discovered is that straightforward 

transcriptions do not usually produce the best algorithms. Significant 

issues arise in problem representation, data organization, algorithm 

design, and obtaining actual bounds on the number of elementary 

operations required to perform a computation. 

These considerations ultimately gave rise to the field of Analysis of 

Algorithms in which the main objective is to develop fast algorithms 

which operate within the framework of today's high speed computers. 

An important branch of this field is computational geometry which 

centers mainly on the development of fast geometric algorithms. 

Computational geometry is perhaps the fastest growing sub-area of 

Analysis of Algorithms. Not only is this area intuitively attractive, but 

many applications have surfaced which have further promoted additional 

research efforts. Most of the work has focused upon restructuring the 

theories of the Ancients into explicit algorithmic form (see [Shamos 

(78)] for the details). The tools applied to this task have been modern 

data structures and some previous results from the study of non-

geometric algorithms. We will follow the same pattern. Our attack will 

focus upon several new problems, as well as an investigation of how to 

improve existing fast geometric algorithms. Our goal will be to provide 

the reader with a set of tools which will allow him to successfully attack 

more substantial problems. 
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1.2. Literature Synopsis 

Computational Geometry is the study of the design, exposition, and 

analysis of problems involving points, lines, and objects in two and 

three dimensional space. The emergence of this field has been strongly 

motivated by several interrelated factors. One is that there are a 

number of application areas such as computer graphics, robotics, and 

remote sensing, that require manipulation of geometric objects in spatial 

real-time environments. For instance, a user might see two overlapping 

figures on a cathode ray tube and request the computation of their 

intersection. Another factor stems mainly from the set of "famous" 

problems in Classical Geometry. A good illustration is the smallest 

circle that will enclose a given set of points. Classical Geometry tells 

us that at least two of the points on the perimeter must be vertices of 

the convex hull of the set. (The convex hull is the minimum-area 

convex polygon containing the set of points; Fig. 1.1.) However, it 

does not tell us how to compute algorithmically the convex hull and 

choose those vertices which are on the circle. 

Research in Computational Geometry has developed along several 

major lines. We will attempt to classify the different categories and 

provide some examples of the types of problems in each area. 
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Fi~ 1.1. The convex hull of a set of 
points in the plane. 
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1.2 .1. Minimization and Maximization Problems 

Certainly the most famous problem, and the one that has had a 

profound effect on the growth of Computational Geometry is the 

computation of the convex hull (see definition above). This geometric 

structure has many applications, but most of all it appears to be a 

universal tool in Pattern Recognition. ( Pattern Recognition involves the 

extraction of information from stochastic transformations of objects and 

the identification of the object that gave rise to that particular 

realization [Ehrich (84)] .) For instance, it can be used for normalizing 

patterns, defining decision rules· in classification, and obtaining 

triangulations of points sets [Lawson (77)]. 

In Chapter Four we give an expository review of our work in [Noga 

(81)] which contains a description of several of the best methods for 

computing the hull. A performance evaluation is included which may be 

of some value to researchers using convex hull algorithms for specific 

applications. For further details concerning the applications of convex 

hulls consult [Toussaint (78b)]. 

Several other problems which have received a significant amount of 

attention are determining the two points of a set which are farthest 

apart, i.e., the diameter of a set, finding the rectangle of minimum 

area that will encase a set of points (or a polygon), and finding a tour 

through a set of points that is minimal with respect to distance. We 

will discuss all of these problems in Chapters Five and Six. Consult 

[Shamos (75a)], [Shamos (78)], [Freeman (75)], and [Golden (80)] for 
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additional details. 

Other equally important but lesser known problems are finding the 

ellipse of minimum area covering a given set of points [Silverman (81)], 

determining the circle of minimum diameter that will cover the set 

[Shamos (78)], finding the minimum distance between two convex 

polygons [Schwartz (81)], · and inscribing polygons within other 

polygons which maximize some measurement of distance or area [Dobkin 

(79)]. 

Given a rectangular board, can a set of polygons be rearranged in 

such a way so they do not intersect yet fit within the boundary of the 

board? This problem has a number of important applications including 

space planning, template layout, and cutting stock. Although 

Operations Researchers have advanced a number of special case 

solutions, the general problem remains unsolved. Recently, it has been 

shown that some optimal packing problems are NP-complete [Fowler 

(81)]. Therefore, it is not clear whether any existing Computational 

Geometry technique will be of any value in attacking this problem. 

1.2 .2. Closest Point Problems 

This large class of problems involves questions concerning the 

proximity of points in the plane. The basic strategy has been to use a 

geometric structure called the Voronoi diagram. (The Voronoi diagram 

of a set S of n points p., 1 S i S n, in the Euclidean plane, is a 
I 
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partitioning of the plane into n polygonal regions, one region associated 

with each p .. 
I 

The Voronoi region V(p.) associated with each p. 
I I 

consists of all points closer to p. than to any of the other p., j ~ i; 
I J 

Fig. 1 .2.) The major problems include, (i) given n points in plane, 

find the two that are closest together, (ii) for each of n points find its 

nearest neighbor, and (iii) with preprocessing allowed, how quickly can 

the nearest point be found with respect to a new given point p. 

Algorithms can be found in [Shamos (78)]. 

A related problem involves triangulating a set of points. Because it 

is often desirable to obtain triangles which have small overall length or 

weight, where the latter is defined to be the sum of the Euclidean 

length of all edges of the triangulation, the problem reduces to one of 

determining the nearest neighbors of a point. It turns out that the 

Voronoi Diagram can be used to obtain the Delaunay triangulation (the 

dual of the Voronoi Diagram) which has a locally optimal property that 

usually yields a near minimum weight triangulation. 

Three graph theoretic structures which are subsets of the Delaunay 

triangulation are the Gabriel graph, the relative .neighborhood graph, 

and the minimum spanning tree. All three are based upon slightly 

different definitions of what it means for two points to be relatively 

close. In Section 6. 13 definitions of these structures can be found 

along with additional references containing algorithms for their 

computation. 
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Fig. 1. 2. The Voronoi diagram of a set of points. 
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1.2 .3. Inclusion Problems 

This class of problems involves determining the location of an object 

with respect to other (possibly surrounding) objects. The primary 

problem is, given a simple polygon P and a new point z, determine 

whether or not z is interior to P. It turns out that the solution 

depends to some extent on whether P is a convex polygon and whether 

preprocessing is allowed [Shamos (78)]. As Shamos points out in his 

thesis [Shamos (78)], "The importance of this problem stems from the 

fact that almost all geometric searching, at some level, can be reduced 

to testing polygon inclusion." Shamos' analysis leads him to consider 

the possibility of maintaining databases and efficient search structures 

to handle queries that will be repeatedly performed on the same 

polygon. 

Inclusion in a planar straight-line graph is a problem that shares a 

close relationship with polygon inclusion testing; Fig. 1 .3. Given a 

planar straight-line graph and a new point z, how quickly can the 

region containing z be found? Lipton and Tarjan [Lipton (77)] have 

proved a very powerful result, the planar separator theorem, which 

they used to yield an asymptotically fast algorithm as follows. The 

vertices of any n-vertex planar graph G can be partitioned in linear 

time into three sets A, B, and C such that no edge of G joins a vertex 

of A with a vertex in B, neither A nor B contains more than 2n/3 

vertices, and C contains O(n 112) vertices. Other investigations have 

been carried out by Lee and Preparata [ Lee (76)]. 
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Fig. 1.3. A planar straifht-line p.;raph. 
In what rep.ion does z lie? 
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Another problem which arises frequently in geographic applications 

is that of orthogonal range searching: Given n points in the plane, how 

many lie inside a given rectangle whose sides are parallel or 

perpendicular to the axes of the implied coordinate system. The major 

contribution to solving this problem, which involves a concept called 

vector domination, has been given by Bentley and Shames [Bentley 

(77a)]. A related problem is the planar fixed-radius near-neighbor 

problem: preprocess a set S of n points in the plane so that all points 

of S lying within some fixed radius r of a new point can be listed 

efficiently. Solutions have been given by Bentley, Stanat, and Williams 

in [Bentley (77b)] and improved upon in [Chazelle (83)]. 

1.2 .ii. Intersection and Visibility Problems 

Intersection problems are intricately related to the inclusion 

problems because two figures intersect only if one contains a point of 

the other. The importance of efficiently determining whether there is 

an intersection amongst two or more geometric objects has become 

increasingly important in a number of industrial applications, including 

VLSI chip design, CAD/CAM, computer graphics, and robotics. 

Considerable research has involved a pivotal problem in computer 

graphics, the hidden-line problem. The idea is to produce a two 

dimensional picture of a three dimensional scene taking into account that 

some objects may be partially or totally obscured from the viewpoint of 

an observer; Fig. 1.4. This naturally leads to the question of how to 
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remove lines hidden by the surfaces of objects which are closer to the 

observer. The literature on this problem is considerable with [Desens 

(69)], [Galimberti (69)], [Newman (73)], [Sutherland (66)], [Warnock 

(69)], and [Watkins (70)] containing the bulk of the major results. 

A fundamental question associated with hidden-line removal is to 

form the intersection of two polygons. The difficulty of the problem 

depends on the type of polygons involved in the intersection. If, for 

instance, both are known to be convex, then an algorithm which takes 

time proportional to the total number of vertices in both polygons 

suffices. On the other hand, for star-shaped and simple polygons the 

number of intersection points can be proportional to the square of the 

total number of vertices in both polygons which implies that any 

algorithm to solve this problem must take at least kn 2 operations in the 

worst case, for some positive constant k [Shamos (78)]. 

Separability is a classical question in combinatorial geometry. Given 

two sets of points, does there exist a hyperplane that separates them. 

The importance of finding a fast algorithm comes from the field of 

pattern recognition where it is desirable, if possible, to obtain a two-

variable linear classifier, that is, a linear function f such that a single 

comparison will suffice to determine the sample to which a point belongs 

[Meisel (72)]. Because two sets are linearly separable if and only if 

their convex hulls do not intersect, the problem reduces to the 

intersection of two convex polytopes [Shamos (75a)]. 
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Fig. 1.4. Elimination of hidden lines. 
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An interesting problem in component layout is given n line segments 

in the plane, determine whether any two intersect. A related problem 

is the determination of the intersection of two simple polygons P and Q. 

Algorithms for these problems are given by Hoey and Shamos in 

[Shamos (76)]. 

Nearly all of the research in Computational Geometry has involved 

stationary sets of objects (points) in two or three dimensions. A 

recent investigation by Ottmann and Wood [Ottmann (84)] initiates the 

study of sets of points moving in one dimension with constant velocity 

and direction (either left or right). The authors refer to these as 

"dynamical sets of points." They propose efficient algorithms to solve 

the following coincidence problems: (1) Determine all pairs of points 

which collide at some time in the futures, and (2) for a given time t, 

determine all points which collide at time t. They also consider 

anihilation problems and order problems such as: (3) Assuming two 

colliding points anihilate each other, determine the order of anihilation, 

and (4) determine for a given time t, the sorted order of points at time 

t. The method used to solve all of these problems comes from the 

solution of the half-line intersection problem in two dimensions. It 

turns out that this problem is closely related to another well-known 

problem, determining all intersection points amongst n line segments. 

Solutions to this problem can be found in [Bentley (79)] and [Brown 

(81)]. 

Two other classes of problems intricately linked to intersection are 
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visibility and decomposition. Decomposition in the most general sense 

involves breaking a simple polygon or polyhedron into a (hopefully 

minim.al) number of non-overlapping parts. Chazelle [Chazelle (80)] has 

shown that breaking a simple polygon into a minimal number of convex 

parts depends on the number of vertices N showing a reflex angle (an 

interior angle of greater than 180 degrees). Since N is most often very 

small, the algorithms Chazelle presents are of practical use. Special 

case decomposition algorithms of some interest have also been designed 

to break polygons into star-shaped [Avis (81 a)] or triangular subsets 

[Garey (78)]. Visibility has been investigated in [Chazelle (80)], [El 

Gindy (81)] and [Avis (81 b)]. Algorithms have been devised for 

determining the region of a polygon P visible from a point inside P, and 

the interior of a polygon which is visible to an observer standing on 

(or patrolling along) a specified edge. In Chapter Seven we examine a 

related problem, determining the superrange of star-shaped and 

monotone polygons. 

1.2 .5. Summary 

We have briefly touched upon a number of important problems that 

fall within the realm of computational geometry. The emphasis has been 

on pointing the reader in the direction of where "state-of-the-art" 

algorithms can be found in the literature. For further information the 

reader is referred to [Toussaint (80a)] and [Toussaint (82)] for a 

rather complete survey of the area. 
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1.3. Thesis Outline 

The reader may expect three things from this thesis, a continuing 

synthesis of a new discipline, an exposition of several new algorithms, 

and a re-evaluation and speed-up of historically fast methods. We 

address specifically the need for efficient geometric algorithms, isolate 

the common algorithmic components, and present the techniques for 

designing them. Not only do we examine in detail several problems of 

significance, but we take considerable time actually implementing and 

comparing our algorithms to other methods if they exist. Our work is 

therefore somewhat more pragmatic than the majority of previous 

research in Computational Geometry. 

The attempt is made to present the reader with the results in a 

single expository style unburdened by much of the rigor of present day 

mathematical proofs. While we recognize the value of intuition as the 

source of most mathematical discoveries, we will try to give as much 

motivation as we can before d·iving into the details of any proof. 

Figures are provided whenever we believe they will help to clarify the 

issues at hand. 

The following is an outline of the course we have chosen to follow: 

Chapter Two is an examination of some of the basic representation 

issues and computational models that will form the basis of our work. 

Chapter Three is a study of distributive sorting and selection 

algorithms. While sorting is not a geometric problem per se, the large 
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number of geometric algorithms requiring a sort step indicates the need 

for a very fast sort. Ample evidence will be given that the method we 

develop will be very efficient over a wide class of inputs. Selection, 

the problem of finding the kth smallest element in an unsorted vector, 

will be investigated as a natural extension of our work on distributive 

sorting. 

Chapter Four, "Hull Algorithms," contains an overview of four of 

the leading convex hull algorithms and a new algorithm for L1 (city-

block) geometry. The algorithms are those of Graham, Jarvis, Eddy, 

and Aki-Toussaint. Qualitative comparisons are made to determine 

under what circumstances each algorithm is likely to give its best and 

worst case performance. Empirical tests on a set of standard 

distributions are included to support the analysis. Suggestions are 

made which should be valuable regarding actual implementations. 

Chapter Five. commences with a discussion of a simple technique 

which eventually leads to modifications of two well-known algorithms for 

the minimum-area encasing rectangle and diameter of a set of points. 

The new technique we label the Highpoint Strategy because it may be 

used to list the vertex (vertices) which is (are) perpendicularly highest 

above each edge of a convex polygon in O(n) time. Continuing our 

work in L1 geometry, we also present an O(n) algorithm to find the 

diameter of a set. 

Chapter Six is a detour into the world of heuristic algorithms. Our 

work centers on geometrically motivated approximation algorithms for the 
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Euclidean and L1 Traveling Salesman Problems. The central theme is to 

use hull algorithms to form convex rings each representing an optimal 

tour of some subgroup of points and then to merge these rings in a 

way that insures very few intersections yet produces a "close to" 

optimal tour. The emphasis is not so much on computationally efficient 

algorithms, but more on the quality of tours produced. Benchmarks 

are included to indicate how our algorithms perform against nearest 

insertion, farthest insertion, and the convex hull heuristic of Stewart 

[Golden (80)]. Avenues for future research are also outlined. 

Chapter Seven provides further evidence that for certain classes of 

polygons, algorithm design and implementation is indeed easier. The 

question we answer in the affirmative is whether the superrange of a 

vertex (the vertices which can be seen from a specific vertex v) is an 

inherently easier task for polygons which are either star-shaped or 

monotone. 

The final Chapter contains a summary of the most important findings 

of our work and entertains a discussion of future directions of research 

in Computational Geometry. 

"Speed it seems to me, provides the 

one genuinely modern pleasure." 

- Aldous Huxley 



2 .1. Introduction 

Chapter 2 

ALGORITHM DESIGN ISSUES 

The purpose of this Chapter is to examine some of the issues that 

arise in the design and analysis of algorithms and, in particular, 

geometric algorithms. The word algorithm has come to refer to a 

precise method which may by implemented on a computer for the 

solution of a problem. Although this is the definition we are most 

interested in, its meaning is actually more general in that it may refer 

to any special method for solving a certain kind of problem. 

An algorithm has several properties which allows direct translation 

into a set of programming language statements. First, an algorithm is 

finite, it must consist of a reasonable number of steps, each of which 

may be carried out by one or more computer operations. Second, each 

step of an algorithm must be definite, which implies that the action to 

be carried out must be clearly specified to the machine or the user 

involved. The third property is effectiveness each step must be such 

that it can, at least in principle, be carried out by a person using 

pencil and paper in a finite amount of time. The fourth property is 

concerned with input/output; an algorithm must always produce one or 

more outputs and may have zero or more inputs which are supplied by 

the user or an external source. Finally, all algorithms must terminate 

after a finite number of operations. 

19 
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When studying computer algorithms a number of important issues 

arise, including how to neatly and concisely express algorithms (terms 

such as "software engineering" and "elements of programming style" are 

often used to describe this technique), how to prove that an algorithm 

will terminate with the correct answer, how to determine the actual 

number of operations an algorithm uses during its execution, and 

testing and profiling computer programs. While it is beyond the scope 

of this dissertation to delve very deeply into any one of these areas, 

we will take the time to examine how geometric objects can be stored by 

computing devices. Additionally, we will define a model of computation 

under which our algorithms can be analyzed and discuss why the 

number of operations needed for a particular problem may be 

independent of specific algorithms. 

2 .2. Specification and Representation 

One of the problems in dealing with geometric objects is that often 

they are mathematically defined by an infinite set of points. A simple 

polygon for instance is the union of n mutually adjoining line segments 

(a polygonal line L) and the interior points enclosed by L. Immediately 

we are faced with a dilema since we cannot hope to store an 

uncountable number of points within any physical device such as a 

computer. Does this mean that we are constrained to work only with 

countable or finite sets? 
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The answer is (fortunately) no, because often an object is finitely 

specifiable. In the case of polygons, we only need to list the ordered 

sequence of vertices. 

The representation of a point inside the computer will involve 

storing the coordinates as an aggregate data type. In general, the 

choice of coordinate system cannot affect the asymptotic running time of 

any geometric algorithm since the model of computation will allow for the 

necessary transformations in constant time (see next Section). 

A set of points in k dimensions may be specified by an unordered N 

by k array or a list of N vectors of size k. Line segments may be 

specified by their endpoints. However, care must be taken in the 

specification of a polygon by giving its vertices in the order in which. 

they appear on the boundary. In two dimensional space a single array 

of size n by two will usually suffice. Often, however, new vertices will 

have to be added, in which case a doubly linked-list will save time 

since deletions and insertions will require constant time. In any case, 

the transformation from an array to a linked-list can be done in time 

proportional to the number of elements (linear time). 

Geometric algorithm designers [Preparata (77)], [Shames (78)] have 

developed a standard-form for simple polygons which is an attempt to 

avoid the multiplicity of representations that may result by listing any 

one of the n vertices first, followed by the remaining (n - 1) vertices 

in counterclockwise of clockwise order. A simple polygon is in standard 

form if its vertices occur in counterclockwise order, with all vertices 
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distinct, and no three consecutive vertices collinear, beginning with the 

vertex that has the least y-coordinate. If two or more vertices have 

identical least y-coordinates, then the one that has the least x-

coordinate is listed first. 

The requirement that vertices be distinct is made in order to remove 

the degeneracy of zero length edges. A quadrilateral with a null edge 

would therefore be represented as a triangle. Collinear vertices are 

removed to avoid the problem of multiple representations of identical 

polygons. Listing the lexicographically least vertex first is designed to 

allow for the easy interface and comparison amongst several geometric 

algorithms. 

It is possible to convert a polygon in non-standard form to one that 

is in standard form in linear time. The process is essentially a simple 

bookkeeping procedure [Shamos (78)]. Throughout this dissertation we 

will assume without mention that polygons presented as input are in 

standard form. Likewise, the output of our algorithms will also be in 

standard form. 

2 .3. Model of Computation 

We are now ready to define the model (or machine) of computation 

under which our algorithms will run. This will allow us to determine 

the cost of various arithmetic operations and to estimate the total 

running time of an algorithm. The idea of using a theoretical machine 
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where the cost of primitive operations can be measured accurately is 

made for several reasons. Foremost among these, is a need to prove 

upper and lower bounds on execution time. Another reason is to avoid 

dependence upon the time required by any one machine to perform a 

particular computation. It is better to make the time depend on the 

relative speeds of several machines. Therefore, a scheme that 

represents present day computers as closely as possible, while still 

permitting thorough analysis is preferred [Aho (74)]. 

The operations which can be accomplished by one or a few clock 

cycles on present day computers· include arithmetic operations on 

integers: addition, multiplication, and division. Others might include 

arithmetic on floating point numbers (reals), comparisons, variable 

assignment, execution of procedure calls, and read and write 

operations. We augment the basic set of arithmetic operations to allow 

for the computation of square roots and trigonometric functions, since 

these may be required to represent the distance between two points or 

the orientation of geometric objects. (These functions may be computed 

by a suitable combination of the basic arithmetics.) We will assume that 

each of the basic operations takes one unit of time unless otherwise 

stated. The basic unit of storage is the word and it is capable of 

holding one integer or one real number. 

The model we have adopted is similar to the random access machine 

(RAM) specified by Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman in their book: "The 

Design and Analysis of Computer Algorithms" [Aho (74)]. 
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2 A. The Analysis of Algorithms 

2 .LI-.1. Analyzing Some Simple Programs 

With the computational model we have chosen, obtaining the 

computing time of an algorithm will be quite easy, especially when the 

algorithm has been coded in a high-level algebraic-like programming 

language such as FORTRAN, C, or PASCAL. The general procedure is 

to obtain a frequency count of the number of basic operations through 

an a priori analysis based on the size of the input data. 

For example, consider the following three PASCAL programs: 

PROGRAM one (input,output); 

VAR x, y : rea I; 

BEGIN 

read (x); 

read (y); 

X := X + y; 

write ( X); 

END. 

PROGRAM two (input output); 

VAR sum, i, n, number : integer; 

BEGIN 

read (n); 

sum := O; 

FOR i : = 1 TO n DO 
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BEGIN 

read (number) ; 

sum := sum + number 

END; 

write (sum) 

END. 

PROGRAM three (input); 

VAR i, j : integer; 

matrix : ARRAY [1 .. 100, 1 .. 100] OF integer; 

BEGIN 

read (n); 

FOR i := 1 TO n DO 

FOR j : = 1 TO n DO 

IF i = j THEN matrix[i,j) := 1 

ELSE matrix [i ,j) : = 0 

END. 

Program one has four basic operations and thus the frequency count 

is 4. Program two sums n integer numbers. The frequency count is 

(2n + 3) (we do not usually include a count for the looping statements, 

although to implement these in a low level language would require a 

comparison, jump, and addition for each iteration of the FOR loop). 

The final program initializes an n by n identity matrix. The frequency 

count for this program is (2n 2 + 1). 
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The three programs illustrate the idea of orders of magnitude. 

Program one will always take constant time no matter what the inputs 

are, program two will always take time proportional to n operations, and 

program three takes time proportional to n2 operations. Given three 

algorithms for solving the same task whose orders of magnitude are n, 

n2 , n21ogn, we will naturally prefer the first since the second and 

third are progressively slower for large n. For small values of n we 

must be careful about making statements concerning time comparisons 

amongst several algorithms. In these cases the constant of 

proportionality in front of the leading term of the function which 

describes the running time of a brute-force algorithm is usually much 

smaller than for a more sophisticated algorithm which has a smaller 

order of magnitude. The prime goal for the algorithm designer is to 

produce an algorithm which is an order of magnitude faster than any 

other, or else to try to prove that it is not possible. 

2. II. 2. As ymptotlc Notation 

We will adopt a notation which is convenient for analyzing algorithms 

in terms of orders of magnitude: this is the big-0 notation popularized 

by Knuth [Knuth (76)]. A function f(n) = O(g(n)) ("read as f of n 

equals big oh of g of n ") if and only if there exist two positive 

constants c and n0 such that jf(n) I s clg(n) I for all n ~ n0 . This 

notation gives a feeling as to how much time a computation may take as 

a function of the number of inputs n. What we will usually attempt to 
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determine through an a priori analysis is the function g(n). If f(n) is 

the actual time that the program takes, then we can usually estimate 

the value of c by actual performance profiling. For example, program 

two is O(n). After running three tests one of size 100, another of size 

200, and the third of size 300, we might record the times of 1 second, 

2 seconds, and 3 seconds respectively. Therefore, an accurate value 

of c would be 0.01. The value of c is dependent on the computer used 

in the computation. When we say that an algorithm is O(n) we mean 

that for increasing values of n, the resulting times will always be less 

then some constant times I g(n) I -

2 .II .3. Performance Profiling 

Performance profiling involves testing several programs (algorithms) 

to see which one is the fastest, or alternatively attempting to pinpoint 

which part of a program is running slowly. The reader should be 

aware that there are several problems with performance testing in 

general. One is that in a multiprogramming environment the clock times 

always include a certain fraction of the time needed to swap out the 

user's program on disk. This time will vary depending upon the 

number of jobs that are currently active in the system, and there is 

usually no way of determining how much time this takes. A second 

problem is that the operations used in the various algorithms will have 

different running times on different hardware. For example, on the 

CDC series of computers, floating point operations are known to execute 
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much faster than on I BM series computers. Compilers can also affect, 

sometimes hideously, the running time of what is believed to be a very 

efficient implementation of an algorithm. We have used the I BM 

FORTRAN H compiler with the optimizing option (OPT=2) for most of 

our tests. Without the optimizing option most of the times were at least 

twice as large, and the relative times were in a few cases different. 

2. 5. Metric Di stance 

Most results in this dissertation will involve problems where the 

distance between two points (i ,j) is given by the formula 

d2(i,j) = (Ix., - x.12 + IY- - Y-12)1/2. 
J I J 

This is known as the Euclidean or L 2 norm. In a few cases we will 

consider problems in which another notion of distance applies. This is 

the L 1 (Manhatten or city-block] norm where the distance is given by 

d 1(i,j) = Ix. - x.1 + IY· - Y·I · 
I J I J 

The L1 and L2 norms are special cases of the pth order Minkowski 

metric (or L norm] where distance is defined as: p 

= (Ix. - x.1P + IY· 
I J I 

Ip) 1/p 
y. ' J 

1 s p s -. 

Throughout, we will assume the L2 metric unless otherwise stated. In 

those cases when the L1 metric is in effect we will denote the space in 

which the points reside by R1. Likewise, when the L2 metric is 
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employed we will refer to the points as lying in the space. R2 . 

There are two major differences between the geometries of R1 and 

R2 . One is that distance cannot be represented· by a straight line. 

Instead the appropriate representation is a staircase-like sequence of 

connected orthogonal line segments; Fig. 2. 1. Travel between two 

points A and B is restricted to rectilinear paths only. (This is the 

reason the L1 norm is often referred to as the city-blo.ck metric.) The 

second difference is the uniqueness of these paths. If A and B do not 

have identical x or y-coordinates, then there is an infinite number of 

different orthogonal line segment sequences between these points whose 

distance equals d 1 (A, B). 
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(1) 

(2) 
A ___ .....,j 

• 

Fig. 2.1. Paths (1) and (2) represent different 
sequences of orthor-onal line se~ts that could 
be used to connect points A and B. 



Chapter 3 

SORTING AND SELECTION BY DISTRIBUTIVE PARTITIONING 

In this Chapter we apply the principle of distributive partitioning to 

solve two important interrelated problems, sorting a set of objects and 

selecting the kth smallest element from a set. In the past few years 

distributive partitioning has been shown by a number of researchers to 

produce very fast sorting algorithms -- even faster that Quicksort 

which had been considered to be the fastest internal array sorter. 

Because distributive partitioning performs so· spectacularly in 

conjunction with sorting, we also examine how the method can be 

applied to the problem of selection. 

3 .1. Introduction to Sorting 

n Seldom he smiles, and smiles in such a sort " 
- William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar 

Sorting is the process of re-arranging a given set of objects into a 

given order. It is a problem that is both practically important and 

theoretically interesting. School children are taught to put the 

alphabet into order even before they learn how to combine letters to 

form words. Commercial applications abound in warehouses, phone 

books, cataloguing, and government filing systems. It has been 

estimated by various authors that somewhere between 20 and 25 percent 
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of all data processing involves sorting. Hence, the economic impact of 

a new and faster sorting algorithm can be significant. 

In the design and analysis of algorithms many general techniques 

were first conceived in the construction of sorting algorithms. Because 

sorting is an ideal subject to demonstrate the differences amongst a 

great diversity of algorithms, all having the same purpose, the topic is 

usually discussed quite extensively in most books on algorithm design. 

Sorting also serves to show how a very significant improvement may be 

obtained by the development of sophisticated algorithms when simple 

methods are readily available. 

Sorting methods are usually classified as being internal, where the 

data resides in the random access memory of the computer, or external, 

where the data resides on any other physical device excluding random 

access memory such as disk or tape. In this Chapter we will focus 

primarily on one particular method of internal array sorting called 

distributive partitioning sorting. Our interest in this method stems 

from our desire to speed-up the Graham convex hull algorithm, which 

will be discussed in the next Chapter. 

Before proceeding we introduce some definitions and notation to be 

used throughout the Chapter. We are given items 

a 1, a2, ... , a k 

where 



key(ak ) 
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s key(ak ) S 
2 

s key(ak ) . 
n 

"key" can be thought of as an ordering function which must be 

evaluated to determine the relative position of two items. In practice 

the key is usually the item itself or computed and stored as an explicit 

component of each item. We will call the collection of components 

(including the key) associated with each item a record. 

It is common in practical applications (and some of these exist in 

computational geometry) to have multiword keys and even larger 

components comprising each record. If records are more than just a 

few words long it is best to keep an extra array of pointers to refer to 

the records indirectly. During the sorting process, instead of 

exchanging two records, only two one word pointers need to be 

exchanged. This type of sorting is often called pointer sorting or 

address table sorting, and can save time through decreased data 

movement. 

later on in the Chapter we will present the results of a series of 

extensive tests designed to assess the relative performance of our 

hybrid distributive partitioning algorithm (described in the next 

Section) versus a sophisticated Quicksort algorithm. These tests were 

carried out on several familiar distributions including the uniform, 

standard normal, gamma (a = 2.0, ~ = 1.0), and exponential. Most of 

the tests involve straight exchange of keys sorting. Pointer sort 

versions of both methods were compared for uniformly dstributed keys. 
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3 .2. Distributive Partitioning Sorting 

3 .2 .1. Towards a New Sorting Algorithm 

In a 1978 paper Robert Sedgewick [Sedgewick (78)] made the 

following statement: "there is one (sorting J algorithm called Quicksort 

which has been shown to perform well in a variety of situations. Not 

only is this algorithm simpler than many sorting algorithms, but 

empirical and analytic studies show that Quicksort can be expected to 

be up to twice as fast as its nearest competitors. The method is simple 

enough to be learned by programmers who have no previous experience 

with sorting and those who do know other sorting methods should also 

find it profitable to learn about Quicksort." (The Quicksort Sedgewick 

refers to is actually an improved version of the original method 

proposed in 1961 by C. A. R. Hoare· [Hoare (61 a)].) 

It seemed that sorting was a dead problem. No new faster 

algorithms had been invented over the previous ten years, even though 

many researchers had tried to find such an algorithm, which suggested 

that possibly none existed. About the same time that Sedgewick's 

paper appeared a young Polish computer scientist, W. Dobosowiecz, 

suggested in another paper, "Sorting by Distributive Partitioning" 

[Dobosowiecz (78)], that since only comparison based methods (such as 

Quicksort) had been examined extensively in most studies it was 

reasonable to inspect the possibilities of another class of sorting 

algorithms based upon distributive methods. 
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Dobosiewicz then described an algorithm which has an O(n) expected 

case running time on uniformly distributed keys and a worst-case of 

O(nlogn). While this method runs faster than Quicksort for n > 250 on 

a CDC 6400 computer, preliminary tests we conducted on an IBM 

370/158 indicated that performance was only slightly better for n > 

1000. Both our tests and Dobosowiecz's were carried out using 

optimizing FORTRAN compilers. The difference in performance can be 

traced to the CDC machine's fast floating point hardware. As we shall 

see, the DPS algorithm can take advantage of this hardware because 

arithmetic operations must be executed to distribute each item into its 

proper position. 

After re-evaluating Dobosowiecz's work several authors [Kowalik 

(81)] [van der Nat (80)] [Meijer (80)] concluded that his original 

procedure could be speeded-up by the process of hydridization. 

(Hydridization is defined to be the mixing of several different varieties 

to produce a stronger species.) These authors advanced several 

combination methods which sort partly by distribution and partly by 

comparison. One step of the original DPS algorithm required a time 

consuming O(n) selection algorithm to find the median. Besides 

avoiding expensive median calculation these hybrid sorts enjoy other 

important features. They are quite simple to state, analyze, and 

program. Furthermore, the linear expected-case running time is not 

limited to uniformly distributed inputs . 

. One drawback of DPS is the space required to sort. In most 
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implementations between 3n and 4n storage locations are needed for 

input strings of size n. In the early days of computing having enough 

random access memory to carry out a computation was often a very 

important consideration. Today most modern "mainframes" have several 

megabytes of real storage, thus making DPS practical for applications of 

100,000 records or more. The bottleneck rests in how fast operations 

can be carried out. This is commonly referred to as the time-space 

tradeoff by algorithm designers. What it means is that in some cases, a 

process can be speeded-up by inventing a new algorithm which 

manipulates a more sophisticated (space consuming) data structure or an 

old algorithm's data storage mechanisms can be replaced by more 

efficient ones. 

Our algorithm, which was communicated earlier in [Allison (82)], is 

a super hybrid which includes some of the best features of the Kowalik-

Yoo, van der Nat, and Meijer-Akl hybrids plus an additional idea 

employed by Sedgewick [Sedgewick (78)] to speed up Hoare's 

Quicksort. 

3 .2 .2. The Algorithm 

The sort, which we label Usort, because if performs most efficiently 

on uniform distributions of keys, requires three passes, first a 

distributive pass and then two comparison based passes. In the first 

pass the n records are partially sorted into Ln/mJ boxes (where LxJ is 

the floor function, and m is a positive constant less than n/2), with 
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record A. placed into box j ac.cording to the formula 
I 

j := L((key(\) - min)/(max - min)) ( Ln/mJ - e) + lJ. 

The quantity e (taken to be very small relative to the size of n) is 

needed to insure that the record with the maximum valued key is placed 

into box Ln/mJ instead of box ( Ln/mJ +1) [Allison (81)]. The contents 

of two consecutive boxes are such that all the keys in the first one are 

guaranteed to be smaller than all the keys in the second one. 

For the second pass each box which contains k or more records is 

partitioned by Sedgewick's "median-of-three" Quicksort [Sedgewick 

(78)] until all partitions are of size ( k-1) or smaller. The value chosen 

for k should be about 9, although this value may vary depending upon 

the relative speed of comparisons and arithmetic operations on any one 

particular machine. The third pass consists of a single Insertion sort 

(see [Wirth (76)] for a description on Insertion sorting) over the entire 

input vector. In this way the stacking overhead associated with an 

Insertion sort on each individual box or partition can be avoided. 

Sedgewick has already used this technique with good success in 

conjunction with his "median-of-three" Quicksort. 

3 .2 .3. Implementation and Storage Requirements 

The records are not moved during the first pass. Instead, a singly 

linked-list is used to represent the items of each box. The linked-list 

requires a total of ( Ln/mJ •n) storage locations: Ln/mJ for the list heads 
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and n locations for the links. Assuming that the records are in array 

A, efficient pseudo code for distributing the records into Ln/2J boxes, 

where each record is considered to be a real-valued key, would be 

ndiv2 : = n/2; 

for i : = 1 to ndiv2 do { initialize list heads } 

list_head[i] := O; 

constant:= (ndiv2 

for i : = 1 to n do 

begin 

.001)/(A[max] - A[min]); { e = .001 } 

j := (A[i] - A[min]) * constant + 1 .O; { expression truncated } 

link[i] := list_head[j]; 

list_head [j] · -

end 

As a result of this computation each empty list will have a list head 

equal to zero and each non-empty list will have a terminating zero link. 

By making one pass through all the lists, the contents of the boxes 

may be quickly rearranged into a destination array B where passes two 

and three may be efficiently carried out. The total array storage 

required is (3n+ Ln/mJ). 

3.2.'J. Worst-case and Average-case Time Complexity 

The worst-case time complexity will occur in the unlikely event that 

the. keys follow a factorial distribution. All of the records with the 
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exception of the one with largest key will fall into the first box and 

Quicksort will have to be applied to ( n-1) records. Since the worst-

case time complexity of Quicksort is O(n 2) for groups of size n [Wirth 

(76)], it follows that the worst-case complexity of Usort is also O(n 2). 

We analyze the expected-case time complexity under the assumption 

that the input sequence consists of uniformly distributed keys. It 

takes O(n) time to find A(min), A(max), initialize the list heads, 

distribute the records into the created intervals, and rearrange the 

records into a form suitable for the second and third passes of the 

algorithm. For the second pass the time to sort a single box consisting 

of i records will be proportional to ilog 2i, the expected-case running 

time of Quicksort [Wirth (76)]. Since the input is uniformly distributed 

the probability that an item belongs to a given group is ll(n/m) = min. 

The probability that a single box will consist of i items is obtained from 

a binomial distribution (the notation C(n, i) means the combination of n 

things taken i at a time) 

P(i) = C(n,i)(n/m)i[l - (m/n)]n-i. 

The expected time to sort a single box of k or more items is 

t" (ilog 2i)C(n,i)(mln)i[1 - (mln)]n-i. 
i=k 

The time to sort all the boxes is, therefore, 

n · n-i (nlm)l: (ilog 2i)C(n,i)(mln) 1[1 - (min)] 
i=k 

n . 
= ( n Im)! ( [ ( i I og 2 i) m I n ( n -1) ... ( n -1+ 1) ] [ 1 

i=k 
( ml n) ] n - i) I ( i ! n i) 



n . 
< (n/m)t ((ilog 2i)m 1]/i! = 

i=k 

< nl: 00 (log 2i)(mi-l )/(i-1) ! 
i=l 
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n i-1 n! (log 2i)m /(i-1) ! 
i=k 

< nmem = O(n) 

After the second pass all partitions and boxes will have ( k-1) or less 

records. For insertion sort the worst-case will be when there are 

n/(k-1) of these groups, each of size (k-1). The time to order all 

these groups is 

[n/(k-1)](k-1) 2 = n(k-1) = O(n), 

since k will be small and fixed for any implementation of Usort. 

Summing over all steps the total time taken is O(n). 

Many "real" applications involve the ordering of data which exhibit 

near uniform behavior. With regard to Usort, this means that after the 

first pass O(n) boxes will contain at least one item, but with low 

probability no single box will overload (become too populous). For 

distributions meeting these requirements Usort will be very fast. In 

the event that several boxes contain a significant number of items (with 

respect to the size of the input vector), the time to sort will be 

reasonable because of Quicksort's O(nlog 2n) expected-case time 

complexity. Pass two is a "fail-safe" mechanism which insures against 

all but the most pathological cases. 
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3.2.5. Modifications for Pointer Sorting 

Usort is easily modified for pointer sorting. After the first pass an 

array of length n is needed to initialize the pointers. The auxiliary 

array B referred to in Section 3.2.3 is not needed. The storage 

requirements are therefore identical to the "straight-exchange of 

records" version. In passes two and three, comparisons will take the 

form 

A [pointer[i]] < A [pointer[j]] 

with the pointers being exchanged depending upon the outcome of the 

test. This indirect reference causes more overhead than a normal 

comparison between keys; however, the expected-case time complexity 

of Usort with pointers is still O(n) for uniformly distributed keys. 

3 .2 .6. Comparison With Other Distributive Methods 

We expect our method to be somewhat faster than the other three 

distributive sorting hybrids for the following reasons: 

(1) The van der Nat algorithm uses recursion and merge sorting. 

In most high level languages the code generated to handle the recursion 

produces extra overhead that could be avoided by using an explicit 

stack [Horowitz (76)]. Converting the van der Nat algorithm to a non-

recursive version is not a trivial matter. The merge sort prevents a 

worst-case of O(n 2), but it does produce some overhead. 
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(2) The Kowalik and Yoo method can be described recursively, and 

can be implemented quite easily using a stack unlike the van der Nat 

algorithm. However, we do not subscribe to the idea of applying a 

distributive pass more than once for the following reason. As a rough 

rule of thumb, one call to Quicksort takes the same amount of time as 

two calls to DPS on the same size vector. If DPS is called again on a 

large subfile (relative to the size of the original input vector) then it 

would have been better to call Quicksort in the first place. 

(3) The Meijer and Aki method is closest in design to our method. 

They use Heapsort on boxes that contain more than the th res hold 

number of items, while we use Quicksort. Thus their method has a 

worst-case of O(nlogn) which is better than our worst-case 

performance. However, our average-case performance should be better 

since Quicksort is known to be much faster than Heapsort on input 

vectors of size 100 or less [Wirth (76)]. Because of the low probability 

of the worst-case of Quicksort occuring we prefer our method. 

3 .2 .7. Early Test Results and Discussion 

The two algorithms described above, Usort (USORT) and Usort with 

pointers (UPSORT) were coded in FORTRAN and run on an I BM 3032 

(FORTX,OPT=2) in March 1981. These were tested against FORTRAN 

implementations of Sedgewick's Quicksort (QSORT) and Quicksort with 

pointers (QPSORT) [Sedgewick (78)]. Copies of all tested programs 

can be found in Appendix 1. Pseudo-random variates were generated 
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over the interval (0, 1) by IMSL uniform random number generator 

GGUBS [IMSL (80)]. 5 realizations of 100 runs were made on all sample 

sizes. The timings taken were averaged and are summarized in Table 

3. 1. Standard deviations were calculated for each set of 5 test runs 

and appear in the parentheses to the right of each entry. 

We experimented with different m and k before choosing values 2 

and 8. We did not find these values to be a critical factor in obtaining 

good running times for the algorithm. For example, with m = 3 and k = 
10 the total time was only about 2% higher. However, we did find that 

Usort ran 10% slower when m = 1. The reason for this behavior is that 

many of the lists were empty and maintenance of empty lists incurs 

extra overhead. This anomaly had also been reported by Kowalik and 

Yoo [Kowalik (81)] for their distributive paritioning hybrid sort. 

Table 3 .1. Sorting time (average of 5 realizations of 100 runs in 
hundredths of a second). Standard deviations within parentheses. 

n 

250 
500 

1000 
2000 
4000 

QSORT 

39.4( .49) 
87.4( .80) 

191.0(1.79) 
416.0( .63) 
894.0(4.04) 

USORT 

28.6( .49) 
57 .8( .40) 

114. 8( . 98) 
233.4( .80) 
472.0(4.56) 

QPSORT 

58.8( .40) 
130.2( .40) 
286.2( 1. 17) 
629.2( 4.26) 

1366.6(13.57) 

UPSORT 

42.8( .40) 
86. 6( .49) 

175.4(1.85) 
350.8(1.86) 
702.4(6.83) 

What we found is that Usort is a very fast sorting method for 

uniformly distributed keys; the times for USORT are 53-73% of the 

QSORT times on the sample sizes used in the test. As stated in 

[Allison (82)], better performance can be expected on machines with 

fast floating point hardware such as the CDC Cyber Series [van der 
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Nat (80)]. Our results compared favorably with Kowalik and Yoo's 

[Kowalik (82)]. However, they used sample sizes of 5000, 10000, and 

50000 items. Extrapolation of the data in Table 3. 1 would lead to even 

more impressive results than those obtained by Kowalik and Yoo. 

3 .2 .8. Later Test Results 

In 1981 Devroye and Klincsek [Devroye (81)] proved that 

distributions which have exponentially dominating tails, such as the 

normal, gamma, and exponential, can also be sorted in O(n) time by 

recursive distributive partitioning methods. Thus, any box containing 

more than a threshold number of items would be recursively sorted 

again by DPS, as opposed to our hybrid which invokes Quicksort to 

partition overly crowded boxes. 

The acquisition of a new computer at Virginia Tech (an I BM 3081) in 

addition to our earlier study and the Devroye and Klincsek report 

indicated that a more elaborate test mechanism was needed to determine 

the performance characteristics of our hybrid on a variety of 

distributions. Instead of obtaining CPU timings, counts of certain 

fundamental operations were obtained by placing software counters into 

the USORT code. The same procedure was also carried out for 

Sedgewick's Quicksort. The set of operations included: 

1 . Arithmetics 

Division) 

(Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, 
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2. Assignment (Replacing the value of a variable by either 

the value of another variable, or the value of a 

constant) 

3. Comparison (Comparing the value of either two variables 

or a variable and a constant) 

4. Exchange (equivalent to three assignments -- included 

because of other test involving the number of 

exchanges used by Quicksort) 

Sample statements containing the various operations follow: 

(1) U = U + 1 

(2) I = L + 1 

(3) B(J-1) = V 

(4) SIZEUP = R - I + 1 

(5) J = R 

(6) B(R) = SWITCH 

(7) B(MIDDLE) = B(I) 

(8) STACK(1, DEPTH) = 

(9) IF (V .GT. B(I)) GO TO 110 

(10) IF (B(I) .LE. B(L)) GO TO 20 

( 11) IF ( I . EQ. 0) RETURN 

Statement (1) would count as one arithmetic operation. The assignment 

involved would not be counted since this operation is always performed 

as a side effect of an arithmetic operation. Statement (2) would also 

count as one arithmetic, statement (3) as one arithmetic, and statement 
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(4) as two arithmetics. Statements (5), (6), (7), and (8) are examples 

of assignment. The execution of any one of these would cause one to 

be added to the assignment counter. Statements (9), (10), and (11) 

would each be tallied as one comparison. No distinction was made 

between the use of simple variables and array variables or their types 

(real, integer, boolean) in any of the operations. An exchange would 

take the form 

(12) SWITCH = A(J) 

A( I) = A(J) 

A(J) = SWITCH 

Each exchange is equivalent to three assignments. These operations 

can only take place in Quicksort or the Quicksort pass of Usort. A 

separate count was included for comparison with other studies [Wirth 

(76)], [Sedgewick (78)] where the number of these critical operations 

has been either measured or theoretically determined. 

In some cases the code contained composite statements such as 

(13) IF (A(1+1) .GT. B) GO TO 10 

(14) IF (A(1+1) .EQ. B(J-1)) I = J 

In these (13) would count as one comparison and one arithmetic, and 

(14) would count as one comparison, two arithmetics, and one 

assignment. Do loops such as 

DO 10 I = 1, N 



A(I) = B(I) 

10 CONTINUE 
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require special treatment. Rewriting the loop in a more primitive form 

yields 

I = 1 

10 IF (I .GT. N) GO TO 20 

A(I) = B(I) 

I = I + 1 

GO TO 10 

20 ---------

Thus, the DO loop construct requires (in this case) N comparisons and 

additions (not including the N assignments which must also be 

counted). Similar calculations can be made for all DO loops. The 

statements inside the loop body can be multiplied by the repetitive 

factor of the loop to yield the number of times they will be executed. 

The tests were restricted to four distribution types: uniform, 

standard normal, gamma (a = 2.0, ~ = 1.0), and exponential. IMS0L 

routines GGUBS, GGNML, and GGAMR were used for random number 

generation [IMS L (80)] . For each sample size - distribution type 

combination, preliminary screening tests were undertaken to determine 

the optimum number of boxes which would minimize the number of 

fundamental operation counts; see Tables 3. 2 through 3. 7. Each entry 

in the tables represents the number of operations required for 1 run. 

These were derived from an average of 100 runs. We have not included 
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the results from every one of our preliminary tests, instead the 

emphasis has been on providing the reader with the evidence which 

shows that USORT is not particularly sensitive to the number of boxes 

chosen for the distributive pass. We first determined the value of k 

such that kn is the number of boxes producing the approximate number 

of fewest operations for 100 sets of data over 100 runs. These are the 

"starred" entries in Tables 3.2 through 3.7. Tests were then run for 

the identical data using (k-.45)n, (k-. 15)n, (k+. 15)n, (k•.45)n, and 

(k•1.05)n boxes. (In some cases this data was already available from 

the optimization phase.) Because of cost, exceptions were made for 

4000 and 8000 items where data was taken for (k-.45)n, (k•.45)n, and 

(k+1 .05)n boxes only. Checking the Tables it appears that in our 

attempt to locate the optimum number of boxes we did not always 

succeed. For example, for the uniform distribution with 500 items we 

found the optimum at . 65n boxes. It turns out that . 50n boxes 

produces a marginally better result; see Table 3.3. This, we believe, 

supports our claim that USORT is not particularly sensitive to the 

number of boxes chosen for the distributive pass. 

We now turn · our attention to the actual number of specific 

operations required by USORT and QSORT for the various sample size -

distribution type combinations. For each of the "starred" entries in 

Tables 3.2 through 3.7, an operation count breakdown is given in 

Tables 3.8 through 3. 13 along with the corresponding operation count 

breakdown for QSORT. CPU timings on an I BM 3081 have also been 

included to allow the reader to more easily determine the relative 
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Table 3 .2. Operation counts for Usort for different numbers of boxes, 
n = 250 items. Starred entries indicate approximate 
optimum as determined by our preliminary screening tests. 

Uniform Distribution 

No. of boxes Operation count 
.20n 10779 
.50n 6831 
.65n* 6817 
.80n 6951 

1. 10n 7324 
1. 70n 8156 

Normal Distribution 

No. of boxes Operation count 
.35n 8689 
.65n 7138 
.80n* 7153 
.95n 7294 

1.25n 7638 
1.85n 8440 

Gamma Distribution 
(a = 2.0, ~ = 1.0) 

No. of boxes Operation count 
.45n 9294 
.75n 7554 
.90n* 7571 

1.05n 7590 
1.35n 7832 
1.95n 8631 

Exponential Distribution 

No. of boxes Operation count 
1.10n 8340 
1.40n 8290 
1. 55n* 8389 
1. 70n 8502 
2.00n 8843 
2.60n 9653 
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Table 3 .3. Operation counts for Usort for different numbers of boxes, 
n = 500 items. Starred entries indicate approximate 
optimum as determined by our preliminary screening tests. 

Uniform Distribution 

No. of boxes Operation count 
.20n 21186 
.50n 13407 
.65n* 13606 
.80n 13880 

1.10n 14628 
1. 70n 16299 

Normal Distribution 

No. of boxes Operation count 
.40n 19513 
.70n 14588 
.85n* 14493 

1.00n 14738 
1.30n 15432 
1. 90n 17032 

Gamma Distribution 
(a= 2.0, a= 1.0) 

No. of boxes Operation count 
.75n 16497 

1.05n 15395 
1. 20n* 15594 
1.35n 15756 
1. 65n 16506 
2.25n 18127 

Exponential Distribution 

No. of boxes Operation count 
1.20n 18396 
1.50n 17523 
1. 65n* 17598 
1.80n 17670 
2.10n 18195 
2.70n 19686 
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Table 3 .'I. Operation counts for Usort for different numbers of boxes1 
n = 1000 items. Starred entries indicate approximate 
optimum as determined by our preliminary screening tests. 

Uniform Distribution 

No. of boxes Operation count 
.20n 40165 
.50n 27923 
.65n* 27322 
.80n 27756 

1 .10n 29253 
1. 70n 32582 

Normal Distribution 

No. of boxes Operation count 
.50n 40994 
.80n 30550 
.95n* 30120 

1. 10n 30192 
1 .40n 31515 
2.00n 34687 

Gamma Distribution c~ = 2.0, ~ = 1.0> 

No. of boxes Operation count 
.90n 34764 

1.20n 32299 
1 .35n* 32273 
1 .50n 32654 
1.80n 33953 
2.40n 37167 

Exponential Distribution 

~o. of boxes 
1 .40n 
1. 70n 
1 .85n* 
2.00n 
2.30n 
2.90n 

Operation count 
40103 
37085 
37380 
37284 
37799 
40675 
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Table 3 .5. Operation counts for Usort for. different numbers of boxes, 
n = 2000 items. Starred entries indicate approximate 
optimum as determined by our preliminary screening tests. 

Uniform Distribution 

No. of boxes Operation count 
.20n 79325 
.50n 56087 
.65n* 55831 
.80n 55449 

1. 10n 58469 
1. 70n 65151 

Normal Distribution 

No. of boxes Operation count 
· .55n 96130 
.85n 62193 

1.00n* 60684 
1. 15n 61056 
1.45n 63537 
2.05n 69987 

Gamma Distribution 
(a= 2.0, a= 1.0) 

No. of boxes Operation count 
.95n 80038 

1.25n 67260 
1.40n* 66192 
1. 55n 66882 
1.85n 69026 
2.45n 75001 

Exponential Distribution 

No. of boxes Operation count 
1.90n 83711 
2.20n 80326 
2.35n* 79873 
2.50n 79655 
2.80n 81679 
3.40n 87401 
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Table 3 .6. Operation counts for Usort for different numbers of boxes1 
n = 11000 items. Starred entries indicate approximate 
optimum as determined by our preliminary screening tests. 

Uniform Distribution 

No. of boxes Operation count 
.20n 156977 
.65n* 112451 

1.10n 117486 
1.70n 130696 

Normal Distribution 

No. of boxes Operation count 
.75n 160516 

1.20n* 126477 
1.65n 132243 
2.25n 144608 

Gamma Distribution 
(a= 2.0, B = 1.0) 

No. of boxes 
1.25n 
1. 70n* 
2.15n 
2.75n 

Exponential 

No. of boxes 
2.35n 
2.80n* 
3.25n 
3.85n 

Operation count 
153449 
138367 
145363 
157566 

Distribution 

Operation count 
174686 
169832 
174441 
185129 
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Table 3 .7. Operation counts for Usort for different numb.ers of boxes, 
n = 8000 items. Starred entries indicate approximate 
optimum as determined by our preliminary screening tests. 

Uniform Distribution 

No. of boxes Operation count 
.25n 286431 
.70n* 225760 

1. 15n 235970 
1.75n 262887 

Normal Distribution 

No. of boxes Operation count 
.85n 371209 

1.30n* 261386 
1.75n 270389 
2.35n 294241 

Gamma Distribution 
(a= 2.0, ~ = 1. 0) 

No. of boxes Operation count 
1.45n 334510 
1. 90n* 293939 
2.35n 300958 
2.95n 325385 

Exponential Distribution 

No. of boxes 
2.90n 
3.35n* 
3.80n 
4.40n 

Operation count 
373660 
368468 
377345 
397996 
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Table 3 .8. Operation Counts for Quicksort and Usort, n = 250 items. 
AR = arithmetics, AS = assignments, CP = comparisons, 
EX = exchanges, Time is CPU seconds on an IBM 3081. 

Uniform Distribution 

QSORT USORT (. 65n boxes) 
AR 2952 2811 
AS 675 1555 
CP 2855 2467 
EX 420 0 
Time .0016 .0014 

Normal Distribution 

QSORT USORT (.8n boxes) 
AR 2970 2925 
AS 672 1614 
CP 2875 2589 
EX 420 0 
Time .0016 .0014 

Gamma Distribution 
(a= 2.0, a= 1.0) 

QSORT USORT (. 9n boxes) 
AR 2953 3044 
AS 670 1679 
CP 2866 2683 
EX 424 1 
Time .0017 .0015 

Exponential Distribution 

QSORT USORT (1.55n boxes) 
AR 2971 3365 
AS 677 1837 
CP 2872 3189 
EX 420 1 
Time .0016 .0017 
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Table 3.9. Operation Counts for Quicksort and Usort, n .= 500 items. 
AR = arithmetics, AS = assignments, CP = comparisons, 
EX = exchanges, Time is CPU seconds on an IBM 3081. 

Uniform Distribution 

QSORT USORT (. 65n boxes) 
AR 6496 5605 
AS 1348 3089 
CP 6429 4930 
EX 962 0 
Time .0035 .0027 

Normal Distribution 

QSORT USORT ( .85n boxes) 
AR 6503 6027 
AS 1345 3313 
CP 6435 5307 
EX 959 1 
Time .0036 .0030 

Gamma Distribution 
(a= 2.0, B = 1.0) 

QSORT USORT (1. 2n boxes) 
AR 6462 6353 
AS 1343 3477 
CP 6398 5829 
EX 963 , 
Time .0038 .0030 

Exponential Distribution 

QSORT USORT (1.65n boxes) 
AR 6495 7014 
AS 1348 3814 
CP 6427 6609 
EX 960 2 
Time .0036 .0034 
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Table 3.10. Operation Counts for Quicksort and Usort, n = 1000 items. 
AR = arithmetics, AS = assignments, CP = comparisons, 
EX = exchanges, Time is CPU seconds on an IBM 3081. 

Uniform Distribution 

QSORT USORT (. 65n boxes) 
AR 14219 11132 
AS 2698 6143 
CP 14315 9756 
EX 2157 0 
Time .0077 .0055 

Normal Distribution 

QSORT USORT (. 95n boxes) 
AR 14165 1297l 
AS 2686 7071 
CP 14320 12109 
EX 2161 2 
Time .0083 .0062 

Gamma Distribution 
(a= 2.0, a= 1.0) 

QSORT USORT (1.35n boxes) 
AR 14206 12971 
AS 2686 7071 
CP 14320 12109 
EX 2161 2 
Time .0083 .0062 

Exponential Distribution 

QSORT USORT (1.85n boxes) 
AR 14183 14721 
AS 2695 7983 
CP 14288 13957 
EX 2165 3 
Time .0078 .0071 
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Table 3 .11. Operation Counts for Quicksort and U sort I n = 2000 items. 
AR = arithmetics, AS = assignments, CP = comparisons, 
EX = exchanges, Time is CPU seconds on an IBM 3081. 

Uniform Distribution 

QSORT USORT (. Sn boxes) 
AR 30798 22309 
AS 5398 12266 
CP 31456 19430 
EX 4787 0 
Time .0165 . 0111 

Normal Distribution 

QSORT USORT (1.0n boxes) 
AR 30705 24857 
AS 5392 13586 
CP 31384 22239 
EX 4799 2 
Time .0169 .0123 

Gamma Distribution 
(a= 2.0, e = 1.0) 

QSORT USORT (1.4n boxes) 
AR 30776 27211 
AS 5387 14825 
CP 31452 24980 
EX 4794 2 
Time .0176 .0129 

Exponential Distribution 

QSORT USORT (2.35n boxes) 
AR 30789 31508 
AS 5389 16961 
CP 31476 31033 
EX 4806 4 
Time .0169 .0154 
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Table 3 .12. Operation Counts for Quick sort and U sort, n = '1000 items. 
AR = arithmetics, AS = assignments, CP = comparisons, 
EX = exchanges, Time is CPU seconds on an I BM 3081. 

Uniform Distribution 

QSORT USORT (. 65n boxes) 
AR 66337 45686 
AS 10786 25109 
CP 68631 39831 
EX 10539 0 
Time .0355 .0227 

Normal Distribution 

QSORT USORT (1.2n boxes) 
AR 66405 52025 
AS 10787 28321 
CP 68700 47348 
EX 10539 3 
Time .0366 .0256 

Gamma Distribution 
(a= 2.0, 6 = 1.0) 

QSORT USORT (1. 7n boxes) 
AR 66190 56756 
AS 10775 30834 
CP 68517 53619 
EX 10555 3 
Time .0379 .0273 

Exponential Distribution 

QSORT USORT (2.8n boxes) 
AR 66130 66925 
AS 10781 35911 
CP 68451 67645 
EX 10555 5 
Time .0364 .0332 
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Table 3 .13. Operation Counts for Quicksort and U sort, n = 8000 items. 
AR = arithmetics, AS = assignments, CP = comparisons, 
EX = exchanges, Time is CPU seconds on an IBM 3081. 

Uniform Distribution 

QSORT USORT (. 7n boxes) 
AR 141698 91364 
AS 21571 50151 
CP 148192 80687 
EX 22983 0 
Time .0761 .0478 

Normal Distribution 

QSORT USORT (1.3n boxes) 
AR 142125 106111 
AS 21572 57637 
CP 148618 97455 
EX 22984 3 
Time .0786 .0544 

Gamma Distribution 
(a= 2.0, S = 1.0) 

QSORT USORT (1.9n boxes) 
AR 142141 116371 
AS 21583 63056 
CP 148621 111995 
EX 22981 3 
Time .0814 .0572 

Exponential Distribution 

QSORT USORT (3. 35n boxes) 
AR 141841 142126 
AS 21569 75875 
CP 148360 148496 
EX 23002 5 
Time .0783 .0730 
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performance characteristics amongst the different distribution types. 

Usort required fewer total operations for every distribution type 

except the exponential on sample sizes of 250 and 500 items. The CPU 

timings mirror this observation. As the number of items increased, the 

number of boxes must also be increased to obtain optimum behavior for 

all distribution types except the uniform. The reason this must be 

done can be attributed to certain boxes becoming more and more 

overcrowded as the sample size increases. For example, in the normal 

distribution, boxes near the median will tend to become crowded, while 

boxes several standard deviations from the median will contain relatively 

fewer items. To stop this overcrowding the number of boxes can be 

increased which in turn implies that more empty lists must be 

maintained. However, this appears to be cheaper than passing several 

overcrowded boxes to the Quicksort phase or fuller boxes to the 

Insertion sort pass. The low number of exchanges recorded for Usort 

support this conclusion. 

For each sample size - distribution type combination the time for 

USORT and QSORT can be modeled by a pair of equations in three 

variables. For example, take the uniform distribution and 250 items. 

Under this model of computation 

T QSORT = 2952AR + 1935AS + 2855CP 

T USO RT = 2811 AR + 1555AS + 2467CP. 

This formulation allows us to answer questions about the relative speed 
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of the two algorithms based upon the three types .of operations: 

arithmetics, assignments, and comparisons. In the example above 

USORT required fewer operations for all three types. Therefore, 

USORT will always be faster than QSORT on any machine. As another 

example, consider the exponential distribution with 500 items: 

T QSORT = 6495AR + 4128AS + 6427CP 

T USORT = 7014AR + 3814AS + 6609CP 

For Machine A let the time of an assignment be one-half the time of an 

arithmetic (AS = . 5AR), and let the time for a comparison be the same 

as an arithmetic (CP = AR). Then, T QSORT reduces to 14986AR 

versus 15530AR for T USORT" Clearly, QSORT is the faster of the two 

algorithms on Machine A. On the other hand, for Machine B let the 

time of an assignment be three times slower than an arithmetic (AS = 

3AR), and the time of a comparison equivalent to the time of an 

arithmetic (CP = AR). In this case T QSORT reduces to 25306AR versus 

25065AR for T USORT which makes USORT just slightly faster then 

QSORT. 

It should be clear that we have established a model which allows us 

to be very analytical about the time required to sort. What makes the 

model particularly attractive is that it allows us to pinpoint where the 

bulk of the computation takes place in the two algorithms. 

Furthermore, if other types of operations, such as jumps and 

subroutine calls need to be monitored, these can easily be added to the 

model. The model allows us to ascertain the speed of USO RT and 
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QSORT on any new machine. Because computer architectures are 

always being modified and updated, the model takes on increased value 

as a forecasting tool. This could conceivably lead to a decision on 

whether to purchase a new computer. 

Another question arises from the tabulated data. What about 

recursively partitioning boxes by DPS? Would this technique speed-up 

the running time of Usort for distributions such as the exponential, 

with perhaps a small loss in performance for uniformly distributed 

items? Although we did not implement a recursive DPS algorithm, the 

number of exhanges in the Tables indicate that for uniformly 

distributed items such an algorithm would perform with almost 

equivalent speed to our hybrid (because there would be very few 

recursive calls). For the other distribution types more recursive calls 

would have to be made because of the higher population of some boxes. 

This would cause some items to be distributed again (or several times). 

It appears that the total number or items redistributed would have to 

be very roughly around n or smaller if a recursive DPS algorithm is to 

run as fast as QSORT, since QSORT was never twice as slow as USO RT 

in any of our tests (CPU time). 

A final question is: Can we determine a good choice for the number 

of boxes regardless of distribution type, or number of items being 

sorted? The answer seems to be yes if we only consider the uniform, 

normal, and gamma distributions. A good choice might be around 1 .2n 

boxes. Using this figure, Usort required 47389 arithmetics, 25772 
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assignments, 45942 comparisons, and O exchanges on a sample size of 

4000 uniformly distributed items, still significantly better than 

Quicksort. On the other hand, for the gamma distribution the number 

of operations required was 70541 arithmetics, 38297 assignments, 55618 

comparisons, and 17 exchanges, which led to a running time just 

slightly less than Quicksort's time. 

Future research should consider a number of important issues. One 

is: Will a recursive DPS algorithm be as effective as Quicksort on 

distributions where the expected number of items falling into one or 

several boxes is quite large? Second, a study should be carried out to 

theoretically estimate the average number of operations taken by Usort 

for different distribution types. A third avenue of future research 

might involve non-uniformly sized boxes. This would require an initial 

pass over the n items trying to gain some statistical information about 

their distribution. 

What impact will our results have on geometric algorithms? It turns 

out that the distribution of angles that must be sorted in the Graham 

convex hull algorithm will in many cases follow a rectangular density, 

not too unlike the standard normal distribution. Therefore, we can 

recommend Usort in these situations. 

Some authors have downplayed the significance of distributive 

sorting methods (Baase (78)] [Hu its (79)]. However, our results 

indicate to the contrary. We believe that any significant increase in 

the sorting speed of internal files (say on the order of 5% or more) is 
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of major importance to the computing community. 

3 .3. Selection by Distributive Partitioning 

"I have called this principle, by which each slight 

variation, if useful, is preserved, by the term 

Natural Selection." 

- Charles Darwin, Origin of Species 

3 .3 .1. Introduction to Selection 

The problem of selection, finding the k th smallest element ·from an 

unordered set, is closely related to sorting. An obvious statistical 

application involves finding the median. One popular selection algorithm 

is based upon the partition operation of Quicksort [Floyd (75)]. 

Therefore, it is natural to question if the technique of dis.tributive 

partitioning might also yield a particularily efficient selection algorithm. 

In what follows we propose, analyze, and test a new selection algorithm 

based upon distributive partitioning. 

3.3.2. The Algorithm 

Consider the problem of finding the kth smallest element in the set 

A with elements • • • I The method of distributive 

partitioning is used to place the elements into boxes b.; j = 1, 2, ... , 
J 

B where B is the number of boxes, so that all the elements in box b. 
J 
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are less than all the elements in box bj+l · A count is kept of the 

unsorted elements in each box and only the box containing the kth 

smallest element needs to be considered further. 

Algorithm KSMALL 

Step 1. Find the maximum (max) and minimum (min) elements in A. 

Step 2. If max = min, stop. The kth smallest element has been found. 

Step 3. Distribute the elements of A into boxes b 1, b2 , ... , b 8 and 

count the number of elements I b. I in box b.. An element will 
J J 

belong to box b. if j is the integer result of the computation 
J 

j = d(a. - min)/(max - min)] (B - e) + 1J. 
I 

The quantity e (taken to be very small relative to the size of the 

elements) is needed to insure that the minimum and maximum are 

placed into the first and last boxes respectively. 

Step q. If I b 1 I ~ k, then the kth smallest element must be in box b 1. 

If I b 1 I + I b2 I ~ k, then the k th smallest element must be in box 

b2 . In this way the box which contains the kth smallest element is 

found. Steps 1 through 4 are then repeated recursively on this 

box. 

The implementation of algorithm KSMALL can be efficiently carried 

out by representing the elements of each box as a singly linked list. 

Also, the recursion can be eliminated by using an explicit stack. 
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3 .3 .3. Complexity Analysis for Uniform Distributions 

If the time for a comparison is C, a multiplication M, a division D 

and an addition/subtraction S then the average case time complexity is 

the sum of the times for the various steps. For each step the times 

are as follows: 

Step 1: 

Step 3: 

Step II: 

T 1(n) = (3/2)Cn 

T2 (n) = (2S + M)n + 2S + D 

Tin) = (1/2)S8 

The total time complexity will therefore satisfy the recurrence 

relation 

T(n) = ((3/2)C + 2S + M)n + 2S + D + (1/2)S8 + T(n/8) 

The solution c;>f this recurrence relation is O(n). 

For a uniform distribution represented by this recurrence relation it 

may be easily shown that a suitable choice for the number of boxes at 

each recursive step is cv'n where c depends on the speed of the various 

arithmetic and logical operations. 

It is clear that for a uniform distribution and k > (1/2) n a slight 

improvement may be achieved by starting the box count in step 4 at 

box b 8 rather than box b 1 . 

The worst case complexity will occur in the unlikely event that the 

value of the elements follow a factorial distribution. In this case with 
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B ~ n all elements except the largest will fall into the first box and the 

selection algorithm will have to be applied recursively to (n-1) 

elements. The worst case complexity will therfore be 0( n2). This 

behavior is similar to the Quicksort method for sorting elements in 

which the partitioning element is chosen so as to reduce the unsorted 

set by one element. 

3 .3 .II. Results and Discussion 

The selection algorithm described above (KSMALL) was coded in 

FORTRAN and run on an I BM 3032 ( FOR TX, OPT=2). · It was tested 

against· the algorithm SELECT [Floyd (75)] which has average case time 

complexity of 1.5n and is known to be superior to both FIND [Hoare 

(61)] and PICK [Blum (73)]. The FORTRAN version of SELECT, which 

was used, included the improvements suggested in [Brown (76)]. In 

the test the median element of a uniform distribution was found. The 

initial input vector was also ordered so that all elements less than or 

equal to ak occupied positions a1, ... , ak-l and all elements greater 

than or equal to ak occupied positions ak•l' ... , an. For KSMALL the 

median element will take longest to find since, if k ~ (1/2)n, counting 

of the boxes can begin with box b 8 . 
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Table 3.111. Selection time (secs. for 100 runs) 

n 

500 
1000 
2000 
4000 
8000 

KSMALL 

0.60 
1. 16 
2.29 
4.51 
9.07 

SELECT 

0.36 
0.71 
1.24 
2.32 
4.57 

The results of the test are given in Table 3. 14. These show that, 

as expected, KSMALL is clearly O(n) but that it is not as efficient as 

SELECT. This is due to the individual sampling of each element in 

KSMALL rather than the group sampling carried out in SELECT. 

The timings in Table 3. 14 were obtained with B, the number of 

boxes at each recursive step, set equal to cln. For the I BM 3032 a 

suitable value of c was found to be 4.0. For other machines this value 

will be different since it depends on the relative timings of 

multiplications and additions. 

KSMALL was not tested against other O(n) selection algorithms 

because of the theoretical superiority of SELECT (order 1. 5n) over 

FIND (order 3.39n), PICK (order 5.43n) and the unimplemented 

algorithm described in [Schonhage (76)] (order 3n). We expect that 

the performance of KSMALL is comparable to that of FIND. It is clearly 

outperformed by SELECT in the case of selection of a single element. 
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3. 3. 5. Multi pie Selection 

Multiple selection involves finding more· than one kth smallest 

element in an unordered set. th Let m denote the number of k smallest 

items that will be found. For this problem we would expect KSMALL to 

outperform SELECT (we are of course refering to algorithms based upon 

KSMALL and SELECT) when m is larger than (say) 5 since the initial 

distributive pass of KSMALL partitions the elements into many boxes of 

approximately the same size. SELECT, on the other hand, essentially 

distributes the items into two boxes (not necessarily of the same size). 

Therefore, repeated ·application of KSMALL on several very small sized 

array partitions (or boxes) will be faster than repeated application of 

SELECT on much larger array partitions. 

A performance test was conducted on an I BM 3081 ( FOR TX, OPT=2) 

to see if indeed a multiple selection algorithm based upon KSMALL 

(KSMALLM) is faster than a similar algorithm based upon the technique 

used in SELECT (SELECTM). The results of the test which appear in 

Table 3. 15 support our qualitative analysis. The time to sort n items 

using USORT is also given in the table. It is clear that there is only a 

small range of m values for which it will be better to call KSMALLM 

than USO RT. On the I BM 3081 it looks as though m can be no larger 

than 5 percent of n before it is better to sort. 

Implementation of both KSMALLM and SELECTM involved updating an 

inorder binary search tree to store away and recall the position of 

previously partitioned boxes or array segments as required by each 
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algorithm. In this way we avoided sear~hing all but the minimal number 

of elements for each kth smallest item found. 

Table 3.15. Selection time (secs. for 100 runs) 

n,m 

500,4 
500,8 
500,32 

1000,8 
1000, 16 
1000,64 
2000, 16 
2000,32 
2000, 128 
4000,32 
4000,64 
4000,256 

SELECTM 

0. 19 
0.27 
0.44 
0.53 
0.68 
1.06 
1.50 
1.82 
2.57 
3.87 
4.55 
5.96 

KSMALLM 

0.21 
0.23 
0.30 
0.42 
0.44 
0.62 
0.83 
0.92 
1.25 
1. 70 
1.90 
2.49 

USORT 

0.27 
0.27 
0.27 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
1 . 11 
1. 11 
1 . 11 
2.27 
2.27 
2.27 



Chapter 4 

HULL ALGORITHMS 

4 .1. Definition of the Convex Hull 

Consider a set of points in the plane. Is there a fundamental 

geometric entity that defines the boundary of the point set? Our 

search for such a structure is' motivated by our desire to treat all the 

points of the set as a whole entity. For example, we might want to 

determine whether a line e. passes th rough the interior (or "belongs 

with") a set of points; Fig. 4. 1. This might lead us to formulate the 

following definition: a line e. belongs with a set of points S if there 

exist at least two points on opposing sides of t. Computing whether e. 

belongs with a set S could involve checking the relative position of 

every point in S against the line t. Intuitively, it seems that we could 

eliminate some of these points from the test if we knew the special 

points that make up the boundary of the set. It turns out that these 

special points can be characterized by a fundamental geometric property 

called convexity. 

If a line is moved in from infinity towards the point set it will 

eventually strike a point in the set. If enough of these lines are 

moved in from all different directions then the boundary points will be 

defined. If we connect up these points so they form a non-intersecting 

simple polygon, then this polygon will have the property of convexity. 

All of the points in the point set will be on the same side of each edge 

72 
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of this polygon. Two points inside any convex polygon will have the 

property that if a line is drawn between them then it will be entirely 

contained within the polygon. Triangles, Squares, and Rectangles are 

all convex polygons. 

Those points which make up the vertices of the convex polygon 

define an infinite locus of points which has been given a special name: 

the convex hull. Any point that is an element of the convex hull is an 

interior point of the set. Two formal (and equivalent) definitons of the 

convex hull are often found in the literature. These are (1) the 

convex hull of a set of points in the plane is the minimum area convex 

polygon containing the set and (2) the convex hull is the shortest 

perimeter simple polygon that contains the set of points; Fig. 1. 1. 

'I. 2. Representation and Other Considerations 

Before discussing how to compute the hull we must consider how to 

represent (or store) this geometric structure. Any algorithm to 

compute the hull will have to mark those points in the original set that 

make up the hull. As input we can expect the points to be contained 

in an array of records (in a language like PASCAL) or two arrays, one 

holding the x coordinates, and the other holding the y coordinates (in 

a language like FORTRAN). Output could take several forms: one 

could be an array of points that are the convex hull vertices (not in 

any particular order), another possible representation would be an 

array with the additional property that the vertices are sequenced as 
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they appear in order along the perimeter of the hull. . Still another 

possibility is to link-up, using integer pointers, those points in the 

original input arrays that are vertices of the hull (this type of 

representation has many applications in computer science and is often 

refered to as a linked-list). 

Depending upon the application we might want to use any one of 

these output representations. The most useful is the linked-list, and 

the one we subscribe to, because all of the other representations can 

be efficiently obtained from it in at most O(n) time. Many other 

geometric algorithms require as a preprocessing step convex hull 

computation. For these the linked-list representation has proven to be 

the most flexible because often additional points must be merged into 

the hull and the linked-list provides a convenient mechanism for doing 

this in constant time. In any case, it has been shown [Shamos (78)] 

[Yao (81)] that computing the ordered sequence of vertices on the hull 

(the ordered convex hull) is not any harder than just identifying the 

vertices. We will see that in the algorithms we discuss that as a side 

effect of finding the vertices we can always build the ordered hull. 

Since the word "ordered" has crept into our discussion it should 

come as no surprise that convex hull algorithms are closely related to 

sorting algorithms. In fact, every known convex hull algorithm has an 

analog sorting procedure. Finding the convex hull is really a two-

dimensional sorting problem. However two things make computing the 

convex hull somewhat different than sorting. One is that usually when 
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finding the hull we are forced to throw away some of the points --

those that will not be on the hull. The second difference is that 

instead of comparisons between two keys we have to use more expensive 

functions to determine where whether a point is on the hull. 

In the next three Sections we will 

algorithms for computing the ordered hull. 

investigate four different 

We will see that the major 

difference in their relative speeds depends largely on the number of 

vertices that finally end up on the hull as well as the initial 

distribution of points in the plane. 

'I .3. The Graham Algorithm 

The first method we examine is due to R. L. Graham [Graham (72)] 

(see [Schechter (82)] for an interesting biography on Graham's life). 

Graham's landmark paper is historically significant because it describes 

not only a method to solve a geometric problem, but an efficient one as 

well. Up until the early 1970's researchers had concentrated on finding 

"a" solution to a problem. They did not even consider addressing the 

problems of time and space complexity in their solutions. With the 

maturing of the field of the analysis of algorithms and the importance of 

real-time computing this philosophy has changed. 
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1#.3.1. TheMethod 

In a nutshell the algorithm is very simple (leaving out a few details 

which we will examine shortly). Perform a polar sort on the point set 

about a point z which is guaranteed to be on the hull or in the interior 

of the hull; Fig. 4.2a. The ordered points may then be thought of as 

the vertices of a simple polygon (just connect up the ordered points to 

form the edges of the polygon); Fig. 4. 2b. All that remains is to take 

this polygon and eliminate any vertex whose common edges form a reflex 

angle (greater than 180 degrees) with respect to the interior of the 

polygon. (It is helpful to think that a new polygon is being redrawn 

each time a point is eliminated.) 

1#.3.2. Implementation Details 

By considering how to implement the Graham convex hull algorithm 

we can observe the process of step-wise refinement in the solution of a 

problem. 

The first problem we encounter is how to order the points. There 

is at least one obvious solution. Take the points and convert them to 

( r, El) polar coordinates and use a as the key for the sort. Knowing 

that this will involve the use of costly trig functions immediately 

suggests that we should look for an alternative. A candidate for such 

a function is to let z be the bottommost point of the set (min y-

coordinate) [Anderson (78)] and order the points by a variation of the 
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Fig. 4.2a. Ordering the points by polar angle. 

Fig. 4.Zb. Fo~ a simple polygon from 
the ordered points of fig. 4.2a. 
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tangent formula [Noga (81)] as follows: 

if (x. 1 x ) or (y. ; y ) 
I Z I Z 

then !J,. := -(x. - x )/(jx. - x I+ (y. - y )) 
I I Z I Z I Z 

(1) 

else ip. := -2 
I 

The major advantage of using this formula, besides cost, is that 

division by zero will never occur. We could have used any point as the 

anchor for the sort and still used a variant of the above equation. 

However, using the bottommost point has another beneficial side effect 

as we shall see. later. 

From our discussion in Chapter Three it follows that the actual 

sorting step should be carried out by a pointer sort. In this way we 

can avoid physically exchanging the records representing a point and 

its angular value. 

In the next stages of the algorithm we will be th rowing away points. 

This is where we can use the linked-list implementation discussed in 

Section 4. 2 to store the hull. We make the assumption that all points 

are initially on the hull and then traverse the linked-list deleting those 

points that are interior to the hull. The pointers from the sort step 

can be conveniently used to form the list, which will be doubly linked 

so we can move either counterclockwise or clockwise on the polygon. 

It is not hard to see that if several points have the same angular 

value then only the outermost of these points can possibly be a vertex 

of the hull (the point farthest from the bottommost point). By making 
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one pass through the linked-list we can examine each subsequence of 

identical angular values and retain only that point which is farthest 

distant from the bottommost point. 

After this, we are ready to eliminate any vertex where a reflex 

angle may be found. We can do this by sequentially scanning around 

the polygon. For each set of 3 consecutive vertices (i,j, k) we pass, 

the following test is performed: 

if (x. - x.) (yk - y.) > (y. - y.) (xk - x.) J I I J I I 

then accept j as being on the hull; set i := j, j := k, 

and k := (its adjacent counterclockwise neighbor). 

else j cannot be on the hull; backtrack by setting 

j : = i and i : = (its adjacent clockwise neighbor). 

Conceptually, the test involves checking to see if j and z are on 

different sides of an infinite line passing through points and k. 

Depending upon the outcome of the test, is either temporarily 

accepted as being on the hull, or j is deleted from any further 

consideration as a possible hull vertex (backtrack). 

A convenient place to start the so-called Graham Scan [Shamos (78)] 

is with the vertex immediately counterclockwise from the bottommost 

point. The scan can stop whenever k reaches the bottommost point 

because i and j will also be on the hull and any subsequent tests would 

only involve actual hull vertices. (This is the other advantage of using 

the. bottommost point z as the anchor for the sort step.) 
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In the process of applying each test of the Graham Scan we can 

never backtrack more than n times ( we can't delete more vertices than 

we started out with) and we can never "accept" more than n times. 

Therefore, the maximum number of these tests we can perform is at 

most 2n which immediately implies that the Graham Scan requires O(n) 

time in the worst-case. 

11.3 .3. Complexity Analysis 

All steps of the Graham algorithm take O(n) time except sorting the 

points which requires O(nlogn) time in the worst-case. Thus, the 

Graham algorithm has a worst-case running time of O(nlogn). Expected 

case performance is between O(n) and O(nlogn) if we use a DPS sorting 

algorithm (see Chapter Three). It is not hard to see that the Graham 

algorithm will perform (subject to the sorting step) slightly faster when 

most of the points are on the hull because the Graham Scan will be 

faster. That is, the cost of removing points incurs some overhead. 

'I .'I. Package Wrapping - The Jarvis Algorithm 

'I .'I .1. The Method 

This method due to R. A. Jarvis [Jarvis (73)] parallels the way a 

human being would go about finding the hull. Imagine that each point 

of the set is represented by a small peg which has been inserted into a 

flat piece of wood. Take a piece of string and attach it to the 
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bottommost peg so that the string rests on a line that parallels the x-

axis; Fig. 4.3. By sweeping the string upward and keeping it taut a 

peg will be contacted; this peg represents a point that must be on the 

hull. Continue "sweeping" until another peg is reached, and so on, 

until the bottommost peg has been contacted again. Each peg where 

the string changes direction represents a point that is on the convex 

hull. Package wrapping is the name often associated with this method 

because it can be extended to 3-dimensional sets of points. 

11.4.2. Implementation Details 

It is not hard to see that finding each new vertex will involve a 

minimum angle computation. We can use a line parallel to the x-axis 

passing through the bottommost point as the reference line for the first 

computation. In all successive minimum angle computations we can use 

a line collinear to the edge formed by the last two points included in 

the hull as the reference line. 

The method outlined above is certainly correct and can easily be 

programmed in a high level language. It is a nice method if we don't 

have to consider efficiency. A closer examination of its features 

reveals that it will require a significant number of angle computations. 

For example, consider the case where n = 1000 and the number of 

points on the hull will be 15. Then the number of these angle 

computations will be approximately 15,000. Compare this with the 

Graham algorithm where we would do 1000 angle computations, 1000 
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distributive sort computations, and at most 2000 point deletion 

computations. The reader can plainly see that the Graham algorithm is 

more efficient than package wrapping even on what is admittedly a 

best-case situation for the latter method. 

Usually, when we have a very simple iterative algorithm that is 

inefficient, the best way to speed it up is to introduce an intermediate 

step which does a transformation of the inputs or eliminates those that 

cannot contribute to the final result(s). Such is the case with package 

wrapping. 

Observe that if we draw a line segment from the bottommost hull 

vertex to the most recently included hull vertex then this line 

partitions the set of points into one group of points that could still be 

on the hull and another group containing those points that cannot be on 

the hull (not including those that have already been found to be on the 

hull); Fig. 4.4. That is, any point found to lie in the region 

delineated by the partial hull and a line 1 from the initial origin cannot 

be on the hull. After each step we could check all the points to see 

what side of the line 1 they are on and delete the interior points. 

However, Jarvis noticed that extra time may be saved by storing the 

angular displacement of each point with respect to the bottommost point. 

Then when a new vertex is determined its angular displacement can be 

compared to the angular displacement of all the remaining points. 

Those points that have a smaller displacement can then be thrown away 

since they can no longer be on the hull. The ordering formula we used 
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in the Graham Algorithm (formula (1)) be conveniently used to compute 

the angular displacement of each point. 

We could be pretty happy with our algorithm now. After all, we 

have a way to eliminate about half of the angle computations that would 

have otherwise been done over the course of finding all the hull 

vertices. However, there is a rather subtle way to do even better. 

The idea is to use a half-line extended parallel to the positive x-axis as 

the reference line for each minimum angle computation; Fig. 4. 5. The 

points to be considered in the computation for finding the next hull 

vertex can then be thought of as falling into a quadrant system where 

the last found hull vertex is the origin of the system; Fig. 4. 6. In 

this scheme evaluating the angle associated with a point can be avoided 

if the point's quadrant label is larger that the quadrant label of the 

current point. Determining the quadrant label for a point j involves 

looking at the sign of the quantities (xj - xL) and (yj - xL), where L 

is the index of the vertex that was last placed into t~e partial hull. If 

angles need to be computed then for quadrants 1 and 3 we can use: 

and for quadrants 2 and 4: 

angle. := -(y. - yL)/((x. - xL) + (y. - yL)), (3) 
J J J J 

Note that formulas (2) and (3) are variations of formula (1). 

The only detail that remains is a mechanism for deleting points and 
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storing the hull. A good way is to hold the set of points in a linked-

list and place any points that are on the hull into an auxiliary array H. 

Initially H will be empty. Once the basic algorithm is complete the list 

pointers and the array H can be used to reform a linked-list that 

contains the convex hull. 

ii A .3. Complexity Analysis 

It should be clear from the implementation details we have given 

that there are two main factors that affect the performance of the 

Jarvis algorithm. One is the number of points that are on the hull, 

and the second is the distribution of points within the interior of the 

hull. Thus, it is hard to make any quantitative statements about the 

performance of the algorithm. If we make some very strict assumptions 

about the distribution of inputs and the exact location of the hull 

vertices in the plane then we can get a fairly good estimate of the 

number of operations the algorithm will take [Noga (81)]. However, 

any estimate will involve some rather laborious probabilistic calculations 

and therefore it is better to do a performance evaluation of the 

algorithm on a set of sample distributions. 

Statements about the best and worst case are much easier to make. 

We always need to make at least 2n angle computations to identify the 

first 3 vertices on the hull. If all (or almost all) of the points fall into 

the partial hull defined by these three points then no more (or almost 

no more) angle computations will be required. Therefore, the best case 
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is clearly O(n). The worst-case will occur when all n points are the 

vertices of the hull. In this case the improvements we have suggested 

will be of no help (in fact they will slow down the algorithm). The 

number of angle computations will be n(n-1 )/2 implying that the 

algorithm has a O(n 2) worst-case running time. 

11.s. The Eddy Algorithm 

'I. 5 .1. General Method 

The weakness of the Jarvis algorithm is that if most of the points 

are inside the hull there is still no guarantee it will run quickly. What 

is needed is a method whereby most of the interior points are sure to 

be discarded after the first few steps. Such a method exists [Eddy 

(77a)] and its operation is analagous to the well-known sorting 

algorithm Quicksort [Hoare (61a)]. The general idea is very simple: 

find a few points that are on the hull and delete all the points falling 

into the region formed by these points. This idea can then be carried 

on recursively by making the region bigger (by finding another point 

on the hull) or using either the Graham algorithm or package wrapping 

on the remaining points. 
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II. 5. 2. I mp/ementation 

The full recursive version is very easy to implement if we make use 

of a language that will allow recursion such as PASCAL, PL/I, or C. 

Even if we cannot use recursion we can think of the algorithm 

recursively and then use an explicit stack in the implementation. 

The first step is to locate two points that are certain to be on the 

hull. A linked-list is then created and initialized with these points. 

Practical choices are the points with the minimum y-coordinate B, and 

the maximum y-coordinate T. (B and T are acronyms for the words -"bottom" and "top.") The directed line BT is then used to partition S -into two sets, a and ~' for points lying above line BT, and the other -for points lying below line BT. Du ring the partitioning step the 

indices of the points farthest above and below BT, L and R ("left" and 

"right"), are computed and placed into the linked list. The points L 

and R are on the hull because if we take the line segment BT and move 

it in the direction of its positive or negative normal then the last point 

BT contacts will be a boundary point of the set; Fig. 4. 7. 

A convenient way to find the position of a point k relative to a line 

from point i to point j is to use the quantity 

S = xk(y. - y.) + yk(x. - x.) + y.x. - y.x.. (4) 
I J J I J I I J 

If k is above ij then S will be positive; if k is below ij, S will be 

negative, and if k is on ij then S will evaluate to zero. The magnitude 

of S will be in direct proportion to the distance k is above the directed 
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line segment ij. (This formula is related to the one used in the Graham 

scan.) 

The reader may notice that the original problem has been broken 

into two subproblems of (hopefully) the same size. This is known as 

divide and conquer. Divide and conquer is important not only in the 

design of efficient computer algorithms, but also in just about any 

mental task a human performs. Most books on analysis of algorithms 

contain a fairly lengthy discussion of the technique. In the case of our -problem it allows us to concentrate on finding the hull above BT with 

just the points in the set a, since none of the points in· the set ~ will 

ever be in the partial hull from B to T. Furthermore, once we find a -way to compute the hull above BT it should be obvious that we can use 

the same strategy for computing the hull below BT. 

Observe that any points falling inside triangle BLT cannot be on the 

hull. To eliminate these points the procedure is to first isolate the 

points that are above the directed line segment BL, then next find all -points that are above LT. Of course, to really be efficient, while -determining which points are above BL we can keep track of that point 

X which is farthest above BL. Likewise, when finding the points above - -LT, the highest point Y above LT can be retained; Fig. 4.7. 

Clearly, point X must be on the hull and any points falling inside of 

triangle BXL cannot be on the hull. That is, the subproblem with 

triangle BXL is in the exact same form as the original problem with 

triangle BLT. This immediately suggests a concise recursive solution to 
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-the original problem of finding the hull above line BT given the set of 

points a. Two procedures, Find_above_1 and Find_above_2, are all that -are needed. Find_above_ 1 will locate the highest point above line BL 

and insert this point into the linked list between B and L. It will also, -as a side effect, return all the points in ex that are below BL. 

Find_above_2 is similar in that it locates the highest point above LT 
with the points returned from Find_above_1 and inserts this point into 

the linked list between L and T. However, unlike Find_above_1, 

procedure Find_above_2 does not need to return any of the points below -line LT since these points are inside triangle BLT. 

Now, if Find_above_1 calls itself recursively with the points above -line BL and then calls Find_above_2 with the points returned from the -recursive call, then the hull above BL can be computed. Likewise to -compute the hull above LT, Find_above_2 should call Find_above_ 1 with -the points above LT and then call itself recursively with the points 

returned from Find_above_1. This system of procedures is a good 

example of indirect recursion. See [Hofstadter (79)] for a description 

of this technique. 

II .5 .3. Complexity Analysis 

How fast is the Eddy algorithm? If points are drawn from a uniform 

distribution inside a circle or square it will take only a few recursive 

calls to eliminate all but a few points in the set. The following informal 

argument demonstrates that the algorithm will be O(n) in these cases. 
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It should be clear that the speed of the algorithm is. dependent on 

the number of times the position of a point is checked relative to some 

line. This will involve a call to a function which evaluates S in 

equation (4). The initial split of the points requires n evaluations of 

this function. To eliminate the points in triangles BLT and TRB 

requires an additional 2n evaluations of equation (4). Note that at 

least n/2 points will be eliminated (in the expected sense) by this step 

because triangles BLT and TRB take up at least 1/2 of the area in 

which the points are distributed. This leaves at most n/2 points above 

lines BL, LT, TR, and RB. But the area argument is recursive so 

therefore it will take (n + n/2 + n/4 + ••• ) = 2n or fewer evaluations of 

S in equation (4) to find all of the remaining hull vertices. Thus, the 

total number of evaluations of equation (4) will be at most Sn = O(n). 

What happens to the running time of the Eddy algorithm when all 

(or almost all) of the points are on the hull? In this case performance 

will be similar to Quicksort. We will be recursively partitioning the 

points without throwing any away. Each partitioning problem will give 

rise to two subproblems of approximately size n/2. This analysis leads 

to a recurrence relation of the form 

T(n) = c, n = 1, 

T(n) < T(an) + T(bn) + O(n), n > 1. 

where a and b are random variables and a + b = 1. At each step of 

the recursion as long as both a and b are greater than zero, then this 

recurrence has a solution of O(nlogn) [Devai (79)]. 
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In a worst-case situation all of the points will be above the 

partitioning line at each stage of the algorithm. This means that the 

original problem will be reduced by one point for each recursive call. 

This leads to a recurrence relation of the form 

T(n) = c, 

T(n) = T(n-1) + O(n), 

which has a solution of O(n 2). 

n = 1, 

n > 1, 

q.5.11. The Akt-Toussaint Algorithm 

The above analysis suggests that a hybrid of the Eddy algorithm 

might perform reasonably well. The hybrid should do two things: (1) 

if the points are uniformly distributed over some region in the plane 

then it should perform about the same as the Eddy algorithm. (2) If 

most of the points are on the hull it should do a better job than Eddy 

(or at least avoid the O(n 2) worst-case situation). With this in mind 

S. G. Aki and G. T. Toussaint [Akl(78b)] designed a convex hull 

algorithm which essentially involves the first few steps of the Eddy 

algorithm and then uses a variant of the Graham algorithm to find the 

remaining hull vertices. (Remember that a hybrid combines the most 

important features of two (or several) algorithms with the hope that a 

faster algorithm will result.) As we saw in Chapter Three on sorting 

and selection, this idea proved to be the key to the development of a 

very fast sorting algorithm. 
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The first step involves finding the four extreme points xmin, ymin, 

xmax, and ymax. Any points which fall inside the quadrilateral region 

formed by these points may then be eliminated; Fig. 4.8. 

Next, we find the point k. in extremal region 
I 

(xk.'yk_) maximize the quantity 
I I 

where, 

ml = +1 for regions 2 and 3, 

ml = -1 for regions 1 and 4, 

m2 = +1 for regions 1 and 2, 

m2 = -1 for regions 3 and 4. 

This will allow all points falling inside each of 

(xmin,k 1,ymax), (ymax, k2 , xmax), (xmax,k 3 ,ymin), 

whose coordinates 

the four triangles 

and (ymin, k4 , xmin) 

to be removed from any further consideration as possible extreme points 

of the hu II. 

These first few steps are almost identical to the Eddy algorithm. 

Again the idea is to discard any points that fall into interior triangular 

regions. After these two steps we are left with eight regions in which 

there may be possible convex hull vertices. In each region we can sort 

the points by (say) y-coordinate and then apply the Graham scan. 

We have avoided any discussion of implementation details since these 

are simply a combination of the ones found with the Eddy and Graham 
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algorithms. 

A qualitative analysis of the algorithm leads to a "Catch 22" 

situation. If we encounter a distribution of points that is good for the 

Eddy algorithm then the Aki-Toussaint algorithm will not perform any 

faster since there is some overhead in switching to the Graham scan in 

each of the eight regions. On the other hand, if most of the points 

are on the hull (not a particularly good situation for the Eddy 

algorithm) then Aki-Toussaint will outperform Eddy. However, it will 

never be as fast as the Graham algorithm because of the time wasted in 

the first few steps. 

The major advantage which this algorithm provides is stability. 

Time complexity will always be between O(n), the best-case of the Eddy 

algorithm, and O(nlogn), the worst-case of the Graham algorithm. 

'I .6. Performance Evaluation 

'I .6 .1. Introduction 

We have discussed several algorithms for finding the convex hull of 

a set of points in the plane. Throughout, we have informally compared 

these algorithms and qualitatively analyzed those situations which 

appear to be good or bad for each algorithm. What we need now is a 

quantitative measure of how these algorithms perform on a uniform set 

of inputs. In some cases we have also given theoretical bounds on the 

running time of these algorithms assuming a standard distribution of 
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points in the plane. A quantitative test will also serve to 

experimentally verify these results. 

L#.6 .2. Experimental Procedure 

We have obtained coded versions of the Eddy and Aki-Toussaint 

algorithms from the authors [Eddy (77b)] [Aki (79)] and written our 

own programs to carry out the Graham and Jarvis algorithms (see 

Appendix 1). All of these were written in FORTRAN and run on an 

I BM 3032 ( FOR TX, OPT=2). 

Since the language is FORTRAN, both the Eddy and Aki-Toussiant 

algorithms were non-recursive. In other languages these algorithms 

could be coded using recursive subroutines. However, one must be 

careful of these situations since some languages are notoriously 

inefficient in the handling of recursion. In analysis of algorithms 

jargon this is known as the overhead of recursion. There is a 

systematic procedure to convert any recursive subroutine into an 

equivalent nonrecursive version. After applying this transformation 

further simplifications can be made thereby producing even more gains 

in efficiency [Horowitz (76)]. It turns out that removing the recursion 

from the Eddy and Aki-Toussaint algorithms is no harder than 

converting Quicksort (which can be coded quite elegantly using 

recursion) to a non-recursive routine. 

The next thing to consider is the type of data we will need to test 
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our algorithms. The following distributions represent a. varied cross-

section which should provide a realistic benchmark for testing. 

(a) Uniform inside a square, 

(b) Uniform inside a circle, 

(c) Uniform inside an annulus (inner radius 9/10 of outer radius), 

(d) Uniform on a circle. 

Summarizing our previous analysis, the Graham algorithm should 

work about the same on all four distributions; (d) will run a little 

faster than the other three. The Jarvis Algorithm should work 

reasonably well on distribution (a), (b) and (c) should be somewhat 

slower, and (d) will be O(n 2). The Eddy and Aki-Toussaint algorithms 

should handle distributions (a) and (b) very quickly. On (c) Eddy 

should be a bit slower than for (a) or (b) since there will be more 

points on the hull; Aki-Toussaint should be slower for the same reason 

but it is hard to estimate exactly how much. On (d) Aki-Toussaint 

should be faster than Eddy because of the hybridization; however, the 

time for Eddy should still be acceptable. 

Timings were recorded for sample sizes of 100, 250, 500, 1000, 

2000, and 4000 points. 100 runs were made for sample sizes of 100, 

250, 500, and 1000 points, 50 runs for 2000 points, and 25 runs for 

4000 points. The only exception was in the case of the Jarvis algorithm 

where only 1 run was made on distribution (d) for all sample sizes. 

The results of the performance tests appear in Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 

and 4.4. All times are in seconds and have been adjusted for 100 
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Table 4.1. Computation time: Uniform inside a square 

N Graham Jarvis Eddy A-T 

100 .47 .94 .43 .41 
250 1. 18 2.62 .97 .91 
500 2.39 6.02 1.91 1. 73 

1000 4.78 13.21 3.65 3.37 
2000 9.78 29.02 7.36 6.54 
4000 19.96 60.60 14.48 12.88 

Table 4.2. Computation time: Uniform inside a circle 

N Graham Jarvis Eddy A-T 

100 .44 1.00 .43 .41 
250 1.22 3.31 1.02 .97 
500 2.30 7.98 1.90 1.97 

1000 4.80 19.36 3.80 3.96 
2000 9.62 48.92 7.22 8.20 
4000 19.96 95.84 14.44 17.24 

Table 4.3. Computation time: Uniform inside an annulus 

N Graham Jarvis Eddy A-T 

100 .45 1.93 .65 .77 
250 1.17 6.65 1. 51 2.05 
500 2.24 16.37 2.84 4.35 

1000 4.69 52.63 5.59 9.50 
2000 9.44 104.86 10.82 20.74 
4000 19.76 262.48 21.60 45.72 

Table 4.4 Computation time: Uniform on a circle 

N Graham Jarvis Eddy A-T 

100 .41 6.90 1.25 .88 
250 1.01 42.50 3.54 2.30 
500 2.01 164.00 7.80 4.82 

1000 4.0i 674.00 16.78 10.28 
2000 8.16 2615.00 35.86 21.60 
4000 17.28 9357.00 75.52 46.36 
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runs. 

I# .6 .3. Discussion 

The results of the test for the most part back-up our earlier 

qualitative analysis. The Graham algorithm transforms a two-

dimensional sorting problem into one dimension. Remember, all convex 

hull algorithms must be able to sort. In the Graham algorithm the 

sorting step is explicit and we were fortunate enough to have at our 

disposal a very fast sorting technique, DPS. Therefore, it is not too 

surprising that the Graham algorithm stands-up comparatively to the 

other methods. 

Even after all the improvements suggested in Section 4.4, the 

performance of the Jarvis algorithm was disappointingly slow. The 

reason simply is that points on the interior of the hull are not 

eliminated quickly enough. Another way to diagnose the problem is to 

realize that the Jarvis algorithm is really straight selection sorting 

(with throwaway) in disguise. It is clear that the Graham algorithm 

with DPS and no throwaway will in almost all cases be faster than a 

straight selection sort with intermittent throwaway. 

Recall, that package wrapping is believed to be very similar to the 

way humans attempt to find the convex hull. The fact that it runs 

slower than all of the other methods in the test indicates that computer 

systems have a long way to go in emulating human visual perception. 
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This just adds to the growing body of evidence in Artificial Intelligence 

which indicates that radically different architectures and software must 

evolve before machines are ever able to reason spatially as fast as 

human beings. 

There were really no surprises in the running time of the Eddy 

algorithm on the various distributions. Performance was very good on 

distributions (a) and (b); on (c) it took more recursive calls and thus 

more time to eliminate the points, and on (d) no points were thrown 

away so performance appeared to follow the theoretical bound of 

O(nlogn). 

On distribution (a), uniform in a square, Aki-Toussaint seems to be 

slightly faster than the Eddy algorithm. There are two possible 

explanations. One is that the Eddy program is inefficient in some 

respects (we did not check for this). The other is that the Aki-

Toussaint algorithm may do a slightly better job of eliminating points in 

the first few steps than the Eddy algorithm. If this is the case the 

following statements due to Bentley and Shames [ Bentley (78)] suggest 

that very few points were leftover for the Graham part of the hybrid. 

"For uniform sampling within any bounded figure F, the hull of a 

random set will tend to assume the shape of the boundary of F. If F is 

a polygon, points accumulating in the corners will cause the resulting 

hull to have very few vertices. Because the circle has no corners, the 

expected number of vertices is comparatively high. 11 
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If the second reason is correct, then the Bentley-Shamos statements 

also explain why Eddy outperformed the Aki-Toussaint algorithm on 

distributions (b) and (c). Using pencil and paper one can easily 

verify that many points will be left over after the first few steps of the 

Aki-Toussaint algorithm for these distributions, especially for 

distribution (c). The results on distribution (d) verify why hybrid 

algorithms are superior to "one-type" methods. In a way the hybrid is 

intelligent because in effect it recognized that after a few steps no 

points were being discarded, so it switched to a different method. 

(This was not part of the code, but this idea could be easily 

implemented.) 

We spent considerable effort implementing and profiling our Graham 

and Jarvis implementations to ensure that they were very efficient. 

This is a subjective statement since in general there is no way to prove 

that one particular implementation is the most efficient [Knuth (74)]. 

However, we do feel safe in concluding that the results indicate that 

the Graham algorithm is the best general purpose convex hull finder. 

4.7. The L 1 Hull 

4. 7 .1. Definition 

The convex hull is a geometric structure in the space R2 which, as 

we shall see in the next few Chapters, has a number of important 

applications. It is natural to ask whether there is an analog structure 
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in the Manhatten metric which (for lack of a better name) we might call 

the L 1 hull. To be consistent with the definition of the convex hull 

this structure would have to be an L1 convex polygon containing the 

set of points with minimal interior area and perimeter. 

What is convexity in the L1 metric? Recall that an L1 line between 

any two points (i,j) in R1 is a staircase-like sequence of connected 

orthogonal line segments whose distance is equivalent to di(i,j). 

Following the definition of convexity in R2 , an L1 polygon is said to be 

convex if all pairs of interior points can be connected by some L1 line 

that is entirely contained within P. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 contain some 

convex and non convex L1 polygons. 

Note that in general there are many minimum perimeter L1 convex 

polygons that can contain a given set of points; Fig. 4. 11. And, it is 

easy to see that the length of each of these polygons will always be 

d 1(ymin,xmax) + d 1(xmax,ymax) + d 1(ymax,xmin) + d 1(xmin,ymin). 

However, as Figure 4.12 illustrates, to find the polygon of minimum 

area requires that we compute the four paths P1 = (ymin, ... , xmax), 

P2 = (xmax, ... , ymax), P3 = (ymax, ... , xmin), and P 4 = (xmin, 

... , ymin), where each Pi in the set {P1, P2 , P3 , P4} is an orthogonal 

line segment sequence that is maximal with respect to the number of 

points it may contain from S. The reason we don't want the same point 

in two different paths is that in applications involving the L1 hull we 

want to avoid redundancy. Note from Figure 4. 13 that the ordering of 

vertices on the L1 hull is not necessarily unique for some sets of 
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points. Thus, we define a canonical form in which path P1 is computed 

first, followed by paths P2 , P3 , and finally P 4 . 

4. 7. 2. L 1 Hull Algorithm 

Let us see if we can discover a way to efficiently compute the L1 

hull. It follows from the definition that if we can find a method for 

computing one of the paths (say P1) then we can use the same 

procedure on each of the other three paths. 

Consider the rectangular region delineated by the points ymin and 

xmax as shown in Figure 4. 14. It should be apparent that if there are 

any points in this region then at least one of these points must be on 

path P 1 (i.e., on the hull). The question is which one? Note that if 

there were a point near corner b of the shaded region then this point 

would surely be on the hull. Because, this point would have the 

highest combined total distance above and below the directed line 

segments (a,ymin) and (a,xmax). 

Our observation suggests that the point p closest to corner b of the 

shaded region is on the hull. That is, the point that is farthest above 

(a, ymin) plus farthest below (a, xmax). We can prove that p is on the 

hull by contradiction. If p is not on the hull then there must be a 

point in region 4. But then this point would be the point farthest 

above (a, ymin) plus farthest below (a, xmax). 
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It should be clear that finding p splits the original problem into two 

new subproblems. If any points are left in region 1 than at least one 

of these points must be on the hull. The same is true in region 3. 

Because the subproblems in regions 1 and 3 are exactly identical to the 

original problem it follows that computing P1 can be carried out by use 

of a recursive procedure. The argument that this procedure will find 

the correct path from ymin to xmax is inductive and follows trivally 

from the proof given above. For the sake of completeness we give a 

psuedo-code version of the procedure for computing the path P 1 from 

ymin to xmax. 

PROCEDURE PATH (S, n, ymin, xmax); 

BEGIN 

STEP 1: Let s1 contain all of the points k S such that 

xk ~ x . and yk s y ; ymin xmax 
STEP 2: Let n1 = IS 1 I; 

STEP 3: IF n 1 > 0 THEN 

BEGIN 

STEP 4: Find the point pmax s1 that maximizes the 

function (x - x . ) + (y - y ) · pmax ymin xmax pmax ' 
STEP 5: Insert pmax into H between ymin and xmax, and 

delete pmax from S and s,. 
STEP 6: PATH cs,, n,, ymin, pmax); 

STEP 7: PATH cs,' n,, pmax, xmax) 

END 

END. 
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The procedure for computing the other paths is essentially identical 

except for a simple modification of the function in step 4, and 

corresponding changes in the parameters in steps 5, 6, and 7. 

'I .7 .3. Analysis 

The worst-case of the L1 Hull algorithm is O(n 2) since each pair of 

recursive calls (steps 6 and 7) may result in a subproblem of size n-1 

points. 

Consider a uniform distribution of points in the plane. Refering to 

Figure 4.14, it is clear that for path P1 we can expect to find p in the 

extreme lower corner (near b) of the rectangle delineated by ymin and 

xmax. This implies that region 2 will be much larger than the combined 

areas of regions 1 and 3, and thus at least 50 percent of the points 

(but usually much more) will be eliminated after each pair of recursive 

calls. This leads directly to the recurrence relation 

T(n) = k, n = 1, 

T(n) = T(an) = T(bn) + O(n), n > 1 

where a ~ b ~ 0 are random variables, and max(a + b) < 1. This 

means that a given percentage of the points are thrown away at each 

step of the recursion which gives a solution of O(n) [Devai(79)1. The 

same argument holds for the remaining three paths which implies that 

the expected time to compute the L1 hull will be O(n). 
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1#.l.L#. Final Notes 

Our interest in the L1 hull was motivated by the wealth of 

applications that abound for the convex hull. We note that the L1 hull 

contains (at least) all points on the convex hull. Furthermore, the 

convex hull must encase the L1 hull. Could it be that the L1 hull is 

more suitable for some of the applications where the convex hull is 

presently being used? This appears to be a promising avenue for 

future research. 
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Chapter 5 

MINIMUM ENCASING RECTANGLES AND SET DIAMETERS 

"I have lived in this world just long enough to look 

carefully the second time into things that I am the 

most certain of the first time." 

- Josh Billings 

5 .1. Introduction 

In this Chapter we wish to examine several interrelated problems 

that have long been of interest to researchers in computational 

geometry. 

Problem 1: (Diameter of a Set} Given a set of points in the plane, 

determine the two points that are farthest apart. 

Problem 2: (Diameter of a Polygon} Given the vertices of a simple non-

intersecting polygon, determine the two vertices that are farthest 

apart. 

Problem 3: Given a set of points in the plane, determine the minimum 

area rectangle that will encase the set of points. 

Problem 'I: Given the vertices of a simple non-intersecting polygon, 

determine the rectangle of minimum area that will encase the 

polygon. 

118 
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These problems have wide theoretical appeal probably because they 

can be so simply stated. However, they also have a number of 

important applications, mainly in pattern recognition and operations 

research. 

Consider the problem of having a machine distinguish amongst 

several different objects moving along an assembly line conveyer belt. 

These objects could be in any order and there may be more than one of 

each object. (We assume that the objects cannot overlap and that there 

is adequate spacing amongst the objects.) One procedure would be to 

take· a picture of each object using a TV camera placed at some fixed 

distance immediately above the belt. This picture could then be 

processed to get a digitized image of each object. Because each object 

will have a minimum encasing rectangle of known area, or diameter of 

known length it follows that in many cases we can use the algorithms 

for problems 1 through 4 to classify the objects. The procedure is 

guaranteed to work under all two dimensional rotations and translations 

of the objects; it does not matter in what position the objects sit on the 

conveyer belt, only that the same set of surfaces is always exposed to 

the lens of the camera. 

Another example of a problem where it is necessary to compute the 

diameter of a set is clustering. A clustering of a set is a partition of 

its elements that is chosen to minimize some measure of dissimilarity. 

In two dimensions, a measure of the "spread" of a cluster is the 

maximum distance between any two of its points, called appropriately 
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the diameter of the cluster. Shamos [Shamos (78)] points out that a 

cluster with small diameter has elements that are closely related, while 

the opposite is true of a large cluster. He then goes on to formulate 

the clustering problem as follows: given n points in the plane, 

partition them into . k clusters c1, ... , Ck so that the maximum cluster 

diameter is as small as possible. Solving this problem will involve an 

algorithm for determining cluster diameters, hence the motivation for 

finding a very efficient algorithm to determine the diameter of a set. 

References [Haims (70)], [Adamowicz (72)], and [Eastman (71)] 

discuss several other applications of the minimum encasing rectangle 

including template-layout problems, cutting stock, optimal space 

planning and packaging problems. 

5. 2. Problem Synthesis 

At first glance it might seem that the diameter and minimum area 

encasing problems are not really related, besides the obvious fact that 

both are optimization problems. Also, it seems that finding the 

diameter of a set (or polygon) is so simple that we should not even 

consider solving this problem. Certainly, we can compute the distance 

between each pair of points, of which there are n(n-1 )/2, and choose 

the largest of these as the diameter. Could it be that this O(n 2) 

procedure is not the fastest algorithm for determining the diameter? On 

the other hand, there is nothing about the minimum area encasing 

rectangle problem that immediately suggests a simple algorithm for its 
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solution. What is the common th read that binds these two problems? 

It should be clear that working with all the points in the set is not 

really necessary. Those points that are on the interior of the set are 

not needed to find the minimum area encasing rectangle. The points 

that are really of concern are the boundary points of the set. 

Therefore, it appears that finding the convex hull and working with 

this structure might be one way to proceed. Recall that the convex 

hull is the minimum area convex polygon containing the set of points. 

Since any encasing rectangle of the set is also convex it follows that 

the minimum area encasing rectangle must also encase the convex hull. 

Could it be that finding the convex hull is also useful in efficiently 

determining the diameter of a set? If it is, then the diameter's 

endpoints would have to be two vertices of the hull. We can prove this 

theorem by contradiction. Assume that at least one of the endpoints of 

the diameter is not on the hull. Now, if we extend the diameter line 

segment so that it intersects an edge of the hull, then the distance 

between one of the endpoints of the convex hull edge and one of the 

diameter endpoints must be greater than the length of the diameter by 

the triangle inequality; Fig. 5. 1., a contradiction. 

So far, we have discovered that instead of working with all the 

points we can work with the convex hull of the set (or convex hull of 

the polygon for problems 2 and 4). Of course, it may be that all the 

points are on the hull in which case it would appear that we have 

carried out an unnecessary computation without eliminating any of the 
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points. The next step is to determine if there is something about the 

hull that will allow the minimum encasing rectangle or diameter to be 

more efficiently computed. 

Certainly, there are an infinite number of ways that an encasing 

rectangle can be drawn so that it might contain the convex hull. And, 

if any one of these is going to be the minimum encasing rectangle then 

each of its sides must touch the convex hull at some point. 

Unfortunately, both of these observations are of little help. What we 

really need to know is where one edge of the minimum encasing 

rectangle touches the hull and the direction of this edge. With this 

information it would be a trivial matter to compute the area and corner 

points of the rectangle. At present there is no method for determining 

these. However, Freeman and Shapira have discovered that the 

minimum area encasing rectangle must have one of its sides collinear to 

an edge of the convex hull [Freeman (75)]. While this result does not 

specifically address the problem of edge orientation, it_ does reduce the 

minimum encasing problem to one of enumerating all encasing rectangles 

collinear to each edge of the hull. 

This can be done in a very straightforward manner by translating 

the convex hull so that a selected edge will lie collinear to the positive 

x-axis with one of its endpoints centered at (0,0). The sides of the 

minimum area encasing rectangle for each of the translated polygons will 

be orthogonal to the x and y axis. Therefore, finding the four 

vertices with the minimum and maximum x and y coordinates within the 
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translated system will be sufficient to compute the area of each encasing 

rectangle. If there are n edges on the hull then each translation (and 

encasing rectangle) can be computed in O(n) time. Since a translation 

is required for each successive edge it follows that the total time to 

enumerate all encasing rectangle by this method is O(n 2). Again we 

should ask: Is this brute force technique the most efficient way to 

compute all encasing rectangles? 

What about finding the diameter of the convex hull? Are there only 

certain pairs of vertices which could comprise the diameter? For 

example, it would appear that adjacent vertices are unlikely candidates 

while vertices separated by relatively large distances have a much 

better chance of forming the diameter pair. Our suspicions are borne 

out in the following theorem due to I. M. Yaglom and V. G. Boltyanskii 

[Yaglom (61)]: The diameter of a convex polygon is the greatest 

distance between parallel lines of support. The definition of a line of 

support is well-known to researchers in classical geometry. For a 

given polygon P a line of support L meets the boundary of P at one 

point (or is collinear to an edge of P) such that P lies entirely on one 

side of L. For a set of points in the plane a line of support L passes 

through at least one point of the set and all remaining points must 

either be on L or on one side of L. Analagous definitions exist for 

planes and hyperplanes of support in three and more dimensions. 

Figure 5.2 gives several examples of supporting lines for a polygon and 

set of points. 
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It should be clear that only certain pairs of vertices admit to 

parallel lines of support, such pairs of vertices we will call antipodal. 

Shamos [Shamos (78)] has shown that there are only O(n) such pairs 

for any convex polygon. Therefore, the only question that remains is 

how to efficiently enumerate these pairs. 

Note the similarily of this statement about enumerating antipodal 

pairs and enumerating encasing rectangles. It turns out that only one 

general technique is necessary to enumerate all encasing rectangles and 

antipodal pairs of a convex polygon. This technique, the highpoint 

strategy, runs in O(n) time and when coupled with the Graham convex 

hull algorithm yields a worst-case O(nlogn) algorithm for all of problems 

1 through 4. (Actually the convex hull of a simple polygon can be 

found in O(n) time [Lee (80)), which means problems 2 and 4 have 

O(n) worst-case complexity.) 

In the next Section we introduce the highest points problem and 

show how the highpoint strategy can be used to efficiently solve this 

problem. An understanding of this technique will help in the 

discussion of the algorithms which apply the strategy to solve the 

diameter and minimum area encasing rectangle problems. 
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5 .3. Highpoint Strategy 

Consider the following simple problem: given a convex polygon 

determine the vertex point (points) which has (have) the greatest 

perpendicular distance above each edge; Fig. 5.3. Certainly, an 

obvious way to attack this problem is to take each edge and record the 

height of the vertex immediately counterclockwise from it, then continue 

moving counterclockwise in turn recording the height of each successive 

vertex until one is reached whose height is smaller than its immediate 

predecessor p; p is the highpoint for that edge. 

The only bad feature of this process is that it runs in O(n 2) time. 

(On the average each edge will require n/2 height tests to find the 

highpoint.) Fortunately, there is a way of speeding up the process. 

Essentially, the idea is that once the initial highpoint H1 is found for 

edge 1 it may be used as the starting point to find highpoint H2 

corresponding to edge 2, where edge 2 is adjacent and counterclockwis.e 

along the boundary of the polygon from edge 1. H2 may then be used 

to find H3 , and in general Hi can be used as the starting point in 

computing Hi+l' where edge i•l is adjacent and counterclockwise to 

edge i. This idea of moving counterclockwise to the next edge and 

using the previous highpoint as the starting point for the next 

highpoint is what we have previously referred to as the highpoint 

strategy. 

We are now ready to present an algorithm to compute all highest 

points. In the algorithm we make the assumption that no more than two 
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vertex points on t~e polygon are collinear, which implies that no edge 

can have more than two highpoints. (This assumption is nonrestrictive 

in the sense that the algorithm we present will still have the same 

complexity if the assumption is removed.) Whenever there are two 

highpoints corresponding to an edge of the polygon we define these 

points to be the left and right highpoints. The left highpoint is the 

counterclockwise successor of the right highpoint along the polygonal 

boundary. To compute the height S of a point p above an edge with· p 

endpoints (i,j) we employ formula (4) which was used in conjunction 

with the Eddy convex hull algorithm of the previous Chapter. 

Algorithm Highest_points 

Input: A doubly linked-list containing the ordered sequence of vertices 

on the convex polygon. 

Output: All edges and their highest point(s). -Step 1: Locate the highest point(s) above an initial edge ij of the 

polygon. This can be carried out by scanning counterclockwise 

examining each pair of successive vertices A and B until the 

condition SB ~ SA holds, Fig. 5.4. The scan starts with A := 

cclock(i), B : = cclock(A). If SA = s8 then output A and B as the 

highpoints (A is the right highpoint, B is the left highpoint); 

otherwise output A as the lone highpoint. 

Step 2: (Highpoint strategy) Move to the next edge. Let i := j; j := 

cclock(j); and find its highest point(s). Start the scan at the 

highpoint from the previous edge (or left highpoint if there are 

two), examining successive pairs of vertices A and B until SB ~ 
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SA. Output the· highpoint(s) (as in Step 1). Repeat step 2 until 

all edges have been traversed. 

It is not hard to verify that algorithm highest_points produces the 

highest point(s) above every edge of an n-vertex convex polygon in 

O(n) time. Step 1 requires n/2 above-line calculations on the average, 

but never more than n. We can start the scan for the highest point of 

a new edge at the previous highpoint because all points between the 

new edge and the old highpoint are perpendicularly less distant than 

the old highpoint, Fig. 5.5. (Only points in the shaded area can be on 

the polygon yet not be the previous highpoint.) As each edge is 

traversed the scan for highpoints commences in a counterclockwise 

direction, never clockwise. Furthermore, the scan for highpoints can 

never reach the edge presently being traversed. Since in st~p 2, n-1 

edges are traversed it follows that never more than O(n) vertices of 

the polygon are examined as possible highpoints. The actual number of 

scalar product calculations is approximately 3n since a calculation of SA 

and s8 must be made for each new edge, and (on the average) a 

further point will have to be evaluated due to the counterclockwise 

migration of the highpoints. 
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5.". Enumerating Encasing Rectangles 

The algorithm is a simple modification of the one given in the 

previous Section. It requires applying the highpoint strategy 3 times 

to compute each successive encasing rectangle. To compute the initial 

encasing rectangle we start at any edge of the polygon and scan 

counterclockwise applying the above-line test to each pair of adjacent 

edges A and B until s8 < SA, Fig. 5. 6. The perpendicular distance 

from A to line ij may then be computed by solving the following set of 

simultaneous equations to determine the point C where a perpendicular 

line from A crosses the line ij: 

Ye - Yi = m(xC - xi), 

Ye - y A = -(xC - xA)/m, 

where m = (y.-y.)/(x.-x.) is the slope of line ij. The Euclidean 
J I J I 

distance formula can be used to calculate the distance f. between point 

A and C, Fig. 5.6. Note that t is the length of one side of the 

encasing rectangle collinear to edge ij. 

The length of the other side of the rectangle may be computed in a 

manner analagous to the procedure above. Starting at vertex j, scan -counterclockwise to find the point D highest above line AC, and 

similarly· scan counterclockwise starting at A to find the vertex point E -highest above CA. Perpendicular lines emanating from D and E may 

then be dropped onto AC and CA, and their lengths, w1 and w2 , 

computed by again solving the appropriate set of simultaneous equations 
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and applying the Euclidean distance formula. The sum of these lengths 

is the overall width of the encasing rectangle. Hence, the area of the 

encasing rectangle collinear to edge ij is 2. * (w 1 + w2). 

Taking 

rectangles 

strategy. 

our cue from algorithm highest_points all remaining 

can be computed by judiciously applying the highpoint 

Let i : = j; j : = cclock(j). Use the previously determined 

highpoints as the starting points for the new highpoint scans. Once 

these points are found the area of the encasing rectangle can be 

computed by solving the appropriate sets of simultaneous equations and 

using the Euclidean distance formula (as before). If the area of this 

rectangle is smaller than any of the previously computed rectangles its 

corresponding edge and area replace the smallest of those already held 

in storage. 

The process of enumerating all encasing rectangles, as described 

above, runs in O(n) time because the algorithm subjects the convex 

polygon to three passes of algorithm highest_points. The total 

implication of our work is that it is possible to compute the minimum 

area encasing rectangle of a set of n points in O(nlogn) time and an n-

sided simple polygon in O(n) time. 

The minimum area encasing rectangle algorithm was coded in 

FORTRAN and tested on an I BM 3032 ( FORTX, OPT=2). Uniform random 

variates were generated on the boundary of an ellipse and passed to a 

modified Graham convex hull algorithm. For all sample sizes all points 

remained on the hull and were passed to a subprogram which computed 
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the minimum area encasing rectangle of a convex polygon. In Table 5. 1 

we give the time taken by this subprogram. 5 realizations of 100 runs 

were made for each sample size. Average times are in seconds and 

appear in the Table along with their standard deviations. As expected, 

the results indicate that the minimum area encasing rectangle 

subprogram runs in O(n) time. 

Table 5 .1 - Average time to find the 
minimum area encasing rectangle of 
a convex polygon with n vertices 
(standard deviations in parenthesis]. 

n min. encasing time 

125 3.556 (.0114) 
250 7.096 (.0344) 
500 14.184 (.0532) 

1000 28. 116 (.0729) 

5 .5. Enumerating Antipodal Pairs 

Recall that an antipodal pair of vertices on a convex polygon admits 

to parallel lines of support. To enumerate all pairs efficiently Shames 

suggested treating the edges of the convex polygon as vectors and 

translating them to the origin, Fig. 5. 7. In this transformation, edges 

go to vectors, and vertices to sectors. All antipodal pairs may then be 

found by extending an infinite line L through the origin and rotating it 

counterclockwise. The antipodal pair does not change until L passes 

through some new vector of the diagram. In Fig. 5.7, pair 3,6 turns -into 4,6 as L passes through vector 34; 4,6 turns into 4, 1 and so on. 
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It is clear that, for each vector passed, a new antipodal pair is 

determined. (If two vectors are simultaneously encountered 4 new 

antipodal pairs result.) Because there are n vectors to pass, it follows 

that by scanning sequentially around the diagram (swinging line L 

through at least 180 degrees), O(n) time is required to compute all 

antipodal pairs. 

While the Shames diagram is convenient for showing that it is indeed 

possible to compute all antipodal pairs in O(n) time, the diagram hides 

the true simplicity of the method. Note that in Fig. 5.8, lines collinear - -to edges AB and BC are two lines of support of the convex polygon 

passing through vertex B. 

Hq and Hr' respectively. 

Let the highpoints above these two lines be - -(H is the right highpoint of AB if AB has q -two highpoints and correspondingly H is the left highpoint of edge BC r - -if BC has two highpoints.) Because H is the highpoint for edge BC, r 
parallel lines of support can pass through H and B. Likewise, since r -H is the highpoint for edge AB, parallel lines of support can pass q 

through Hq and B. That is, (B,H ) and (B,H ) are antipodal pairs. q r 
It should be clear that only the chain of vertices on the convex polygon 

between H and H will admit to parallel lines of support in conjunction q r 
with point B; Fig. 5.8 (shaded region). The argument generalizes and 

thus for any vertex point B on a convex polygon, the antipodal pairs 

corresponding to Bare the sequence (B,Hq), ... , (B,Hr), where Hq 

and H are the vertices that are the highpoints above each of the edges r 
adjoining B. 
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In this way the original problem of finding antipodal pairs has been 

transformed into one of enumerating highpoints, for which we already 

have an efficient and simple algorithm. A trivial modification of this 

algorithm will yield all antipodal pairs and diameter of a convex 

polygon. We give the algorithm to compute the diameter of a convex 

polygon. 

Algorithm Largest_antipodal_pair 

Input: A doubly linked list holding the vertices of the convex 

polygon. 

Output: The endpoints of the diameter and its length. 

Step 1: Start with any vertex i on the polygon and its two common 

edges. Find the highest point above each edge (these points could 

possibly be the same). Label these points H and H . Compute q r 
the interpoint distances between i and all vertices in the chain Hq 

Hr. Keep only the largest of these distances LP and its 

corresponding antipodal pair (Aj, Ak). Let I nit_point : = Hq. 

Step 2: Let i := cclock(i). Find the highest point above each edge 

adjoining i. Set H : = H (or H : = clock(H ) if two highpoints) q r q r 

and use the highpoint strategy to find H . Compute the distance r 
between i and all vertices in the chain Hq Hr. As these values 

are computed, compare with the largest pair already in storage, and 

if necessary reassign L and (A.,Ak). Repeat step 2 until i := p J 
lnit_point. 
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The only tricky part of the algorithm is the introduction of the 

auxiliary variable lnit_point. The purpose of lnit point is to prevent 

the algorithm from scanning entirely around the polygon. This would 

be wasteful of time because each antipodal pair would be produced twice 

by the enumeration algorithm. The use of I nit_point corresponds to 

checking if the line L has been rotated through 180 degrees in the 

Shames algorithm. Note also, when two edges of the polygon are 

parallel we must backtrack to produce an extra antipodal pair. This 

corresponds to the special case in the Shamos algorithm when L passes 

two edges simultaneously. 

5. 6. Pert or ma nee Test 

We have argued for the superiority of our method versus the 

Shamos antipodal pair enumerator on the basis of simplicity. It turns 

out that in coding both routines this fact is very evident. Two 

problems with converting the description of the Shamos algorithm to 

actual code are handling the special case of passing two vectors 

simultaneously and devising an elegant and efficient method for 

determining the slope of the edges of a convex polygon. 

Concerning the latter problem the avoidance of trig functions was of 

major importance. Using knowledge gained in implementing the Graham 

and Jarvis convex hull algorithms we substituted a ratio of sides 

formula as follows: First we set y := y. - y. and x ·- x. - x.. Next, 
J I J I 

if y ~ 0 then we set 
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angle. := -x/(lxl + y) + 1.0, 
I 

else we set 

angle. := x/(lxl + IYI) + 3.0. 
I 

The formulae compute the angular orientation each edge E.. with 
IJ 

endpoints (x.,y.) and (x.,y.) makes with a half-line emanating from 
I I J J 

point i and extending parallel to the positive x-axis. In this system an 

edge E .. orientated at O radians would have an angle. = 0, an edge E .. 
IJ I IJ 

oriented at ,r/2 radians an angle. = 1. 0, and edge E.. oriented at ,r 
I IJ 

radians an angle. = 2.0, etc. The relationship between radians and 
I 

angles is: 

radians. := angle. * (2,r/4.0) 
I I 

FORTRAN versions of algorithm largest_antipodal_pair (LPAI R) and 

a similar routine based upon the Shamos vector data structure (DIAM) 

were coded for testing. Uniform random variates were generated for 

two distributions: uniform on the boundary of an ellipse and uniform 

on the boundary of a circle. The Graham convex hull algorithm was 

used to find the convex hull for each sample. In each case all points 

remained on the hull. Five realizations of 100 runs were made; average 

times and standard deviations (for just LPAIR and DIAM, not the 

convex hull routine) appear in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. As can be seen in 

the Tables, LPAI R runs faster than DIAM. Coupled with its conceptual 

simplicity and ease of coding it is the method of choice. 
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Table 5 .2 - Average time to find the diameter 
of a convex polygon; points generatecf 
uniformly on the boundary of an elipse. 
(Standard deviations in parenthesis. J 

n 

125 
250 
500 

1000 
2000 

LPAIR 

.488 ( . 0045) 

. 956 ( . 0114) 
1. 874 (. 0288) 
3. 702 ( .0239) 
7 . 440 ( . 0908) 

DIAM 

. 534 ( . 0055) 
1.048 ( .0110) 
2. 106 (. 0195) 
4 . 198 ( . 0698) 
8.546 (.2218) 

Table 5.3 - Average time to find the diameter 
of a convex polygon; points generated 
uniformly on the boundary of a circle. 
(Standard deviations in parenthesis. J 

n 

125 
250 
500 

1000 
2000 

LPAIR 

.482 ( . 0084) 

. 938 ( . 0084) 
1.862 ( .0130) 
3 . 690 ( . 0406) 
7 . 17 4 ( . 0440) 

DIAM 

. 524 (. 0063) 
1. 036 (. 0241) 
2.086 (.0219) 
4.082 ( .0492) 
8. 130 (. 0762) 

5.7. The Diameter of a Set in R 1 

We have seen that the convex hull is useful in solving the diameter 

of a set problem where the distance function is d2 and the points are in 

R2 . Could it be that two points on the L1 hull comprise the diameter 

of a set in R1? It turns out that indeed this is actually the case. The 

proof, which we leave as an exercise to the reader, is by contradiction 

and almost identical to the proof w~ich showed that the two points 
I 

which comprise the diameter of a set in R2 are on the convex hull. 

Since the two points which comprise the diameter are on the L1 hull 
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our first inclination is to see if there exists a paradigm in R1 to the 

antipodal enumeration technique discussed in the previous Section. 

Unfortunately, the counterpart of a line of support in R2 does not exist 

in R1 because of the orthogonal path lines are restricted to in the 

space. 

It appears that in our search for an efficient algorithm computing 

the L1 hull will not be of any help. We must look for another property 

or structure that might be exploited to solve the problem. Since we 

have already found the "special" points ymin, xmax, ymax, and xmin to 

be of help in computing the L1 hull it may be to our advantage to look 

at these points in the context of the problem at hand. Recall that 

ymin, xmax, ymax, and xmin were important because they divided the 

L1 hull problem into four subproblems. This suggests that region 

delineation may be the key to the problem of finding the diameter. 

Let region 1 contain all points i of the set such that x. ~ x . and 
1 ym1n 

y. S y ; region 2 contain all points i of the set such that x. ~ 1 xmax 1 
x and y . ~ y · region 3 contain all points i of the set such ymax 1 xmax' 
that x. S x and y. ~ y . ; region 4 contain all points i of the set 1 ymax , xmin 

such that xi S xymax and Yi S Y xmax · 

From the definition each of the special points belongs to two 

bordering regions. For example, ymin belongs to both regions 1 and 4. 

Figure 5. 9 reveals that in some cases regions 1 and 3 overlap, or that 

regions 2 and 4 may overlap. It is also possible that no regions 

overlap and that there are possibly interior points which do not fall 
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into any of the four designated regions. 

Two theorems are a~most immediately evident from the examples. 

One is that if two points a and b are in the same region then they 

cannot form the diameter pair except when they are both special points. 

(The proof is trivial.) Second, if two points a and b are in adjacent 

regions, i.e., 1:2, 2:3, 3:4, 4:1, and they are both non-special then 

they cannot form the diameter pair. As proof, consider adjacent 

regions 1 and 2. Let a belong to region 1 and b belong to region 2. 

Then either d 1(a,b) < d 1(a,ymax) or d 1(a,b) < d 1(b,ymin). Similar 

·proofs exist for the other adjacent regions. 

We have made a small discovery, that the diameter consists of two 

points from opposing regions: either 2:4 or 1 :3. Realizing that these 

regions may overlap, it is natural to wonder if there are pairs within 

these regions that cannot comprise the diameter. For the moment 

consider regions 2 and 4, four special cases must be examined: (i) 

there is no overlap -- x . S x and y . S y ; (ii) there is ymin ymax xmtn xmax 
overlap in the x-coordinate only -- xymin > xymax and Yxmin S Yxmax; 

(iii) there is overlap in the y-coordinate only -- xymin s xymax and 

Y xmin > Y xmax; (iv) there is overlap in both the x and y coordinates 

x . > x and y . > y . ymtn ymax xmtn xmax 

When the regions have no overlap, as in case (i), then the diameter 

line segment can be made to pass through the inside corner of either 

region. (For region 2 the inside corner has coordinates 

(x y ) ) Now, if we take all points in region 2 and compute ymax' xmax · 
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the distance to one of the two inside corner points and take the largest 

of these, and likewise in region 4 determine the point which is farthest 

from the same interior corner point, then these two points must 

comprise the (possible) diameter among all possible pairs of points in 

the two regions. The computation takes O(n) time where n is the 

number of points in both regions. 

Next we consider the case where there is overlap in the x-

coordinate, as in (ii). Subdivide region 2 such that all points whose 

x-coordinate < x . fall into subregion A, with the remaining points ymin 
falling into subregion B. Also, subdivide region 4 such that all points 

whose x-coordinate > x fall into subregion D, with the remaining ymax 
points falling into subregion C; Fig. 5. 10. Among the possible pairs of 

subregions only the combination of A and D yields no possible diameter 

pairs, since the distance between ymin and ymax is greater than any 

combination of two points from these regions. (The pair of points ymin 

and ymax would be examined as part of regions 1 and 3.) Finding the 

largest pair in the subregion combinations A: C, B: C, and B: D can be 

carried out in a similar manner to the inside corner point algorithm 

described for case (i). Furthermore, the complexity is still O(n) 

because splitting the points into the various subregions requires O(n) 

time. 

Case (iii), when there is y-coordinate overlap, is isomorphic to case 

(ii) and therefore the possible diameter pair can again be found in O(n) 

time. 
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The final case, . (iv), is a combination of cases (ii) and (iii). The 

points in region 2 can be subdivided into one of four subregions as 

follows: region A contains all points whose x-coordinate 2: x . and ymin 
y-coordinate 2: y . ; region B contains all points whose x-coordinate < xmin 
x . and y-coordinate 2: y . ; region C contains all points whose x-ymin xmin 
coordinate 2: x . and y-coordinate < y . ; region D contains all ymin xmin . 
points whose x-coordinate < x . and y-coordinate < y . . Likewise, ymin xmin 
region 4 can be subdivided as follows: region E contains all points 

whose x-coordinate S x and y-coordinate S y · region F ymax xmax' 
contains all points whose x-coordinate S x and y-coordinate > ymax 
y ; region G contains all points whose x-coordinate > x and y-xmax ymax 
coordinate S y ; region D contains all points whose x-coordinate > xmax 

xymax and y-coordi nate > y xmax; Fig. 5. 11. 

The diameter will come from either subregion pair A:E, A:F, A:G, 

B:F, B:E, C:E, or C:G. It should be evident from Figure 5.11 that 

any point in region D cannot be an endpoint of the diameter. Since 

there are seven subproblems that can contain at most O(n) points it 

follows that the total time required to split the points and determine the 

largest pair is O(n) (using the method described for case (i)). 

For regions 1 and 3 the proof is entirely analgous to the above 

discussion, and will not be given. Thus, we can compute a possible 

diameter pair for each opposing pair of regions in O(n) time. Taking 

the largest of these solves the original problem. 
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That we can always compute the R1 diameter of a set in O(n) time 

is somewhat surprising in light of the fact that the R2 diameter 

requires O(nlogn) worst-case time. The key to the speed of the 

algorithm is the non-uniqueness of L1 line segments. That is, because 

the L1 line segment between each possible pair could be made to pass 

th rough the same fixed interior point the problem became 

computationally less burdensome. 

Throughout this section we have assumed that the four special 

points ymin, xmax, ymax, and xmin are unique. Obviously, we have 

overlooked several degenerate cases as follows: 

Case 1 : ymin = xmin; 

Case 2. ymin = xmax; 

Case 3. ymax = xmin; 

Case 4. ymax = xmax; 

Case 5. ymin = xmin and ymax = xmax; 

Case 6. ymax = xmin and ymin = xmax; 

Cases 1-4 can all be handled by applying the techniques used to solve 

the general problem when the special points are all unique. We leave 

the details to the reader. Cases 5 and 6 are trivial -- one solution is 

(ymin,ymax). 
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Chapter 6 

THE EUCLIDEAN AND L 1 TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEMS 

"Although this may seem a paradox I all exact science 

is dominated by the idea of approximation." 

- Bertrand Russell 

6 .1. Introduction to the Traveling Salesman Problem 

One of the most famous and widely researched problems in the 

scientific literature is the traveling salesman problem (TSP). Over the 

past 50 years computer scientists, engineers, management scientists, 

operation researchers, and mathematicians have been interested in 

finding efficient techniques for solving this problem. The vast number 

of applications in which the problem arises has been the major reason 

for its serious investigation. An allegorical way of the stating the 

problem is as follows: "A number of cities are given along with the 

cost of traveling between each pair. Starting at one city a traveling 

salesman (salesperson) wishes to visit each of the remaining cities and 

return to his point of departure. What itinerary should he follow in 

order to minimize the cost of his trip?" 

The obvious brute-force algorithm that immediately comes to mind is 

to enumerate all possible tours and choose the smallest one. 

Unfortunately, this enumeration technique is infeasible for all but the 

smallest problems because of its exponential time complexity. If n is 
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the number of cities, then there are exactly (n-1)! different tours, and 

since 

by Stirling's approximation, it follows that even on the fastest modern 

digital computers it would take centuries to compute a problem of size 

25 cities. 

There are other exact methods which are somewhat successful on 

problems of size n < 45. Most of these are based upon quickly 

eliminating those tours which cannot be among the cheapest ones. 

Branch and bound, dynamic programming, and linear programming are 

some of the various techniques used in these algorithms. See [Aki 

(78a)] and [Reingold (77)] for a summary of these methods. 

For larger problems another approach has been adopted involving 

the use of heuristics to yield a solution that is near optimal. (A 

heuristic is defined to be an algorithm which finds a near optimal 

solution or admits failure and returns no answer.) The relaxation of 

the optimality constraint frequently allows algorithms to be more 

efficient, since an all out exhaustive search is only approximated. 

Good heuristic algorithms are usually not hard to derive because it is a 

task human beings are called upon to do every day throughout their 

lives (a simple example would involve crossing a street in heavy 

traffic). In the case of the TSP it is even possible to show that some 

heuristics find solutions that are guaranteed to be close to optimal. 
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The reason we are so quick to dismiss the search. for an exact 

algorithm is that it has been shown by Karp [Karp (72)] that the TSP 

is a member of a class of problems {NP-complete or NP-hard problems] 

for which no polynomial time algorithm (i.e., reasonable algorithm) is 

likely to be discovered. Three such problems are the satisfiability 

problem from mathematical logic, determining whether an undirected 

graph has a complete subgraph of size k, and determining if a digraph 

has a Hamiltonian cycle. 

The key to understanding the class NP is to know that each of the 

problems in the class can be reduced to anyone of the other problems 

in polynomial time. This immediately implies that if any one problem in 

NP could be solved in polynomial time by some algorithm, then all 

others could also be solved in polynomial time. To date, no one has 

produced a polynomial-time algorithm for any member of the class. 

6 .2. Introduction to the Euclidean Traveling Salesman Problem 

A special case of the TSP is the Euclidean traveling salesman 

problem (ETSP) which has several applications in management science. 

Here the cities are points in the plane with given (x,y) coordinates. 

The problem appears to be simpler than the TSP for several reasons. 

It is in general unnecessary to store the distance between each pair of 

cities, because distance can be immediately derived by evaluating the 

Euclidean distance formula. In the TSP O(n 2) storage is required to 

store all intercity costs which implies a trivial lower bound of O(n 2) for 
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any heuristic to compute the TSP. On the other hand, the 

corresponding lower bound for the ETSP is O(n) since only the time to 

read in the (x, y) coordinates is needed. The ETSP has three other 

exploitable properties: (i) d2 (i,j) + d2 (j,k) > d2 (i,k) for any three 

cities i ; j ; k (i.e., the triangle inequality), (ii) symmetry, d2 (i,j) = 

d2 (j,i) for all i ; j, (iii) the optimal tour can be shown to be 

intersection free under the assumption that all of the cities do not lie 

on the same line [ Bellmore (68)]. 

Another feature that the ETSP possesses is that it is easily 

visualized and examples can be carried out with paper and pencil. A 

human can usually obtain a rather good approximation of the optimal 

tour using these implements. Visualization also facilitates the 

development of good heuristics, which is a necessity since the ETSP, 

Ii ke the TSP, belongs to the class NP [Garey (76)]. 

Our research centers on four geometrically motivated algorithms, all 

based upon convex hull determination. The major theme in all four is 

to form convex rings of some subgroup of points and then to merge 

these rings according to a cheapest cost local optimization rule. It has 

been shown [Eilon (71)] that the order in which points appear on the 

convex hull is the same in which they will appear on the optimal tour. 

This observation, which follows from the fact that the optimal tour 

cannot intersect itself, serves as the impetus for research on convex 

hull based heuristics. 
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W. Stewart, Jr. [Golden (80)] has proposed an algorithm which uses 

as the initial subtour the convex hull of the set of points. (A subtour 

is a tour of some subset of the cities.) Because this algorithm has 

performed with suprising accuracy we have decided to program and test 

his algorithm against our methods. 

In the next several Sections we give detailed explanations of our 

algorithms, Stewart's algorithm, and three additional general TSP 

heuristics, nearest neighbor, farthest insertion, and nearest insertion. 

All of these algorithms have been coded in PASCAL, tested and 

compared for quality of tours produced. The details of this test are 

given in Section 6. 10. 

6 .3. Random Hull Peel Heuristic 

The first algorithm we propose illustrates the major theme 

throughout all of our algorithms, which is to merge points from an 

inner convex hull (ring) into an outer subtour. The outer subtour will 

always contain or enclose any of the points on the inner ring. 

Step one involves finding all convex hull peels as follows: 

Step 1 .1. i : = 1; 

Step 1.2. Hu Iii := CH(S); 

Step 1 .3. s := s - Hull.; 
I 

Step 1 ·". If ISi = 0 then HALT; 

Step 1.5. i := + 1; 
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Step 1. 6. go to Step 1 . 2. 

The procedure effectively computes one hull then strips it away, 

computes the next hull, strips it away, and so forth until no points 

remain; Fig. 6.1. The set of convex hull peels produced is stored in 

an array of linked-lists to allow constant time insertions and deletions. 

Incidentally, the number of peels induced by this process is called the 

depth of the set, which is a statistically relevant quantity [Shamos 

(78)]. 

The final step is to merge all the convex hull peels into a tour of 

all the points. First, the initial subtour is assumed to be the outermost 

convex hull, i.e., T := Hull 1. Hull 2 is then merged into T as follows: 

* * A random point k is located on Hull2, k is then placed into T (T := 

* * * * T + k , Hull2 : = Hu112 - k ) between the two adjacent points i and j 

th.at minimize the cost rule R 1: 

.... 
for all (i ,j) in T find the {i ,j J such that .. .. .. .. .. .. 
d 2U ,k J + dilk ,j J - d 2U ,j J is minimal. 

* For the general step, each new k (the point to be inserted) is the 

* counterclockwise successor of the last k on Hull 2, and is inserted as 

above. When no points remain on Hull2, Hull3 is stripped and merged 

into T by using the same process, then Hull 4 is next, and so on until 

no inner peels remain. We give a summary of the total process below. 

Step 2.1. T := Hull 1; 

Step 2.2. i := 2; 
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Fig. 6 .1. C,onvex hull peels . 



Step 2.3. 

Step 2 .4. 

Step 2.5. 
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If i > number of hulls then HALT; 

* Find a random point k on Hull.; 
I 

* Let k*_succ := cclock(k ); 

* * * Step 2 .6. Insert k into T between i and j according to rule 

* Rl, and remove k from Hull.; 
I 

* * * * Step 2 .7. If k succ ~ k then set k : = k _succ; go to step 

2.5; 

Step 2.8. + 1; 

Step 2.9. Go to Step 2.3; 

We proceed now with a discussion of the complexity of the 

procedure. The number of convex rings generated by the first step 

could be as large as r n/3 1 = O(n), with three points forming each ring, 

except for possibly the innermost hull which could have two points or 

one point. For a uniform distribution of points in the plane empirical 

tests show that the expected number of hull peels is actually much 

smaller; see Table 6. 1. A theoretical determination of the expected 

number of hull peels is an open problem in the field of stochastic 

geometry (geometrical probability). The problem of determining the 

number of points on the outside hull has been solved for several 

different planar distributions [ Raynaud (70)], [ Renyi (68)], [ Bentley 

(78)]. Each solution is dependent on the shape of the region in which 

the points were generated, and thus an extension of this technique 

without simplifications seems infeasible for the hull peel problem because 

there can be no exact shape hypothesis for the outer hull (or any of 

the hull peels for that matter). 
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Table 6.1. Average number of convex hull peels for a uniform 
distribution of points inside a square region in the plane. 

n repetitions average depth standard deviation 

50 100 6.72 0.552 
100 100 10.48 0.594 
200 100 16.54 0.642 
300 100 21.57 0.714 
400 100 26.23 0.815 
500 100 30.29 0.844 
600 50 34.20 0.606 
700 50 37.80 0.881 
800 50 41.10 0.814 
900 50 44.44 0.760 

1000 50 47.42 0.859 

To compute all convex hull peels we could repeatedly apply any one 

of the convex hull algorithms discussed in Chapter Four. In the 

expected case the Eddy algorithm would be preferred since it works 

well with any type of uniform distribution of points. Worst-case 

performance could result from either the maximum number of hull peels 

or one hull peel. In the first case the algorithm would be called r n/3 1 

times with performance directly proportional to the sum 

l 13 i = O(n 2). 
i=3,6,9, ... 

The second case reduces to the worst-case of the Eddy algorithm which 

is O(n 2). 

Average-case performance can be bounded above and below by 
2 O(n ) and O(nlogn). The lower bound follows immediately from the 

expected performance of the Eddy algorithm when all points are on the 

hull, which again is analagous to the average case of Quicksort. 
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The time to insert one point from an inner hull into the outer 

subtour is proportional to the number of elements in the subtour. 

Therefore, assuming that there are m points on the initial subtour and 

(n - m) points remaining on all interior hulls, the time to insert all 

interior points is given by the sum 

n-m n n-1 
I ( m + i - 1 ) = I. ( i -1) = ; i 
i = 1 , =m , =m-1 

n-1 m-2 = I 1 - I i = [n(n-1)/2] - [(m-1)(m-2)/2] (1) 
i=l i=l 

For a uniform distribution of points m - klogn for some positive 

constant k and thus (1) reduces to 

[(n 2 - n)/2] - [(k 21og2n -3klogn + 2)/2] = O(n 2). 

In is clear that unless m is approximately equivalent to n (almost all 

points are on the hull), (1) will be O(n 2). Hence, the time to compute 

both steps, finding all hulls, and inserting points into the outer 

enclosing subtour is clearly bounded above by a function T(n) = O(n 2), 

and this is also the expected-case time complexity. 

It should be evident that a best-case situation is possible in both 

time complexity and length of tour, and these can occur for the same 

input instance. If all points fall on the outermost hull (the only hull), 

then the tour length will be optimal and the time taken to compute the 

tour will be the expected case of the Eddy algorithm when all the points 

are on the hull which is O(nlogn). 
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A similar analysis of the .random hull peel heuristic can be carried 

out under the assumption that the Graham convex hull algorithm is used 

to find all hull peels. Because the Graham algorithm has a worst-case 

running time of O(nlogn), step one could take O(n 21ogn) time. 

However, the best case, when all points are on one hull, could take as 

little as O(n) time. The expected-case for a uniform distribution of 

points will be O(n 2), since for each hull peel found the Graham 

algorithm will take O(n) time (or less) and thus the insertion time (step 

2) will dominate. 

6 .IL Cheapest Insertion Hull Peel Heuristic 

The second of our algorithms might be considered somewhat more 

sophisticated than the random hull peel heuristic. Instead of inserting 

points into the subtour starting at a random point on an interior hull, 

* the basic strategy is to always take the point k on the present ring 

which minimizes the cheapest cost rule R2: 

For each k on the present ring find the (i ,j) in the 

subtour such that d 2(i,kJ + d 2(k,j) - d/i,j) is 

minimal. Then, for all triples (i,j,kJ, determine the 
,. ,. ,. 

Ci ,j ,k J that minimizes fd/i,kJ + 

The intuitive appeal of this rule is that it is a combination of both cost 

and ratio. Therefore, the act of creating a new subtour by adding a 
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new point usually involves little angular deviation from the previous 

subtour. 

Step one is again similar to the random hull peel heuristic. All 

convex hull peels are computed and stored into an array of linked-lists. 

The outer hull is the initial subtour and we start by inserting points 

one by one from the 2nd outermost hull until all points on this ring 

have been exhausted. The procedure is made iterative by moving to 

the 3rd outermost ring and inserting all points as before. Then the 

4th ring is stripped, and the procedure continues until no interior 

rings remain. 

For computing all hull peels the time complexity and implementation 

details are similar to the random hull peel heuristic. However, the 

process of efficiently merging the rings is somewhat more complicated. 

For each point on the present ring the two points (i,j) on the enclosing 

subtour which are consistent with cost rule R2 are maintained. 

Whenever a point is inserted, the list of present ring points is scanned 

* for the k that has the smallest minimum cost (a minimum of minimums). 

* * * k is then inserted between the two points (i ,j ) in the subtour which 

* correspond to the smallest cost. k is also deleted from the present 

ring structure and the list of minimum cost points is updated to reflect 

* * * the addition of k to the subtour and the deletion of the (i ,j ) 

adjacent pair in the tour. 

The total time to completely merge an inner convex hull ring with q 

points to the outer enclosing subtour with p (initial) points is given by 
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the following sum: 

C pq + C ~- ~ + c3 l:q-tp•i) (q-i), (2) 
l 2 i=l i=l 

where c 1, and c2 , and c3 are positive constants which reflect the time 

required by the various operations of each step. The first term 

represents the time required to build the initial list of minimum cost 

points, the middle term is the time to find the next point to be inserted 

for all q points on the inner hull, and the last term is the worst-case 

time to update and maintain the list of minimum cost points as the inner 

hull is being stripped. 

How much time will it take to merge and strip all the rings? This 

question cannot be answered without making some simplifying 

assumptions about the number of rings, the average number of points 

on each ring, and the average time for updating the minimum cost list. 

Therefore, we proceed with an analysis of the algorithm under the 

special conditions of n/k rings, k points on every ring (k divides n 

evenly), and worst-case update time for the minimum cost points list. 

Following from formula (2) the total time to insert and strip all inner 

ring points is given by the following sum 

n/k-1 2 k-1 k-1 
I [c 1jk + c2I + c3 I (jk•i)(k-i)] 

j=l i=l i=l 

= c1[k 2((n/k)-1)(n/k)/2] + c2 [k(k•l)((n/k)-1)/2] 

+ c3 [ [((n/k)-1)(n/k)(k-1)k 2/2] + [((n/k)-1)(k-1)k 2/2] 

- [((n/k)-1)(n/k)(k-1)k 2/4] - [((n/k)-1)(k-1)(k)(2k-1)/6] ] 
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In most situations we can expect the actual time to be somewhat smaller 

since it is highly improbable that inserting and stripping a point will 

change every one of the minimum cost points already stored in the list. 

The maximum time the procedure can take will occur if there are 

only two rings with p = 3 points on the outer ring and q = (n-3) points 

on· the inner ring. Since no points will be excluded from any of the 

insertion and minimum cost list computations, the maximum number of 

points will have to be considered at each iteration for merging into the 

outer ring. Inserting p = 3 and q = (n-3) into formula (1) yields 

c 1[3n-9] + c2 [(n-3)(n-2)/2] + c3 [ [3n(n-4)] - [9(n-4)] 

- [6(n-4)(n-3)/2] + [n(n-4)(n-3)/2] - [(n-4)(n-3)(2n-7)/6] ] 

6. 5. Dynamic Hull Heuristic 

Another approach that seems worthy of investigation is to first form 

the outer hull and let this structure be the initial tour. Next, the hull 

of all the remaining points is formed and the point on this ring which 

minimizes cost rule R2 is inserted in-to the outer tour. The procedure 

generalizes as follows: always maintain one convex hull which encloses 

all points interior to the present subtour and from this hull select and 

* insert into the subtour the point k which minimizes cost rule R2. 
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The motivation behind the algorithm stems from the simple 

* observation that whenever a point k is inserted from the inner convex 

hull into the outer enclosing subtour it may be that some of its interior 

points will be outside of the convex region formed by the inner hull 

* minus k ; Fig. 6.2. Since one of these points might be chosen next (if 

we were considering all points inside of the enclosing tour for possible 

insertion) it is highly probable that this point would be on the hull of 

all interior points. We give a synopsis of the procedure below. 

Step 1. T := CH(S); 

Step 2. S : = S - T; 

Step 3. If ISi = 0 then HALT; 

Step 'I. H := CH(S); 

* * * Step 5. Find the k in H and (i ,j ) in T which minimize cost 

rule R2; 

* Step 6. T .- T + k I 

* Step 7. s := s - k 

Step 8. go to step 3. 

The implementation of this procedure is rather straightforward 

except for step 5 where we keep track of any point that was on a 

previously computed hull. For each of these points the minimum cost 

distance to insert into the outer tour is maintained as in the cheapest 

insertion hull heuristic. Whenever a new hull is computed those points 

which were not in the previous hull are dynamically added to the 

minimum cost list along with the two points (i, j) on the tour which 
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minimize the insertion cost according to rule R2. 

The worst-case time taken by the various steps of the algorithm 

through completion is as follows: 

Time of step 1 : O(nlogn); 

Time of step 2: O(n); 

Time of step 3: O(n); 

Time of step 4: 2 O(n logn); 

Time of step 5: O(n 3); 

Time of step 6: O(n); 

Time of step 7: O(n); 

Time of step 8: O(n). 

In steps 1 and 4 we assume that the Graham convex hull algorithm 

is used. The Eddy algorithm has O(n 2) worst-case behavior versus the 

O(nlogn) worst-case time of the Graham algorithm, and therefore in this 

procedure the Graham algorithm is preferred. Another possibility in 

step 4 is to use an on-line convex hull algorithm [Preparata (79)] to 

* update the present hull after each insertion of k . (On-line algorithms 

do not operate on all the data collectively, instead a structure is always 

maintained for the data received up to some point in time. When a new 

data item is encountered the structure is updated to reflect the 

change.) However, since all points interior to the inner convex hull 

must be considered for update (to be placed into the next hull), the 

asymptotic running time would be the same as if the Graham algorithm 

* were used after each insertion of k . 
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6.6. Al Hull Heuristic 

The last method we propose is based upon maintaining a small list of 

candidate points, NT, which may be inserted into the present subtour 

T. With high probability, one of the points in NT should minimize cost 

rule R2 amongst all points not yet included in T. The size of NT will, 

at least in the initial stages of the algorithm, be much smaller than the 

total number of all points enclosed by the subtour. 

As in the other three methods, the initial subtour T is the convex 

hull of the set of points. Next, we build the list NT that will contain a 

selected set of points that may be inserted into T. These points will 

be from all convex hull peels with a depth of k or smaller (excluding of 

course the outermost hull peel). Points will be inserted one at a time 

from NT into T according to cost rule R2. After each of these 

insertions, if a point has been inserted into T with a depth of d, and d 

is greater than the maximum depth of all points in T, then NT is 

updated to contain all points with a depth of (d + k) or smaller. k is 

a threshold value that represents a small number of convex hull peels 

(say 2 or 3), and can be set by the user for any particular run. 

Besides maintaining the lists T and NT as in the heuristics of 

Sections 6.4 and 6. 5, an additional list, NH (Not on Hulls), must also 

be maintained. The points in this list will always be encircled by the 

innermost hull included in NT. Whenever NT is updated to contain a 

new hull (or hulls), then NH is the input to a convex hull finder (the 

Eddy algorithm) which computes the convex hull of NH. This structure 
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is then added to NT and subsequently subtracted from NH. This 

process is repeated until the necessary number of hull peels have been 

added to NT. The appropriate data structure for T is a linked-list, 

and arrays are proper choices for NT and NH. 

The complexity analysis is very similar to the cheapest insertion hull 

heuristic; worst-case running time will be O(n 3), and expected-case 

complexity is bounded by O(n 2) and O(n 3). The actual asymptotic 

running time will be slightly greater than O(n 2), since the probability 

of a worst-case situation is extremely small. 

6 .7. The Stewart Hull Heuristic 

As stated earlier, Stewart proposed an algorithm for finding the 

ETSP tour using as the initial subtour the convex hull of the set of 

points. After this, all points not yet in the subtour are then 

considered for possible insertion according to cost rule R. The 

cheapest of these points is then inserted and the process repeated until 

all points are in the tour. By using additional inner convex hull peels 

our algorithms exclude those points which have little chance of being 

inserted next. Stewart's algorithm on the other hand is more of a 

brute-force method since all points inside each subtour are considered 

for possible insertion. A psuedo-code version of the general procedure 

follows: 

Step 1. T = CH(S); 
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Step 2. S := S - T; 

Step 3: If ISi = 0 Then HALT; 

* * * Step I#. Find k in S and (i ,j ) in T which minimize cost rule 

R2. 

* Step 5. T : = T + k ; 

* Step 6. S := S - k; 

Step 7. go to step 3. 

The analysis of Stewart's algorithm is very similar to the cheapest 

insertion hull heuristic and dynamic hull heuristic (Sections 6.4 and 

6. 5). Depending upon the set of inputs, the convex hull heuristic 

takes anywhere from O(nlogn) to O(n 3) time to compute the final tour. 

When all the points are on the hull or only a few points (~ logn) are 

left inside the time complexity will be O(nlogn). However, this is an 

extremely pathologic~! circumstance, since for most distributions O(n) 

points will be left inside the hull. This means that the time complexity 

of the procedure is bounded below and above by O(n 2) and O(n 3). 

Golden [Golden (80)] states that in practice the algorithm seems to 

require about O(n 2togn) computations. However, he gives no analysis 

or empirical evidence to justify this result. 

Computing the convex hull should be carried out using either the 

Graham or Aki-Toussaint convex hull algorithms (see Chapter Four). 

This will insure that if a pathological case does occur (where all the 

points are on the hull) then the worst-case time complexity will be 

O(nlogn). 
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As in the cheapest insertion hull heuristic and dynamic hull 

heuristic the insertion phase can be carried out by maintaining two 

lists, one representing the tour T, and the other, NT, which contains 

all points not yet included in the tour. For each point k in NT, a 

record is kept of the points (i,j) in T for which 

is minimal. In this way, determining the next point to be added to the 

tour and deciding its relative position in the tour can be carried out in 

time proportional to one pass through NT. After each insertion, 

updating NT can be carried out in at most O( I NT 12) time, but usually 

much closer to 0( I NT I) time. (The fact that updating NT could take 

as much as 0( I NT 12) time leads to the O(n 3) worst-case behavior of 

Stewart's algorithm.) 

6.8. Nearest Neighbor 

The nearest neighbor approximation technique [ Bellmore (68)], 

[Gavett (65)] is an attractive method because of its simplicity. A tour 

is constructed as follows. First, an arbitrary point is chosen to anchor 

the tour. Second, find the point which is closest to the point last 

added and add this point to the tour. Third, repeat the second step 

until all points have been added to the tour. Fourth, add an edge 

between the first and last points in the tour. 
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Note that this simple method is not restricted to just the ETSP, it 

can just as easily be used to obtain a TSP tour. The method seems to 

be a "natural" one because when humans are asked to find a ETSP tour 

one of the criteria they most often invoke is to use those points which 

were included last into the tour. 

Nearest neighbor has been shown in empirical tests to produce tours 

which are almost always less than 1.5 times the length of the optimal 

tour [Golden (80)]. Because nearest neighbor is also easily 

implemented it serves as a good preliminary screening procedure by 

which any new method may be judged. 

A straightforward implementation of the algorithm involves 

maintaining two lists T and NT in array data structures. T is the tour 

list, and NT contains all those points not yet included in the tour. 

Initially T contains one point and NT (n-1) points. As the algorithm 

progresses points are added to T and deleted from NT. Each insertion 

and deletion can be done in constant time and therefore the algorithm 

spends all of its time repeatedly scanning NT. That is, to add the 

second point to T requires (n-1) distance computations, to add the 

third point requires (n-2) distance computations, and so on. Hence, 

the total time required by the procedure is always proportional to the 

sum 

n 
I (i-1) = 
i=2 

n-1 2 
I i = [ ( n-1) n ]/2 = 0 ( n ) . 
i=l 
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6. 9. Nearest and Farthest Insertion 

In this Section we examine two well-known approximation methods. 

These techniques, nearest insertion and farthest insertion, are related 

to nearest neighbor in that they attempt to add to an existing subtou r 

a point which is closest to or farthest from one of the points already 

included in the subtour. Rosen krantz, Lewis, and Stearns 

[Rosenkrantz (77)] have derived several interesting theoretical results 

concerning the length of the tours produced by insertion methods. The 

most important is that nearest insertion always produces a tour that is 

no longer than twice the length of the optimal tour. The nearest 

insertion algorithm follows in which we assume that initially the subtou r 

T is empty and S contains the set of points for which the tour will be 

determined. 

Step 1. Start with an arbitrary point i in S and make this point the 

initial subtour (T := T + i) and delete i from S (S := S - i). 

Step 2. If the cardnality of S is equivalent to zero then HALT, T 

contains the final subtour. 

* * * Step 3. Find a point k in S such that d2 (i,k ) is minimal. Add k to 

* * * T (T := T + k ) and delete k from S (S := S - k ) . 

Step ii. If the cardnality of S is equivalent to zero then HALT, T 

contains the final subtour. 

* Step 5. Find the point k in S which is nearest to any of the points in 

the subtour T. 

* * * Step 6. Given k , find the edge (i ,j ) in T such that cost rule R1 is 
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* minimal. That is, find the place in .T where k can .be inserted at 

minimum cost. 

* * Step 7. Obtain a new subtour by replacing edge (i ,j ) in T with 

* * * * * * edges (i ,k) and (k ,j) (i.e., T := T + k ). Delete k from S 

* (S : = S - k ) . 

Step 8. Go to step 4. 

The farthest insertion algorithm is the same as nearest insertion 

except that in step 3 the word "minimal" should be replaced by 

"maximal," and in step 5 the word "nearest" should be replaced by 

"farthest." 

The intuitive appeal of farthest insertion is that it establishes a 

general outline of the tour at the outset and then attempts to fill in the 

details later. Nearby points inserted at the end of the procedure will 

result in short edges that are less likely to be deleted by some still 

later insertion. Surprisingly, Rosenkrantz, et. al. [Rosen krantz (77)] 

in a series of experiments, found that farthest insertion usually 

produced better tours than nearest insertion and nearest neighbor. On 

problems which involved placing 50 points randomly in a unit square, 

nearest insertion was from 7 to 22 percent worse than farthest 

insertion, and nearest neighbor was from O to 38 percent worse. Thus 

the ranking was usually farthest insertion best, nearest insertion 

second, and nearest neighbor last. 

Golden, et. al. [Golden (80)] also conducted a set of tests which 

showed that farthest insertion was a very good performer relative to 
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several other heuristics including nearest neighbor and nearest 

insertion. Our tests given in the next Section serve to verify these 

results. 

Implementation of both nearest insertion and farthest insertion is 

similar to several of the convex hull heuristics we have discussed. The 

idea is again to maintain one list T for those points on the tour, and 

another list NT for those points not yet included in T. For each point 

in NT a pointer is kept to the point in T to which it is nearest (for 

nearest insertion) or farthest (for farthest insertion). Adding a new 

point into T from NT will require two passes through NT and one pass 

th rough T. Because these lists always contain a total of n items, and 

since there are (n-1) points to insert, the time complexity of the 

algorithm will be O(n 2). 

6 .10. Test Results 

The eight heuristics, random hull peel heuristic, cheapest insertion 

hull heuristic, dynamic hull heuristic, Al hull heuristic, Stewart's hull 

heuristic, nearest neighbor, nearest insertion, and farthest insertion 

were coded in PASCAL and tested on a VAX 11/780. Uniform random 

variates were generated inside a unit square for sample sizes of 25, 50, 

100, 200, and 400 points. Each of the tours produced was compared to 

a theoretical lower bound B for tour length based upon Monte Carlo 

experimentation and total edge length of the minimum spanning tree of 

the set as reported in [Aki (78a)]: 
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B = 1. 102 * length of minimum spanning tree .. 

The length of the actual tour was then divided by this quantity to yield 

a relative performance efficiency measure for quality tours produced by 

each algorithm: 

efficiency = (actual tour length) / B. 

50 runs were made for sample sizes of 25, 50, and 100 points; 25 runs 

were made for 200 and 400 points. The averaged results which appear 

Table 6 .2. Average tour lengths of several ETSP heuristics 
relative to B = 1. 102 ,.. length of MST; standard 
deviations in parentheses. 

n random hull cheapest hull dynamic hull Al hull 
--------------------------------------------------------------------
25 
50 

100 
200 
400 

n 

25 
50 

100 
200 
400 

1.147(.043) 
1. 143(.041) 
1. 173 (. 034) 
1.196( .029) 
1.237(.013) 

n. neighbor 

1.338(.118) 
1.300( .093) 
1.291( .054) 
1.299( .060) 
1.277(.039) 

1 . 139 ( . 045) 
1.132(.042) 
1. 161( .034) 
1. 188 (. 023) 
1. 219(. 018) 

far insert 

1. 145(. 045) 
1 . 152 ( . 052) 
1.168(.034) 
1. 190(. 026) 
1.227(.020) 

1 .133(.044) 
1. 122( .035) 
1. 132 ( . 029) 
1.162(.018) 
1. 196(. 018) 

near insert 

1. 278(. 075) 
1. 268(. 046) 
1. 270(. 032) 
1. 259(. 019) 
1 . 266(. 016) 

1. 133( .044) 
1 . 1 11 ( . 039) 
1. 103(. 026) 
1. 107( .019) 
1.105( .015) 

Stewart 

1. 133( .044) 
1. 111 (. 039) 
1. 103( .026) 
1. 107( .019) 
1. 105( .015) 

in Table 6.2 include sample standard deviations in parenthesis. 

Our tests reconfirm (see [Golden (80)]) that the Stewart convex 

hull heuristic performs remarkably well. The tests also indicate that 

the Al hull heuristic produces exactly the same results when the depth 
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of the convex hull peels of all points in the. NT list is at most (d + 3) 

where d is the greatest depth of any point included in a subtour (see 

Section 6.6). This is not surprising since the probability is extremely 

high that the next point to be inserted into the Al hull heuristic 

subtour will be identical to the point which will be inserted next into 

the Stewart convex hull heuristic subtour. Clearly, both the Al hull 

heuristic and the Stewart convex hull heuristic are superior to all 

others tested on uniform distributions of points in the plane. 

Which of these methods runs faster? In choosing one over the other 

several factors must be considered. Obviously, the overhead required 

to compute the convex hull peels must be balanced by the growth of NT 

in the Al hull heuristic. That is, if NT does not grow too fast from 

the insertion of points in NH, then the Al hull heuristic would be 

preferred since the rriajority of the computation in both algorithms is 

directly proportional to the size of NT. Unfortunately, we found that 

NT grows quite rapidly in the Al hull heuristic for all sample sizes, 

even 400 points. Therefore, the Stewart convex hull heuristic requires 

fewer total operations and thus operates more efficiently than the Al 

hull heuristic. 

For all sample sizes cheapest hull and dynamic hull performed 

reasonably well with efficiencies exceeding those of farthest insertion, 

nearest insertion, and nearest neighbor in all cases. The performance 

of the random hull heuristic was very similar to that of farthest 

insertion. Nearest neighbor and nearest insertion seemed to improve 
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slightly for large n, while the performan~e of farthest ins.ertion, random 

hull heuristic, cheapest hull heuristic,. and dynamic hull heuristic 

degraded. This degradation, which requires further study, could be 

caused by the general modus operandi of these methods, which is to 

form a general outline of the tour in the initial stages and then to 

include the remaining points by using an insertion scheme. Nearest 

neighbor and nearest insertion avoid trying to form a general outline 

early on, and this appears to be advantageous for large n. 

In another test we compared the various approximation algorithms on 

five 100 node problems presented first by Krolak, Felts, and Marble in 

[Krolak (71)]. The results which appear in Table 6.3 were consistent 

Table 6.3. Tour lengths for 100 node problems given in [Krolak (71]]. 

problem number 
method 24 25 26 27 28 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Best known 21282 22148 20749 21294 22068 
Random hull 23750 23996 22844 21998 24808 
Cheap hull 23659 23757 21869 21910 24703 
Dynamic hull 23205 23718 21320 22319 22901 

; Stewart 22056 22700 21275 21794 22830 
. Al hull 22056 22700 21275 21794 22830 
N. Neighbor 26856 29155 26327 26950 27587 
N. Insertion 26145 27412 26080 25172 26674 
F. Insertion 24523 24768 22496 23202 24704 

with those involving the uniform distributions of points in the plane. 

The best know results were obtained from [Golden (80)]. 

Again, the Al hull heuristic and Stewart's method produced 

equivalent results and best of all the methods tested. Nearest 
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neighbor, farthest insertion, and nearest insertion performed rather 

poorly in almost every case. Of the other hull heuristics, the random 

hull peel heuristic and cheapest insertion hull heuristic performed 

admirably on problem 27. The dynamic hull heuristic also performed 

quite well on problems 26 and 28. 

Carrying out tests is a very expensive process and thus we were 

somewhat restricted by the size of the problems attempted. Future 

research should concentrate on both increased size and different 

distributions. For example, if the points are uniformly spread 

throughout an annular ring, one would expect good performance from 

all the convex hull heuristics. On the other hand, consider a standard 

normal distribution inside a circular region. The points would be 

densest in the center, thereby causing some doubt as to how the hull 

heuristics might perform. 

6.11. Improvements for the Stewart and Al Hull Heuristics 

We discovered in the last Section that both the Al hull heuristic and 

Stewart's convex hull heuristic were the best methods for obtaining 

high quality Euclidean traveling salesman tours. While we were able to 

argue in Sections 6. 6 and 6. 7 that in the expected sense these 

heuristics will exhibit run time performance slightly greater than O(n 2), 

the worst-case of O(n 3) might be too high a premium to pay to insure a 

close-to optimal tour. Thus, we submit the following idea which 

improves worst-case behavior to 0( n2) but maintains the integrity of 
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the tours produced by both approximation schemes. 

Recall that worst-case performance was caused by replacing edge 

* * * * * * (i ,j ) by edges (i , k ) and (k ,j ) in T. Because each point's 

* * minimum edge in NT could be (i ,j ) the time to update NT would 

require a complete scan of T for each point in NT. Consider Figure 

* 6.3, which indicates that if a point k ~ k in NT has minimum edge 

* * (i ,j ) then its new minimum edge with high probability will be either 

* * * * (i , k ) or (k ,j ) . The only case in which this situation cannot occur 

is if a sequence of insertions causes the edges of T to form a non-

* * simple polygon. In this case, if (i 'j ) is a crossing edge it may be 

* * * * that one of (i 'k ) or ( k ,j ) is not the replacement 

* * corresponding to a point whose previous minimum edge was (i ,j ) . 

edge 

Visual observation of a number of tours constructed for various size 

n indicated that the probability of T containing an intersection is below 

0.05 for uniformly distributed points in the unit square. Furthermore, 

the number of mutually intersecting edges was always very small, 

usually two, three, four, or five. Because of these observations, the 

Al hull heuristic and Stewart's heuristic were modified such that the 

* * * * previous minimum edge (i ,j ) was always replaced by either (i , k ) or 

* * (k ,j ) depending on which one minimizes insertion cost. 

The performance of both modified heuristics; Table 6.4, was 

virtually identical to the results found in Table 6.2. (The input data 

to both the unmodified and modified routines was identical). 
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Table 6 .11. Quality of tours for the 
modified Al hull heuristic .and the 
modified Stewart convex hull heuristic. 

--- .. -------------------------------------
n 

25· 
50 

100 
200 
400 

Al hull 
heuristic 

1. 133( .044) 
1 . 1 12 ( . 039) 
1. 101(. 025) 
1. 107(.019) 
1 . 105 (. 01 5) 

Stewart's 
heuristic 

1. 133(.044) 
1. 1 12 ( . 039) 
1. 101(. 025) 
1. 107( .019) 
1. 105(. 019) 

Additionally, we again tested all five 100 city problems as discussed 

in Section 6. 10 and recorded results exactly identical to those found in 

Table 6.3. We can conclude that this scheme works very well for both 

the Al hull heuristic and Stewart's heuristic. For any other type of 

cheapest insertion TSP heuristic, we conjecture that a similar 

modification would give equally satisfying results where the cost 

between cities is a metric. 

6.12. Algorithms for the L 1 Traveling Salesman Problem 

One problem that has received little attention in the literature is the 

counterpart of the ETSP, the L1 traveling salesman problem (L 1 TSP). 

Here, the intercity distance between any two points (i ,j) in S is given 

by 

d1(i,j) = Ix. - x.1 + IY· - Y·I · 
I J I J 

Since intercity distance is a metric, the triangle equality and symmetry 

hold as discussed in Section 6.2. Also, the L1 TSP is NP-hard [Garey 
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(76)]. 

The results in Section 6. 10 indicate that the Al hull heuristic and 

the convex hull heuristic of Stewart were the best methods amongst all 

we examined. Therefore, it is natural to wonder if these procedures 

can be adapted to the L1 TSP. Recall that in Chapter Four we showed 

that there is an analog structure in L1 to the convex hull in L2 which 

we appropriately named the L1 hull. Thus, the only modifications we 

make to both heuristics is to use the L1 hull in place of the convex 

hull, and whenever the distance function is d2 replace it with d 1. 

L1 versions of the Al hull heuristic and Stewart's hull heuristic 

were coded in PASCAL and run on a VAX 11/780. Nearest insertion 

and farthest insertion were also included in the test to determine how 

the hull heuristics perform against other well known methods. A 

random number generator was used to generate points uniformly 

throughout the unit square for several different sample sizes. To 

measure the quality of each algorithm, a quantity called efficiency was 

computed as 

efficiency = (length of tour)/B, 

where B = 1. 102 * (length of the minimum spanning tree). As 

explained in Section 6. 10, Aki [Aki (78a)] derived this lower bound to 

benchmark the performance of several ETSP heuristics. It turns out 

that this bound is also viable in the L1 metric [Gilbert (65)], 

[ Beardwood (59)]. 50 runs were made for sample sizes of 25, 50, and 
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100 points; 25 runs were made for 200 and 400 points. The averaged 

results which appear in Table 6.5, indicate that both hull heuristics 

produce better quality tours than either nearest or farthest insertion. 

Also, as we found in the Euclidean metric, both routines perform with 

equivalent accuracy. An explanation for this behavior has already been 

given in Section 6. 10. 

The efficiency relative to B did not prove to be as good in the L1 

metric as in the L2 metric for all four methods. One possible 

explanation is that the constant 1. 102 was derived by Monte Carlo 

techniques carried out in the Euclidean metric. In (Gilbert (65)] the 

author states that this constant should work equally satisfactorily in L1 

as in L2 . However, Tables given there indicate that the constant 

varies by several percentage points for small n. 

We recommend the L1 Al hull heuristic or the L1 Stewart hull 

heuristic for problems of size n < 500 points. If a better tour is 

desired, a composite procedure should be applied. One such procedure 

would be to first apply either of the L1 hull heuristics followed by the 

branch exchange heuristic devised by Lin [Lin (65)]. 

6. 13. Hybrid Convex Hull Heuristics for the ET SP 

In our search for a good ETSP approximation algorithm we have 

restricted our investigation to insertion methods which use only the set 

of convex hull peels. Future research remains which seems promising 
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Table 6.5 - Average tour lengths for several LTTSP heuristics 
relative to B = 1 .102 ,.. length of MST; standard 
deviations in parentheses. 

n 

25 
50 

100 
200 
400. 

nearest 
insertion 

1. 248 (. 081) 
1. 184 ( . 050) 
1.186 (.036) 
1. 178 ( .030) 
1.177 (.018) 

farthest 
insertion 

1. 238 (. 069) 
1 . 200 ( . 054) 
1. 192 (. 042) 
1. 181 (. 027) 
1.181 (.014) 

Stewart's 
heuristic 

1 . 168 ( . 056) 
1. 132 ( .041) 
1.114 (.026) 
1. 119 ( . 021 ) 
1. 128 ( .014) 

Al hull 
heuristic 

1 . 168 ( . 056) 
1. 132( .041) 
1.114(.026) 
1. 119 ( . 021 ) 
1.128(.014) 

involving the combination of the convex hull with certain graph-

theoretic structures. For example, consider the following approximation 

technique for computing the ETSP tour. Let the convex hull be the 

initial subtou r T. Next, compute a planar graph G for which the 

vertices of G are the set S and there is a path from vertex i to vertex 

j for all i ~ j in G. The third step is to judiciously use the edges of G 

to merge the vertices of (G - T) into T thereby obtaining a tour of the 

original set of points. 

For step two there are at least four graph structures which may be 

applied. These are (1) the Oelaunay Triangulation (OT), (2) the 

Gabriel Graph (GG), (3) the Relative Neighborhood Graph (RNG), and 

(4) the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST). 

The Delaunay triangulation is a planar graph which triangulates the 

set of points in S. It is the dual of the Voronoi diagram which was 

previously defined in Section 1.2.2. Two points i and j are joined by 

an edge if, and only if, their corresponding tiles share a side, i.e., if 

i and j are Voronoi Neighbors. If this operation is carried out on Fig. 
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1. 2 one obtains the DT of Figure 6.4. One way to compute the DT is 

to first compute the Voronoi diagram in O(nlogn) time. Once this 

structure is obtained, the DT can be computed in O(n) time [Toussaint 

(80a)]. Lee and Schacter [Lee (79b)] have given two algorithms that 

compute the Delaunay triangulation directly, bypassing the Voronoi 

diagram step. One is a divide and conquer approach which runs in 

O(nlogn) time whereas the other is iterative and runs in O(n 2) worst-

case time. 

The DT may be used to compute the ETSP by taking each edge in T 

and replacing it by two edges in the DT as follows: For each pair of 

consecutive points (i,j) in T, find the point k in the DT which is 

mutually adjacent to (i,j) in the DT. From all triples (i,j, k) take the 

* * * one, (i ,j , k ) , which minimizes 

* k would then be the next point added to T. 

The Gabriel graph of a set of points is formed by joining an edge 

between any two points which are Gabriel neighbors. Two points i and 

j are neighbors if the circle which passes through both i and j does not 

contain any other points in S; Fig. 6.5. This definition leads 

straighforwardly to an 0( n3) algorithm for constructing the GG. Matula 

and Sokal [Matula (80)] have suggested an 0( nlogn) algorithm for 

computing the GG by first computing the Voronoi diagram. 
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Fig. 6. 4. The Delaunay triangulation. 
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Fig. 6. 5. The Gabriel graph. 
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Another possible way of defining whether two points i and j are 

neighbors leads to a structure called the Relative Neighborhood Graph 

(RNG). The definition of the RNG states that two points i and j are 

joined by an edge if no other points lie inside the intersection of two 

circles each with radius equivalent to the distance between i and j; Fig. 

6. 6. The definition suggests a straightforward O(n 3) algorithm for 

computing the RNG. Toussaint [Toussaint (80b)] has given two other 

algorithms for determination of the RNG which run in O(n 2) worst-case 

time. Both are based upon first computing the Oelaunay triangulation. 

A tree is a graph that contains no cycles. A spanning tree of a 

graph G, is a subgraph of G that contains every vertex of G. Given a 

complete weighted graph G = (S, E), where the edges E represent 

distance amongst all points in S, the minimum spanning tree is a tree of 

total minimum edge weight. A MST can be found by choosing the 

smallest unused edge that does not form a cycle with the edges already 

chosen and continuing until (IS I - 1) edges have been selected to form 

the MST. Another scheme devised by Shamos and Hoey [Shamos (75b)] 

takes O(nlogn) time and involves first computing the Voronoi diagram. 

The reader might be wondering whether there is any relationship 

amongst the four graphs we have discussed. It turns out that the 

MST c: RNG C: GG C: OT. 

This should not be too surprising since the OT can be used to compute 

all four graph structures. Consult Toussaint [Toussaint (80a)] for 
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Fig. 6. 6. The relative neighborhood 
graph. 
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some of the details and further references concerning this relationship. 

How would these structures be used to obtain good ETSP tours? 

Let G be either the MST, RNG, or GG. One procedure would be to 

consider inserting into T only those points in (G - T) which have an 

edge in G that joins T. The point to be added first would be the one 

which minimizes an insertion cost/ratio rule similar to R2. 

The four procedures we have outlined will hopefully produce tours 

of approximately the same quality as the Al hull heuristic and Stewart's 

convex hull heuristic. However, the time to compute these tours may 

require less than O(n 2) time because the Voronoi diagram can be 

computed in O(nlogn) time. In the case of the convex hull/Delaunay 

triangulation hybrid, an O(nlogn) algorithm is possible by presorting 

the list of initial insertion points and then updating this list using a 

priority queue. Since the number of points in the insertion list will 

never be greater than n, the sort step will require at most O(nlogn) 

time, and priority queue update will require at most O(logn) time after 

each insertion. We envision that these methods would be applicable to 

the L1 TSP as well as the ETSP. 



Chapter 7 

THE SUPERRANGE OF ST AR-SHAPED AND MONOTONE POLYGONS 

7 .1. Introduction 

There are many other interesting sub-areas of research in 

computational geometry as we have already seen in chaper 1. So far we 

have been content in this thesis to examine problems which require 

convex hull determination (or L1 hull determination) as part of their 

solution. In this Chapter we deviate from this pattern to look at some 

problems that require a somewhat different approach. These problems 

have been loosely termed the visibility problems. 

In many application areas the idea of discovering algorithms which 

will allow the computer to see, in at least some limited sense, is of 

paramount importance. For example, in Robotics, current research is 

focusing upon collision avoidance amongst several robot arms working in 

the same definitional space [Roach (83)]. Naturally, these types of 

problems lead to the following question: what part of a polygon or 

polyhedra can an observer see from a specific vantage point? Possibly, 

the most famous problem whose solution attempts to answer this question 

from the viewpoint of an observer looking at a set (or scene) of three 

dimensional artifacts (objects) is the hidden-line problem in Computer 

Graphics. 

We will be concerned with visibility among the vertices of polygons, 
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specifically those vertices of a polygon that can be. seen from a 

particular vertex. Let P be a simple polygon in the plane with vertices 

(v0 , ... , v n-l) collnterclockwise on its boundary. The superrange of 

a vertex v. E P is the set of vertices, S( P, v.), that can be seen from 
I I 

vi, i.e., those vertices vk E P such that all points on the line segment 

from vi to vk lie entirely within (or on) the boundary of P. Our work 

concerns the introduction of two linear time algorithms for the 

determination of the superrange of polygons which have the special 

properties of star-shapedness and monotonicity. 

7 .2. Previous Research 

The definition of vertex superrange can be attributed to Chazelle 

[ Chazelle (80)] who introduced the notion with the intent of formulating 

an algorithm that would decompose a simple polygon into a minimal 

number of convex parts. Shames [Shamos (77)] had earlier defined the 

viewability graph of a polygon as a structure whose nodes are 

connected by an edge if and only if the associated vertices are visible. 

Haralick and Shapiro [Haralick (77)] found application of this structure 

in shape decomposition. Shames suggested an O(n) algorithm to obtain 

= 0, ... , n-1 for each vertex. This would give an O(n 2) 

algorithm for viewability graph determination. Unfortunately the 

algorithm is known to fail for certain polygons [EI-Gindy (81)]. 

A structure that is more general than S(P,v.) is the visibility 
I 

polygon of P. Given a simple polygon P and a point x E P, the 
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visibility polygon of P with respect to x, denoted by V.(P, x), is that 

subset of P such that for any point y in P, x and y are mutually 

visible. Toussaint [Toussaint (81)] states that the visibility polygon 

algorithm of El-Gindy and Avis [EI-Gindy (81)] can be adapted to 

compute S ( P, v) in O(n) time and thus the viewability graph can be 

computed in O(n 2) time. 

Several other problems related to superrange determination have 

been considered by Avis and Toussaint [Avis (81b)]. These problems 

have been termed "jail-house" problems because their solutions can be 

used to answer questions about what portions of a polygonal region a 

patrolling guard can see under the restriction of movement along one 

edge of the polygon. In [Avis (81b)] three definitions of visibility 

from an edge are introduced. (i) P is said to be completely visible 

from an edge uv if for every z E P and every w E uv, w and z are 

visible. (ii) P is said to be strongly visible from an edge uv if there 

exists a w E uv such that for every z E P, z and w are visible. (iii) P 

is said to be weakly visible from an edge uv if for each z E P, there 

exists a w E uv (depending on z) such that z and w are visible. 

Now, consider a guard whose job is to observe the polygon from 

edge uv. If p is completely visible from uv, the guard can be 

positioned at any location on uv. If P is strongly visible from uv, then 

there always exist at least one point on uv where the guard can see all 

of P. Finally, with weak visibility, the guard will be forced to walk 

along some section of uv to observe P. Avis and Toussaint have given 
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O(n) algorithms to solve the patrolling visibility problem under any of 

the definitions given above. 

7 .3. Special Case Algorithms 

As mentioned previously, the algorithm of EI-Gindy and Avis for 

determining the visibility polygon from a point can be adapted to solve 

the superrange problem for any simple polygon in linear time. · This 

algorithm is thus optimal in the sense that no algorithm can exhibit a 

tighter time complexity bound. However, the algorithm is quite 

complicated in that several stacks must be maintained to keep track of 

hidden regions generated during a sequential scan of the polygon's 

vertices. 

It has been knqwn for some time that there are polygons with 

special properties that will allow certain computational problems to be 

solved in a very straightforward manner. As a general rule, algorithms 

for these polygons are usually much simpler, easier to implement, and 

run on the average several times faster than their general case 

counterparts. 

The classes we have alluded to are the convex, star-shaped, and 

monotone polygons. The algorithm for the superrange of a vertex on a 

convex polygon is trivial since all of P is visible from any vertex. In 

the remainder of the Chapter we turn our attention to the latter two 

types. 
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7 .ti. Definitions 

A polygon P is said to be star-shaped if there exists at least one 

point z E P such that for all p E P, the line segment zp lies entirely 

within P. Informally, we say that a polygon is star-shaped if there 

exists a point in P that can " " see all of the other points. From a 

computational standpoint this definition is not very practical since it 

implies that every point in P must be examined to determine if P is 

star-shaped. 

Consider the following theorem due to Penny [Penny (72)]: A 

polygon is star-shaped if and only if there exists some point z E P such 

that for all v. E P, zv. lies entirely within P. The theorem implies that 
I I 

star-shapedness depends only on the vertices of P, and makes the 

problem of determining whether a polygon is star-shaped tractable. It 

is an immediate consequence of this theorem that the sequence of 

vertices about z (angular ordering of vertices about z) is identical to 

the sequence of vertices that defines P. And, it is precisely this 

property that makes determining the superrange of star-shaped 

polygons simpler than any general-case algorithm. 

An important question is how to compute the locus of points with 

respect to which P is star-shaped, i.e., the kernel of the polygon 

K(P); Fig. 7.1. It has been shown [Shamos (78)] that K(P) is itself a 

convex polygon having no more vertices than P. An O(n) algorithm to 

determine the kernel of a polygon has been given by Lee and Preparata 

[ Lee (79a)]. The basic idea involves using the intersection of 
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p 

Fig. 7.J. A star-shaped Polygon and its kernel. 
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appropriate half-planes defined by the ordered edges of the polygon. 

A chain C .. = (v.,v .• 1, ... ,v. 1,v.) 
1,J I I J- J 

counterclockwise on the boundary of P. 

is a sequence of vertices 

C .. is monotone with respect 
I, J 

to a line t. if the projections of the vertices (vi, ... ,vj) on t. are 

ordered as the vertices in C. . . A polygon is monotone if there exists 
I' J 

two chains C .. and C .. that are monotone with respect to some line t., 
I, J J' I 

as in Fig. 7.2. If a direction is chosen on line t., then one of these 

chains is monotone increasing and the other is monotone decreasing. 

An O(n) algorithm to determine if a polygon is monotone has been 

given by Preparata and Supowit [ Preparata (81)]. This algorithm uses 

the Shamos [Shamos (78)] antipodal pair vector data structure (see 

Chapter Five). The algorithm ascertains, with respect to a given 

reference line, the direction of all lines t. for which P is monotone and 

the two vertices v. and v. that define the chains C .. and C ... 
I J 1,J J,I 

For the sake of completeness, the relationships amongst the various 

types of simple polygons is given below. 

1. Convex polygons c star-shaped polygons c simple 

polygons. 

2. Convex polygons c monotone polygons c simple 

polygons. 

3. Star-shaped polygons n monotone polygons ; <f,. 

4. Star-shaped polygons ¢ monotone polygons and 

monotone polygons ¢ star-shaped polygons. 
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Fig. 7 .2. A polygon that is IIDnotone with respect to a line R.. 
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In the remaining Sections of this Chapter we will find it necessary 

to use the following definition [Bykat (78)] (which we have already 

found use for in both Chapters Four and Five). A point k is above a 

directed line segment from point i to point j if the quantity 

S = xk(y. - y.) + yk(x. - x.) + y.x. - y.x. (1) 
I J J I J I I J 

is positive. If S < 0, then we say k is below the directed line segment 

ij. If S = 0, then we say k is on the directed line segment ij (or 

anywhere on an infinite line passing th rough points i and j). The 

magnitude of S is in direct proportion to the height point k is above 

line segment ij. 

7 .5. The Superrange Algorithm for Star-shaped Polygons 

Starting at v. extend an infinite half-line .e. through z E K(P) Fig. 
I 

7 .3. Then t intersects _some edge vjvj+l of P at a point c and splits 

the vertices of the polygon into a counterclockwise chain C. . and a 
I' J 

clockwise chain C ..• 1. Clearly, all vertices in P are in C .. U C ..• 1. 1,J l,J l,J 
Now, because of the polar ordering of vertices about z, none of the 

edges in either C .. 
I, J or C ..• 1 intersect !. 

I, J 
That is, (a) v. can see c. 

I 

Consider the vertex V E C. . ( V E C. . +l) q l,J q 1,J and the line segment t from 

v. to v . Again because of the polar ordering of vertices about z, (b) 
I q 

none of the edges in C . (C .• 1) intersect t. Combining (a) and (b) q,J q,J 
it is immediate that for v EC .. (v EC. "+l) no edges in C. (C. ) q l,J q 1,J 1,q 1,q 
intersect line t. 
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Fig. 7 .3. Illustrating the superrange algorithm 
for star-shaped polygons. 
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To determine if v.1 can see any vertices in C. . (C ..• 1) we scan 
I, J I, J 

sequentially counterclockwise (clockwise) starting at vertex vi. 2 (vi_ 2). 

vj+2 (vi_ 2) will be visible if it is above (below) the directed line 

segment from vertex vi to vertex vi+l (vi-l). Equation (1) can be 

used to perform this test. For the general step we keep track of the 

last vertex v * which is visible from v.. Initially, v * := v .• 1 (v * := q I q I q 

v. 1). Du ring the scan, if v * is above (below) the directed line ,- q 
segment v-:V , v € C .. (v E C ..• 1), then we I q q l,J q l,J mark v as being visible q 

we simply set v q := V 1). q-

(v := v 1); otherwise q q-

The counterclockwise 

(clockwise) scan terminates when v q has been set equal to vj (vj+l) 

and tested for visibility. The correctness of the algorithm follows 

immediately from (a) and (b). 

We give a more detailed version of the algorithm in PASCAL using 

modern data structures. On input, P is represented by a circular 

doubly linked-list containing the vertices of the polygon, v. is a pointer 
I 

into the doubly linked-list of that vertex for which the superrange 

S(P,v.) will be computed, and z contains the (x,y) coordinates of a 
I 

point inside K(P). The output will consist of a circular doubly linked-

list S (with v. at the head) which will contain the superrange of vertex 
I 

PROCEDURE star_superrange (P 

z 

linked list; v. 
- I 

point; VAR S 

array _location; 

lin ked_list); 

{ A TYPE statement corresponding to the parameters in the 



PROCEDURE header fol lows: 

TYPE 

array_location = 1 .. n; 

list node = RECORD 
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cclock, clock array _location; 

VAR 

x, y real 

END; 

linked list = ARRAY [ array _location ] OF list_node; 

point = RECORD 

x, y : real 

END; } 

j, j plus 1, next, v * , v , temp array_location; - - q q 
BEGIN { star _superrange } 

{ we assume that P has at least 4 vertices } 

{ find v.v .• 1 , the edge on which c lies } 
J J 

j := P[vi] .clock { scan clockwise } 

WHILE above_on_line (P[vi].x, P[vi].y, z.x, z.y, P[j].x, P[j].y) 

DO j := P[j].clock; 

j_plus_1 := P[j] .cclock; 

{ set S equivalent to P } 

S[v.] := P[v.]; 
I I 

next := P[v.] .cclock; 
I 

REPEAT 

S[next] := P[next]; 



next := P[next] .cclock; 

UNTIL next= v.; 
I 
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{ eliminate any vertices from S that are not in S(P,v.) } 
I 

{ first scan counterclockwise } 

v * := S[v.].cclock; q I 

V ·= V . q . q*' 

REPEAT 

v := S[v ] .cclock; q q 

IF NOT above on line (S[v.].x, S[v.].y, S[v *].y, S[v *].x, 
I I q q 

THEN 

BEGIN 

temp := S[v ] .cclock; q 

S [ v q*] . cc lock : = temp; 

S [temp]. clock : = v q* 

END 

ELSE 

V q* := V q 

UNTIL vq = j_plus_l; 

{ now scan clockwise } 

v * := S[v.] .clock; q I 

V •: V . q . q*' 

REPEAT 

v := S[v ] .clock; q q 

S[vq].x, S[vq].y) 

IF NOT below on line (S[v.].x, S[v.].y, S[v *].y, S[v *].x, 
I I q q 



S[v ].x, S[v ].y) q q 

THEN 

BEGIN 

temp:= S[v ].clock; q 

S [v *]. clock : = temp; q 

S [temp]. cclock · - v q* 

END 

ELSE 

V q* := V q 

UNTIL v = j_plus_1; q 

END; { star _superrange } 
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The functions above_on_line and below_on_line perform the test to 

determine whether a point is above and on, or below and on a given 

line segment (see equation (1)). The first four parameters correspond 

to the endpoints of the line segment, and the last two parameters 

represent the coordinates of the point being tested. 

Procedure star _superrange runs in O(n) time because each of its 

four loops never scans through more than n vertices, and the function 

above line can be implemented to run in constant time. 
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7 .6. The Superrange Algorithm for Monotone Polygons 

Let P be monotone with respect to a line 2. with counterclockwise 

chains C. k and Ck .; fig 7.4. Without loss of generality let ·v. EC. k. J, ,J I J, 
The details of the algorithm are essentially identical if v. E Ck . . Each 

I 'J 
vertex v q E P has a projection on line 2. which we denote by proj{v q). 

· Let 2.' be the line passing through v. and the proj{v.) on 2.. 2.' is 
I I 

clearly normal to line 2. and partitions the projections of all vertices 

v q E { P - vi} into two ordered sequences. One of these sequences is 

made up of all vertices in the chain c .• 1 ; the other involves all 
I , r 

vertices in Ci-l, r•l , where r denotes the index of that vertex whose 

projection on 2. is perpendicularily closest to and below 2.'. (In this 

sense we are giving 2.' a direction whereby 2.' originates at v. and 
I 

passes through the interior of P.) 

Consider the line segment t from v. to v E c .• 1 . Only those 
I q I , r 

edges in c .• 1 whose endpoints both have projections onto line 2. 
I , r 

between proj{vi) and proj{vq) can intersect t see Fig. 7.4. This 

observation leads to an algorithm where the basic idea is to maintain a 

window of visibility which consists of two lines which will always pass 

through vi. One of these two lines we will call the top line of 

visibility, and the other the bottom line of visibility. Initially, these 

will be 2.' and v.v .• 1 respectively. The vertices of c .• 2 are examined 
I I I , r 

against the window starting with the vertex whose perpendicular 

distance above 2.' is smallest and working toward the vertex whose 

perpendicular distance is largest (which will always be vertex k). To 
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, proj ( v.) 
I l 

Fig. 7 .4. Illustrating the superrange algorithm for 
nx,ootone polygons . 
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efficiently implement this step we can work back-and-forth between the 

vertices in the chains er, k and ci+2, k scanning each chain in 

sequential order. A psuedo-code version of an algorithm to determine 

the visibility of any vertex v E c .• 1 from v. follows. q I , r I -procedure must also be called for the case when v q E Ci-l, r•l. 

PROCEDURE monotone_superrange; 

{ We assume the presence of the vertices v r , vi+l , 

and vi+Z } 

BEGIN ., 

v bot ch a in : = vi+ 1 ; 

find the point T where edge v v +l crosses t' r r 
{v.T defines the top line of visibility}; 

I 

B := vi•l {viB defines the bottom line of visibility}; 

REPEAT 

IF v top _chain is perpendicularily ~loser to t' 

than v bot chain 
THEN 

BEGIN 

IF v top _chain is below the bottom line of 

visibility THEN HALT {all vertices that are 

visible from v. have been marked}; 
I 

IF vt h . is below or on the top line of op_c ain 
visibility THEN mark vt h . as visible from op _c ain 
v. and set the top line of visibility to 

I 

A similar 
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T := V top_chain' 

vtop_chain := vtop_chain-1 

END 

ELSE 

BEGIN 

IF vbot chain is above the top line of 

visibility THEN HALT {all vertices that are 

visible from v. have been marked}; 
I 

IF vb t h . is above or on the bottom line of o c aan 
visibility THEN mark vb t h . as visible from o c aan 
v. and set the bottom line of visibility to 

I 

v. vb t h . , i.e., B · -
1 o c aan 

V . 
bot chain' 

vbot chain .- vbot chain-1 

END 

UNTIL (vtop_chain = vk) AND (vbot_chain = vk); 

IF vk is not below the bottom line of visibility and not 

END; 

above the top line of visibility THEN mark vk as 

visible from v .. 
I 

The correctness of the algorithm can be established by induction on 

vt h . and vb t h . . The monotone superrange procedure runs op_ c a in o _ c a an 
in O(n) worst-case time since each line of psuedo code can be 

implemented to run in constant time and never more than n-1 vertices 

are examined during the scan of the counterclockwise and clockwise 
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chains (c .• 1 k and C k). I , r, 

7 .7. Conclusions 

The algorithms we have introduced are very simple and can be 

implemented with a minimum of effort. They will find application 

whenever a polygon is known to be star-shaped or monotone. An open 

question is whether checking for polygon star-shapedness or 

monotonicity followed by application of our special case superrange 

algorithms is faster than application of the EI-Gindy and Avis visibility 

from a point algorithm. 



Chapter 8 

EPILOG 

"So where does one find the strength to see 

the race to its end? ... From within." 

- Eric Liddell, Chariots of Fire 

8. 1. Summary of Research 

Over the past twenty years there has been a substantial increase in 

the number of applications for geometric algorithms as a result of the 

tremendous growth of computational systems. Unfortunately, in many 

cases the algorithms advanced to solve specific problems have been ill-

conceived, ad hoc techniques which have ultimately led to running times 

too large for their intended use. The major emphasis in the field of 

computational geometry has been not only to find computational 

solutions, but to produce elegant and efficient solutions as well. In 

this dissertation we have attempted to carry on in the same spirit by 

producing what we believe are a number of significant, "state-of-the-

art" results. 

In Chapter Three we examined the process of distributive 

partitioning and showed how this technique can be embodied in a three 

pas!. sorting algorithm which, from our own performance evaluation, as 

well as external evidence, is quite possibly the fastest general purpose 

internal array sorter. We then investigated the impact DPS has on the 

212 
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problem of selection: finding the kth smallest element i.n an unsorted 

vector. Here, DPS was not found to be as promising as the Floyd-

Rivest selection algorithm. However, for the problem of multiple 

selection we found DPS to be somewhat more efficient than sorting an 

entire vector of n items when the number of items being selected was 

small relative to the size of n. 

Chapter Four was an investigation of several highly regarded 

algorithms for the determination of the convex hull of a set of points in 

the plane. What we found is that the Graham algorithm is perhaps the 

best of all the methods evaluated in that its performance was 

remarkably stable over a wide range of point distibutions in the plane. 

It was in the Graham algorithm that application of the DPS sort paid a 

huge performance dividend. Two of the other methods tested, Eddy 

and Aki-Toussaint, were found to be very good performers for point 

distributions uniformly spread throughout some enclosed planar region. 

A final method, due to Jarvis was disappointingly slow. A careful 

analysis showed that even after several improvements, poor performance 

was a result of the large number of arithmetic computations involved. 

Recognizing the importance of convex hull algorithms and their many 

applications, details were given to suggest how these methods can be 

efficiently implemented. 

In the final Section of Chapter Four we showed that the concept of 

"convex hull" extends quite naturally to another notion of distance 

between two points, the L1 metric. An algorithm based upon divide 
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and conquer for computing the L1 hull was discussed similar in design 

and performance to the Eddy convex hull algorithm. Further remarks 

were made indicating that, for some pattern recognition applications, 

computing the L1 hull might prove more beneficial than the convex hull. 

In Chapter Five a general technique was introduced that proved to 

be a unifying bond for the solution of two well known problems, that of 

finding both the diameter and minimum encasing rectangle of a set of 

points in the plane. The strategy employed involved an efficient means 

for identifying those points which are perpendicularly farthest above 

each edge of a convex polygon. It was this technique, along with 

computing the convex hull of the set of points, which proved to be the 

crucial link between the two problems. Previously, Shamos and 

Freeman-Shapira had reported the need to compute the convex hull. 

However, none of these researchers noticed the strong bond between 

these two problems. Shamos did find a diameter algorithm 

asymptotically equivalent to ours, but as argued, the strategy we 

employed appears to be more efficient and conceptually easier to grasp. 

Also included in Chapter Five was an investigation of the problem of 

computing the L1 diameter of a set of points. We were able to show 

that those points forming the diameter pair must be on the L1 hull of 

the set, in the same way that the L2 diameter pair is represented by 

two points on the convex hull. Unfortunately this result was of little 

use in the design of a new algorithm. The idea eventually advanced 

was a divide and conquer region delineation scheme related to the 
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method employed to compute the L1 hull. This idea led to a worst-case 

O(n) algorithm for computing both the diameter of a set and the 

diameter of a L1 polygon. 

Chapter Six was an investigation of four approximation algorithms, 

all based upon convex hull computation, for finding "very good" 

Euclidean traveling salesman tours. Our methods were tested against 

several other heuristics including nearest-neighbor, nearest insertion, 

farthest insertion, and another highly regarded convex hull heuristic 

invented by Stewart. We found that one of our methods, the Al hull 

heuristic, produced nearly identical results to Stewart's heuristic. 

Some of the other methods we introduced were somewhat better than 

nearest-neighbor, nearest insertion, and farthest insertion for uniform 

distributions of points and on a set of well known test problems. 

However, none proved to be as effective as either the Al hull heuristic 

or Stewart's method. The latter part of the Chapter concerned two 

ideas for improving the asymptotic running time of both the Al hull 

heuristic and the method due to Stewart. As a result of this work, 

worst-case running time of both algorithms was reduced from O(n 3) to 

O(n 2). Furthermore, implementation is straightforward for both 

methods. Because of our earlier work on the L1 hull we were able to 

show that the Al hull heuristic and Stewart's heuristic can· be adapted 

quite easily to produce close to optimal tours for the L1 traveling 

salesman problem. In the final Section, several avenues of further 

research were suggested involving the combination of the convex hull 

along with several other geometric structures, including the Delaunay 
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tessalation, the Relative Neighborhood graph, and the Gabriel graph. 

In Chapter Seven we were able to show that some visipility problems 

for both star-shaped and monotone polygons are inherently easier than 

for (general-case) simple polygons. The specific problems investigated 

were for the determination of those vertices which can be seen from a 

specific vertex on the boundary of a star-shaped or monotone polygon. 

The algorithms introduced run in O(n) time, identical to the asymptotic 

running time of the general case superrange algorithm of EI-Gindy and 

Avis. However, the sophistication of their algorithm makes 

implementation much more difficult than for our methods. 

8.2. The Future of Computational Geometry 

It is clear that a number of fundamentally important topics remain in 

computational geometry to occupy researchers for many years to come. 

At the beginning of the previous decade the assault was directed mainly 

towards two dimensional problems, with the possible exception of the 

hidden-line problem. This thesis has also dealt almost exclusively with 

problems in two dimensions. It now appears that the number of three 

dimensional applications is increasing, especially in the important areas 

of robotics and remote sensing. Thus it is time to consider the 

transition from two to three and higher dimensions. Unfortunately, 

many problems have more than one solution in the plane, only one of 

which generalizes to higher dimensions. Often it is not easy to 

recognize the correct approach when attacking a problem in higher 
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dimensional space. So far, computational geometry \n th.ree dimensions 

is in its infancy. There have been very few problems which have been 

successfully solved by what are believed to be the most efficient 

techniques. One is the convex hull where a divide and conquer scheme 

has been successfully employed by several authors [Shamos (78)], 

[Preparata (77)], [Toussaint (78a)] to yield O(nlogn) algorithms. 

Bentley [Bentley (80a)] has also shown how it is possible to determine 

the two closest of n points in O(nlogn) time in any dimension k. 

However, the constant of proportionality grows exponentially with k. 

In this dissertation we have begun a study of computational 

geometry involving the L1 metric. The approach has been to tackle 

some of the most important problems. However, many of the problems 

in L2 which have natural counterparts in L1 remain to be investigated. 

Some of these include determining the superrange of an L1 polygon, 

determining whether two sets in R1 are separable, and extending L1 

geometry in general for problems in three and higher dimensions. 

Studies must be conducted to see if L1 geometric algorithms can be 

substituted for algorithms which employ the Euclidean metric. For 

example, the convex hull is often used as a rough shape descriptor in 

pattern recognition applications. Would it not be better to use the L1 

hull for the same application, since the L1 hull contains every point on 

the convex hull, but uses less space in encasing an object? 

Until recently, most of the effort in computational geometry has 

involved finding exact solutions. But in many applications this may not 
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be entirely necessary. For example, finding two points which are 

separated by a distance that is within five percent of the actual 

diameter of a set may be sufficient. Approximation algorithms are 

almost always faster than exact algorithms. Bentley, Weide, and others 

[ Bentley (80b)], [Weide (78)] at Carnegie-Mellon University have begun 

to study approximate geometric algorithms with the goal of producing a 

solution that is within some multiplicative factor of the true or optimal 

solution. They have shown that finding an approximate convex hull in 

two and three dimensions can be accomplished by a distributive bin 

algorithm which is very fast. The quality of their solution is 

dependent upon the width (or size) and number of bins involved. 

Obviously, for NP-complete problems, finding good approximation 

algorithms has always been a necessity. However, if n is large a 

quadratic algorithm might be as useless as an exponential one. Thus, 

the study of approximation algorithms becomes increasingly important. 

Geometric algorithms for parallel machine architectures is another 

avenue of research that has hardly been touched. Since many 

geometric problems are inherently local, such as finding the euclidean 

minimum spanning tree, computing the convex hull, or approximating a 

traveling salesman tour, it would appear that dividing these problems 

into rectangles, finding a subproblem solution using one processor for 

each rectangle, and then performing a fixup step merging the local 

solutions to obtain a global solution might be the way to proceed . 

. In the years to come geometry and geometric algorithms may play a 
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major role in the development of machines which will take the 

description of a process and manufacture an integrated chip (or set of 

chips) to solve a particular problem such as finding the diameter of a 

set, or sorting a vector of numbers. The abilities of these machines 

could quite possibly depend upon layout design algorithms (heuristics) 

which are inherently geometric. L1 geometry algorithms could play a 

major role since interconnections on present day chips are rectilinear. 

8 .3. Final Words 

The task of this dissertation has been to continue establishing the 

relatively new discipline of computational geometry. Our present work 

has given us cause to examine many interesting problems and to 

propose a number of meaningful results. Certainly, we have raised as 

many questions as we have answered. Hopefully, the algorithmic tools 

developed within this work will prove to be valuable in answering these 

questions which will inevitably lead to the construction of more 

complicated programs. 

Theoretical Computer Science is approximately forty years old, being 

in a stage similar to Theoretical Mathematics in the 18th Century. 

Because of the rapid dissemination of knowledge, its growth rate has 

been nothing less than spectacular. We believe that this dissertation 

has served to strengthen one small area of this diverse young field. 
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"Because I do not hope to turn again 

Because I do not hope 

Because I do not hope to turn" 

- T.S. Eliot, Ash Wednesday 
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rolNIR - INl[CIII; "Rll"Y or POINl[IIS /IS OfSCIIIRfO "Aovr. 

11f 11100 
I. I IND 111£ POSI I IOH 01 mr MAXIMUM ANO MINmllH I HMS 

IN AIUIAY A, 
?. II 111[ MINIMUM /IND MAXIMUM IHHS IN /\RR/IV /I /Ill[ IQll/11, 

lll[N S( I POINIR(., ... rorNlR(N) - ' ... N, ANO 
IIRHIN/11( 1111 /IICOIIIIIIH, 

l. OISIRll\lfll IIIF I IIMS or /I IN10 lllr r.111111111 INlrRVM s. 
/IN IHM II( 1 J Wll l 1111 ONG 10 INIIIIVM J /IS 1011.0WS: 

.I :- (/\( IJ - MINJ/(HIIX - MIN) • (N/? - fl + I 

£ RErRFSINIS SOMF SMI\U NIJM8£R (S"Y .01111 10 INSURF 
111/11 lllf MIIXIM1111 I HH IS OISIRIAIJICO IN10 ROX N/2 
(Nol no>< N/;> + I). NOH 1111\1 IN Ollll£R 111 INCIIF/IS[ 
sr1£0, Ill[ lllMS ARC NOT MOV(O IIIIOIJNU; Rill lll[Y ""l 
l lNKlU IN I ISIS, I/If.II I ISi lll'PllfSINI INC ONE 1;(10III' Of 
IICMS. 

11, Ill( rOINl[RS /Ill[ INI 111\llZFO £R011 me CRF"'ro INIFIIV"I S 
ANO I/IC:11 r.nour IS SORILO llY OUIC:KSOIII II II CONIAINS 
MOR[ IIIAN 8 IICHS. MHII /Ill 1111 ro1Nlt11S II/IV[ ll[IN 
IN111All7(11 /\NO l'/llll lt.llY SORHI> AN INS[lll ION SOHi 
IS 05£0 10 IINISII 111[ SORT INC. r11or.rss. 

llrFlllfNCES 
t. llOCIOSIFWICZ, W. 'SORT ING RY OISIRIBUIIV[ P"lllll lONING,' 

INIO. rnoc. 1[11. ,. NO.,. JAN. 1978, rr. t-6. 
;, . 1411.1111, 11. 11110 S. I.. AKl. 1 lllf Ill SIGN /INII IIN/ll YSI S 01 II 

NfW IIYIJHIIJ SOl!IINC. Al GOIIIIIIH.' INIO, 1'110C. II II, 111, 
NO. 11-'.,, 191\ll PP. ?.13-718. 

l. SIIIC.IWICI<, 11. I IHPIIHINIINC. (llllCl<SORI Pll(l(ill/1115. 1 C:OHl1. 

VA 1£CII PRINT£0 02/0J/811 15:28 PAGE 001 
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11rsoR1 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

roRIRAH Al (111/22/111 10: 35 HOGA r 110 21111 RfCS 

ACH 21, HO. 10, OCl. 19711, PP. 8117-1157. 
11. HOGA, H. I. 'CONVFX HULL AlGORllltHS.' H.S. 1H[SIS, 

D[PI. or COl1P. SCI., VIRGINIA l[CII, 1981. 

O(SCRIPllOH Of rARI\H[l[RS 
CONST - ll[AL; OISIRIBIITION fORHUI.A COHSIANl. 
D[PTII - IHl[GLR; Sil[ or S1ACK (NO. OF UNSOlll[D PARTITIONSJ 
I ,.I - IHHCI.R; IHD[X VARIABLLS AND QUIGKSOHl St;ANN[RS --

VI\ !£Cit 

l, R 
LH£AO 
LINK -
LP8 

1 SCANS RIGIH IINCRrHCHTJ, J SCANS RIGIIT IOfCRfH[HlJ. 
- IHl[GrR; lCF1 I\NO RIGHT ROUNDS OF I\ PI\RIITION 
- INICGIR; ARRAY OF LISI HCAOS 

INT(G[R; ARRAY or FORWARD LINKS 
- l OG ICAI; IS TRUf Ir 111£ I OW[R PART IT I OH HAS HOR£ 

1111\H II fl £H£HTS. 
HI\X - INllGlR; POSITION OF 111£ HI\XIHIIH IHH. 
HIDDL£ - IHICGIR; POSI I IOH OF HIDOU POIHlfR. 
HIN - INllCIH; POSI I ION Of IHC HINIHIIH I l[H. 
NOIV? - IHII.GIII; NIIHIIFA or BOXFS (IQUI\I s N UIVIDEO rw ?J 
Nf>(J - IH1£GIR; USCD TO IND£>< IIIROUGlt 111£ CRCI\TrD l lSIS. 
P - IHl(GIR; INDCXING VARII\Bl[. 
SllCLP - IHl[GCR; Sil[ Of l.OW[R PARIIIION 
Sll[UP - INl[GFR; Sil[ OF UPPFR PI\RllllON 
STACI< - INICGIR; ARRAY 1101.DS l[ll I\NO RIGHT BOIJNDS or 

UNSORl[O PI\RllTIONS. 
SWI ICII - IHl[GlR; IISID TO [XCIII\HG[ POI NH RS. 
11 - INHUI!; IISID 10 C:OUNI Ill[ NUHnlR or l'OINlfllS IN 

IIPfl 

V 

IIUIIIOR 

11\t;II or lllf I 1515 IHII\IIV[ 10 IIIE SII\RllNG VI\IU[ I .• 
- l OG I C:111 ; IS llHII II rnr IIPPI R r11n II II OIi 111\S MOHi 

IIIAN II I II HS. 
- RFI\I; VI\I l)f or rl\RIIIIONING HFH[NI. 

H. I. NOGII, IIFPT. or COMP. SCI., VIIH;INII\ IFl:11, DI I\Cl<SRttl!!;, 
VI\ 7111161. 

DAlf. 
HIIIICII ?5, 19111 

SUOROUTIN[ UPS0RTll\,N,P01N1R) 
IHI H,FA DC PHI, I, .I, l, I HI AOI 2250 I.LI NKl'l'>flll), HI\X, HI Ulllf, HIN, N, NII IV?, 

• P, POI NIRI 11',111 I, II, 517£1 P, S llflll', 511\CK( 7, 1">), SWI IC:11.11 

C 
C 

llll\1 1\111501),CONSl,V 
I oc;tC:1\1 I Pfl,IJl'fl 

C strr 1: I IND POSITION or HI\X I\ND HIN ll[HS 
C 

HIN= 1 
HI\X - I 
IJIIIOl 0 ?,N 

tr 11\111 .11.1\(HINIIHIN 

PRINTCD 02/03/811 15:28 PAGE 002 
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IIPSORI IORIRIIN Ill 1111/27/Rl 111: 35 NOC.A 

II (A( I) .GT, /l(Hll)(I) MIi)( 
10 CONJ !NII£ 

C 
C Sil P ;> 
r. 

If ( 11( HIN I . Nf. 11( MIi>< II r.o 10 llJ 
IJO ?II I ·, I , N 

l'OINIR( 11 C I 
?II CON 1 I NII( 

fir IIIRN 
C 

f 811 

C SHP ): OIS1Rlf1Ulf lltr llfHS INTO TIit CRfllHO INTERVIIIS 
C 

JO NOIV;> = N/;> 
110 1111 1 ° 1 , Nil Iv;, 

llll/11>(11 - O 
1111 CON I I Nllf 

CONS! = (NOIV:> - .11011/(ll(HII)() - A(HINII 
110 ';O I : I , N 

J = (11111 - A(HIN)I •CONST+ 1.0 
I INl<l 11 • lltrllll(.JI 
lltrllD(.11 I 

';II r.ONI INllr 
c; 

;,1,11 nrcs 

c; sirr 11: l'OINll.115 /IHI INlll/111/fll /\Nil lllfN l'IIIUIIIIIY ltl/lllH1111r.lll rw 
t: flll lCKSOII I 
(; 

C 

I. 1 
II - I 
110 ?)fl I' , I, NDIV? 

II I 1111 IIDII' I • I O. IJ I GO IO ? .lll 
ro I N lfl I u I t 11[ /Ill ( r I 
NI XI 111r11u1 I') 

(,II II (I IIU<(NIY.I) .IQ. 11) c;o 10 Ill 
II II t 1 
l'IIIN1R(III = I INk(III ><I I 
NI XI I 110' I llfY. I I 
(;() 10 ,,u 

C: nl (;IN QlllC:kSOIII 
r: ,,, II 11 II - I I . I I . R I 1;0 10 7?11 

H . II 
01 PIii - II 

RII I , l + 1 ., R 
HIOIJI I C I I + HI/? 
SWI ICII 1'U1Nfll(HID0I l I 
PO I N 1 It I M 111111 £ I l'fllNIH( 11 
1'01 N Ill( I) • SWI ICII 

11 (11(1'0111111( 11) .tr. ll(l'fllNIR(R)I) 1;11 10 <)II 
SWI fl'.tl l'OI NII:( I I 
1·0111111111 I'll IN 1 It( H) 
l'OINll•(R) SWI ICII 

1)11 If (11( l'll1Nl1l(1 II . 1f . 11( ro IN lfl ( R) I) r.o lO 1110 

VII lfCH PRINllD 112/0)/811 15:28 PAGE 00) 
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11rson1 

C 

100 

1111 

1?11 

130 

I llfl 

1'15 ,~·· 
1',11 
1111 

I 1111 

1')11 

:'110 

;, Ill 

fORIAI\N 1\1 Oll/;>?/111 111:l!"> NOCI\ 

SWITCH= rolNIIIILI 
POINIRILI = POINIRIRI 
POINIIIIRI · SWIICII 

r 110 ;,1111 nrcs 

Ir 11\Cl'OINIRI 111 .I.E. l\(POINIA(l 111 CO 10 110 
SWI ICII · rOINIPI 11 
rolNllll 11 = POINIRII I 
l'OINllll l I - SWI ICII 

V - lllrOIIHR(I II 
GO JO IJII 
SWIICH • l'OINIR{II 
POIIHR( 11 a POINIR(JI 
POINIRIJI ·· SWI ICII 
I - I + I 
If {V .m. ACrOINIRIIIII GO 10 130 
.I ·• ,I - I 
II CV .l I. I\IPOINIRIJJII GO 10 11111 
II I J . GI • I I GO HI I ?O 
SWI ICII l'OINIRIJ) 
POINIRIJI = POINrRll I 
POINIR(l) SWIICII 
SIZCI.P - J - I 
s111ur" n - , + , 
II (Sllll r .II. 11) GO ro 11,,; 

ll'I\ - • IRIII. 
GO 10 l!,11 
I r11 , .I 111 SI. 

II (Sl/lllr .If. I\) GO 10 160 
Ul'II , • lRllf. 
co 10 110 
111'8 . , 111 sr. 

u 11.r8t Go 10 190 
If (111'111 1:0 10 11111 
II (llll'III .I.U. II) GO IO ??II 

I. a SII\Cl\( 1.1111'111) 
II , SIIICl\{?,1111'1111 
Oll'III Ill 1'111 - I 
1:0 10 1111 
I I 
Gil 10 811 

II (111'81 GO 10 ?lltl 
II - J - I 
GO Ill 811 

II I S171 l r • l I. S17[111') GO to ;>Ill 
DI PIii • OrPIII + 1 
SI/ICKl 1,0lrlll) = I 
SIACk(;>,Ol 1'111) ~ J -
L · I 
GO Ill 811 
OIPIII • 0£PIII + I 
SIAC:t:11,IJI PIii) ~ I 
S111Ckl2,lll 1'111) -, II 
II .I - I 
1:0 10 RII 

r: !Nil Otttr.KSOUI 
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UPSOAT FORTAIIN 111 Oll/?2/111 10: 35 NOG/1 

C 
220 U • U + 1 

L • U 
?10 CON I I NU£ 

C 
C SIFP-: INSrRIION SOR1 
r: 

POINTRIN+1) c N + 1 
Ill N+ 1) - ?. 
I - N - 1 

;>IIO II 11 • lQ. 0 I Rl IIIRN 

r 80 

II IIIIPOINIRfll) .<;I. IIIPOINTR(l+11)) r.o TO 250 
I I - 1 
GO 10 21111 

?50 SWI ICII • POINTRI I) 
V: AISWITCII) 
J - I + I 

~60 POINTRIJ-1) - POINIRIJI 
J - J + I 
Ir IAIPOINTRIJII .LI. VI GO TO 260 

POINIRl,1-1) ~ SWIICII 
I O I - 1 
r.o TO ;>1111 

fNll 

;>l11j RECS VA TECH PRINTED 02/03/8- 15:28 PAGE 005 
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US000010 
US000020 
US000030 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

.•.•..•.••••.•.•.•...••.•..••. , • , • , .. , ••.•..•.. , .•. , ...•.•. , ....... , .USOOOU40 

SUBROUTINE USORT 

PURPOSE 
SORTS THC N ELEMENT REAL ARRAY A INTO ASCENDING ORDER. 
AN AUXILLARY ARRAY 8 IS USED TO SPEED UP THC SORTING 
PROCESS ANO TO HOLD THE FINAL SORTED VECTOR. 

USAGE 
CALL USORT(A,N,BJ 

INPUT 
A - R[AL; ARRAY or REALS (UNSORTED) 
N • INTEGER; NUMBER Of CLEMENTS IN A 
PARMBX • REAL; PARAMETER MULTIPLIED BY N TO GET 

BOXES USED IN THE OISTRIBUIIVE PASS. 
THE NUMBER 

OUTPUT 
8 - REAL; COPY or INPUT ARRAY A SORTED IN ASCENDING ORDER. 

METHOD 
1. FINO TH[ POSITIONS or TH[ MAXIMUM ANO MINIMUM ITEMS IN 

ARRAY A. 
2. IF THE MINIMUM ANO MAXIMUM ITEMS IN ARRAY A ARE EQUAL, 

IHEN SET 8(1) ••• B(NJ = A(l) ... A(NJ, ANO 
TERMINATE THE ALGORITHM. 

3. DISTRIBUTE TH[ ITEMS or A INTO TH[ CREATED INTERVALS. 
AN ITEM A(II WILL BELONG TO INTERVAL J AS FOLLOWS: 

J = (Al I)• MINl/(HAX •NIN)• (NBOX •CJ+ 1 

£ REPRESENTS SOME SHALL NUMBER (SAY .0011 TO INSURE 
THAT THE MAXIMUM ITCH IS DISTRIBUTED INTO BOX NBOX 
(NOT BOX NBOX + 11. NOTE THAT IN ORDER TO INCREASE 
SPEED, THC ITEMS ARE NOT MOVED AROUND; BUT THEY ARE 
LINKED IN LISTS, EACH LIST REPRESENTING ON[ GROUP or 
ITEMS. 

4. EACH GROUP IS IN TURN PARTIALLY SORTED BY QUICKSORT 
IF IT CONTAINS HORE THAN 8 ITEMS. AFTER THIS AN 
INSERTION SORT IS USED TO COMPLETE THE SORTING PROCESS. 

REFERENCES 
1. OOBOSIEWICZ, W. 'SORTING BY DISTRIBUTIVE PARTITIONING.' 

INFO. PROC. LETT. 7, NO. 1, JAN. 1978, PP. 1-6. 
2. H[IJER, H. ANO s. G. AKL. 1 TII[ O[SlGN ANO ANALYSIS or A 

NEW HYBRID SORTING ALGORITHM. 1 INFO. PROC. LETI. 10, 
NO. 4-5, 1980 PP. 213-218. 

3. SEOGEWICK, R. I IMPLEMENTING QUICKSORT PROGRAMS.' COMM. 
ACM 21, NO. 10, OCT. 1978, PP, 847-857. 

4. NOGA, H. T. 'FAST GEOMETRIC ALGORITHMS. 1 PH.O. THESIS, 
DEPT. OF COMP. SCI., VIRGINIA TECH, 1984. 

US000050 
US000060 
llSOOU070 
US000080 
US00009U 
USOOOIOO 
IISOOOl 10 
US000120 
llS000130 
USOOOl40 
USOOOl50 
US000160 
US000170 
USOOOIIIO 
IIS000190 
US000200 
US000210 
IISOIJ0220 
US000?.30 
USOU0240 
US000250 
US000260 
US000210 
US000280 
US000290 
US000300 
US000310 
05000320 
US000330 
05000340 
US000350 
05000360 
US000370 
05000380 
US000390 
05000400 
usooo1110 
usouo1120 
US000430 
IISOOOl140 
US000450 
US000460 
USO(l0470 
USOOOl180 
US000490 
USOll0500 
US000510 
US000520 
05000530 
US000540 
US000551l 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

DESCRIPTION or PARAMETERS 
CONST - REAL; DISTRIBUTION FORMULA CONSTANT. 
DEPTH - INTEGER; SIZE Of STACK (NO. Of UNSORTED PARTITIONS) 
l,J - INTEGER; INDEX VARIABLES AND QUICKSORT SCANNERS --

L,R 
LHEAD 
LINI< -
LP8 

1 SCANS RIGHT ( INCRLHCNTI, J SCANS RIGHT (D[CR£H£NTI. 
- INTEGER; LEFT AND RIGHT BOUNDS Of A PARTITION 
- INTEGER; ARRAY Of LIST HEADS 

INTEGER; ARRAY Of FORWARD LINKS 
- LOGICAL; IS TRUE If THE LOWER PARTITION HAS HORE 

THAN 8 ELEMENTS. 
HAX - INTCG£R; POSITION OF THC HAXIHUM ITCH. 
MIDDLE - INTEGER; POSITION Of MIDDLE POINTER. 
HIN - INTEGER; POSITION Of THE MINIMUM ITCH. 
NBOX - INTCGCR; NUMBER Of BOXCS 
N[XT - INIEGCR; USED TO INDEX THROUGH THE CRCATCO LISTS. 
P - INTEGlR; INDEXING VARIABLE. 
SIZELP - INTEGER; SIZE Of LOWER PARTITION. 
SIZCUP - INTEGER; SIZE Of UPPER PARIITION. 
STACK - INTEGCR; ARRAY HOLDS LEFT AHO RIGHT BOUNDS Of 

UNSORTED PARTITIONS. 
SWITCH - INTEGCR; USED TO EXCHANGE POINTERS. 
U - INTEGER; USED TO COUNT THC NUMBER Of POINTERS IN 

UP8 

V 

AUTHOR 

[ACII Of THE LISTS RELATIVE TO TH[ STARTING VALUE L. 
- LOGICAL; IS TRUC If THC UPPER PARTITION HAS HORE 

THAN 8 ITEMS. 
- REAL; VALUE Of PARTITIONING ELEMENT. 

H. T. NOGA, DEPT. Of COMP. SCI., VIRGINIA TECH, BLACKSBURG, 
VA 211061. 

DATE 
JANUARAY 13, 19811 

US000560 
US000570 
llS000580 
US000590 
US000600 
US000610 
US000620 
US0006JO 
US000611Q 
US000650 
US000660 
US000670 
US000680 
US000690 
llS000100 
llS000710 
US000720 
USOII07JO 
US0001110 
US000150 
US000160 
US000770 
US000180 
US000790 
US000800 
OS000810 
US000820 
US0008JO 
IIS0008t10 
US000850 
US000860 
US000870 
US000880 
US000890 
US000900 
US000910 

••••••••••..•••••••.••..••..••.••••••..•.•.•..•.•.•.•.•.•.....•.••••. US000920 

SUBROUTINE USORT(A,N,PARH6X,BI 
INTEGER DEPTll,l,J,L,LHEAD(3201101,LINK(8010J,HAX,HIN,N, 

• NBOX,NEXT,P,R,SIZCLP,SIZEUP,STACK(2,20),SWITCH,U 
REAL A(8010J,8(8011J,PARHBX,CONST,V 
LOGICAL LP8,UP8 

STEP 1: FINO POSITION Of MAX AND HIN ITEMS 

HIN = 1 
HAX = 1 
DO 5 I= 2,N 

If (A( I) .LT. A(HINJJ HIN 
Ir ( A( I J . GT. A( HAX 11 MAX 

5 CONTINUE 

US0009JO 
US0009110 
US000950 
US000960 
US000910 
US000980 
US000990 
USOOIOOO 
USOOIOIO 
US001020 
USOOIOJO 
USOOIOIIO 
US001050 
USOOI060 
US001070 
USOOI080 
US001090 
USOOl 100 

PRINTfD 02/01/84 15:29 PAGE 002 
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C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

STEP 2 

If (A(MIN) .NE. A(HAX)) GO TO 15 
00 10 I = 1, N 

BC I) = AC 11 
10 CONTINUE 

RETURN 

STEP 3: DISTRIBUTE THE ITEMS INTO THE CREATED INTERVALS 

15 NBOK = N • PARHBK 
00 20 I = 1,NBO>< 

LHEAD( I)= 0 
20 CONTINUE 

CONST= (NBOK - .001)/(A(MA><) - A(HINII 
DO 30 I= 1,N 

J • (Al I) - A(HIN)) •CONST+ 1.0 
LINK( I I= LHEAD(J) 
LHEADIJ I = I 

30 CONTI NU[ 

STEP 4: EACH LIST IS DUMPED INTO ARRAY BAND PARTIALLY 
SORTED BY QUICKSORT 

qo 

L = 1 
U = 1 
00 220 P = 1,NBOK 

Ir (LHEADIPI .EQ. O) GO TO 220 
NEKT = LHEAO( P) 
B(U) = A(NEKTI 
1r (LINK(NEKT .EQ. DI GO TO 50 

U = U + 1 
NEKT = LINK(NEKT) 
B(U) = A(NEKT) 
GO TO 40 

BEGIN QUICKSORT 

50 IF (CU - L) .LT. B) GO TO 210 
R = U 
DEPTH " 0 

60 I= L + 1 
J = R 

HIOOLE = (L + R)/2 
SWITCH= B(HIDOLEI 
B(HIODLE) = Bl I) 
B( I) = SWITCH 

'IF I BC I I . LL BC R 11 GO TO 70 
SWITCH= 8(1) 
B(l)=B(R) 
B(RI = SWlfCH 

70 IF I Bl L) . lf. Bl R )I GO TO BO 
SWITCH= Bil) 
B( L) = B(RI 

241 RECS VA TECH 

US001110 
0S001120 
OS001130 
osoo11qo 
OSOOl 150 
OS001160 
OSOOl 170 
OSOOl180 
US001190 
OS001200 
US001210 
05001220 
05001230 
OS001240 
OS001250 
05001260 
OS001210 
05001280 
05001290 
OS001300 
OSOOl 310 
llSOOl 320 
llS001330 
05001340 
05001350 
0SOOl360 
0SOOl370 
05001360 
OS001390 
05001400 
OS001410 
OS001420 
0S001ll30 
OS001440 
OS0011150 
050011160 
05001470 
US001480 
usoo1q90 
US001500 
\IS001510 
U5001520 
05001530 
1JS0015110 
OS001550 
US001560 
\IS001570 
US001580 
US001590 
0S001600 
\1S001610 
\1S001620 
l1SOOl630 
llS001640 
OS001650 
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C 

B(R) = SWITCH 
BO If (B(II .LE. BILII GO TO 90 

SWITCH = B( I) 
B( I) = Bill 
BILI= SWITCH 

90 V = B(L) 
GO TO 110 

100 SWltCH = 8(11 
BC I) = BIJJ 
B(J) = SWITCH 

110 I= I+ 1 
IF IV .GT. 811)) GO TO 110 

120 J = J • 1 
IF ( V • LT. Bl J II GO TO 120 
IF ( J . Gf. II GO TO I 00 
SWITCH = BIJI 
BIJ I = 81 l I 
BIL) " SWITCH 
SIZCLP = J • L 
SIZEUP =ft• I + 1 
IF ISIZELP .LT. BJ GO TO 130 

LP8 = . TRUE. 
GO TO 1110 

130 LPB" .FALSC. 
1110 IF (SIZEUP .LT. BJ GO TO 150 

UPB = .TRUE. 
GO TO 160 

150 UPB = .FALSE. 
160 IF (LP81 GO TO 1110 

IF (UP81 GO TO 170 
IF (DEPTH .EQ. OJ GO TO 210 

L = STACK(1,DEPTHJ 
ft= STACK(2,0[PTH) 
DEPTH= DEPTH• 1 
GO to 60 

170 L = I 
GO TO 60 

1110 IF IUP8) GO TO 190 
ft = J - 1 
GO TO 60 

190 IF (SIZCLP .LT. SIZEUP) GO TO 200 
DEPTH= DEPTH+ 1 
STACKl1,DEPTHI = I 
STACKl2,DEPTH) = J -
L = I 
GO TO 60 

200 DEPTH = DEPTH + 1 
STACKl1,DEPTHI = I 
STACK(2,DEPTHI = ft 
ft = J - 1 
GO TO 60 

C [ND QUICKSORT 
C 

210 U = U + 

F 80 2111 RECS VA TECH 

US001660 
US001670 
US001680 
US001690 
US001100 
US001710 
US001720 
US001730 
US0017110 
US001750 
USOOl 760 
US001770 
US001780 
US001790 
US001800 
IISOOIB10 
USOOIB20 
US001B30 
usoo10•10 
IIS001850 
USOOIB60 
US001870 
US001880 
USOOIB90 
US001900 
US001910 
US001920 
US001930 
US0019110 
US001950 
US001960 
US001970 
US001980 
IIS001990 
US002000 
US002010 
US002020 
US002030 
US0020110 
US002050 
US002060 
US002070 
IIS002080 
US002090 
US002100 
IIS002110 
US002120 
US002130 
US0021110 
US002150 
US002160 
US002170 
US0112180 
US002190 
US002200 

PRINTED 02/03/811 15:29 PAGE 0011 
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L = U 
220 CONTINUE 

C 
C STEP 4: INSERTION SORT 
C 
C 

B(N+1) = 1.0£20 
I = N - 1 

230 If ( I .[Q. 0) RtTURN 
If I B( I ) • GT. B( I+ 1 I I GO TO 2110 

I = I - 1 
GO TO 230 

240 V = 8(1) 
J = I + 1 

250 B(J-1) = B(JJ 
J = J + 1 
If (B(JJ .LT. V) GO TO 250 

B(J-1) = V 
I = I - 1 
GO TO 230 

£NO 

f BO 2111 R£CS VA HCH 

US002210 
US002220 
US002230 
US0022IIO 
US002250 
US002<'60 
US002210 
US002280 
USOU2290 
US002300 
115002310 
US00:?320 
US002330 
US002JIIO 
US002350 
US002360 
U5002370 
US002380 
US002390 
US002IIOO 
l1S002ll 10 

PRINT£0 02/03/811 15:29 PAG[ 005 
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FORTRAN Al 01/27/8~ 0:37 NOGA 

SUBROUTINE QSORT 

PURPOSE 

F 80 160 RECS 

SORTS THEN ELEMENT REAL ARRAY A INTO ASCENDING ORDER 

USAGE 
CALL QSORT(A,N) 

INPUT 
A - REAL; ARRAY or REALS (UNSORTED) 
N - INTEGER; NUMBER or ELEMENTS IN A 

OUTPUT 
A - (AS ABOVE) IN ASCENDING ORDER 

METHOD 
QSORT IS TAKEN FROH A PAPER BY ROBERT SEDGEWICK, 
BROWN UNIVERSITY, 'IMPLEMENTING QUICKSORT PROGRAMS,' 
CACM 21, NO. 10, OCT. 1978, PP. 8~7-857. 

ESSENTIALLY WE USED PROGRAM 2, PAGE 851, AS THE MODEL 
FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION. BECAUSE QSORT IS WRIT1CN IN 
FORTRAN WE FOUND IT BENEFICIAL TO US[ SOH[ or THE ASSEMBLY 
LANGUAGE MODIFICATIONS GIVEN ON PAGE 853. 

DESCRIPTION or PARAMETERS 

VA TECH 

DEPTH - INT[G£R; Sil[ or STACK (NUMBER or UNSORTED PARTITIONS) 
1,J • INTLGlR; SCANNERS -- I SCANS RIGHT ( INCRCM[NT) 

J SCANS LEFT (DCCRCMCNT). 
L,R • INICGCR; LEFT AND RIGHT BOUNDS OF A PARIITION 
LP8 - LOGICAL; IS TRUE IF THC LOW[R PARTITION HAS MORE 

TIIAN 8 ELEMENTS. 
MIDDLE• INIEGER; POSITION Of THE MIODlE ELEMENT 
SIZHP - INICGLR; SIZE or LOW£R PARIITION 
SIZ[UP - INT[G[R; SIZE or UPPER PARTITION 
STACK - INICGCR; ARRAY HOI.DS LEFT AND RIGHT BOUNDS or 

UNSORT[D PARTITIONS 
SWITCH• RlAL; USED TO EXCHANGE ELEMENTS 
UP8 - LOGICAL; IS TRUE IF THC UPPER PARTITION HAS MORE 

THAN 8 ELEMENTS 
V - REAL; VALUE or PARTITIONING ELEMENT 

AUTIIOR 
M. T. NOGA, DEPT. OF COMP. SCI., VIRGINIA TECH 

DAT[ 
MARCH <), 198 I 

SUBROUTINE QSORT(A,N) 

PRINTED 01/28/8~ 23:25 PAGE 001 
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INTEGER l,J,l,R,DCPTH,STACK(2,20),MIDDL£,SIZCLP,SIZCUP 
REAL A(8011),SWITCH,V 

C 
C 

C 

LOGICAL LP8,UP8 

L = 1 
R = N 
If ((R - L) .LT. 81 GO TO 200 
DEPTH = 0 

C FIND PARTITIONING CLEMENT V USING MEDIAN or THR[[ 
C MODIFICATION, PAGE 851. 
C 

15 I = L + 1 
J = R 

MIDDLE= (L + RJ/2 
SWITCH= A(MIDDLEJ 
AIHIDDLEJ = AC I) 
A( I) = SWITCH 

If (A(IJ .LE. A(RII GO TO 20 
SWITCH = A( I J 
A( I) = A(RJ 
A(RJ = SWITCH 

20 If (A(LI .LE. A(RJJ GO TO 30 
SWITCH = A( L J 
A(LJ = A(RJ 
A(RJ = SWlfCH 

30 If (A( 1 J .LE. A(LJ J GO TO 40 
SWITCH = A( I J 
A( I) = A(L J 
A(LJ = SWITCH 

40 V = l\(LJ 
C 
C INNER LOOP SEQUENCE ... PAGE 853 
C 

GO TO 60 
50 SWITCH= A( I J 

A(I) = A(JJ 
AIJ J = SWITCH 

60 I = I + 1 
If (V .GT. A( I II GO TO 60 

70 J = J - 1 
If (V .LT. A(JJJ GO TO 70 
If I J . GE. I J GO 10 50 

C 
C PLACE PARTITIONING ELEMENT INTO CORRECT ORDER 
C 

C 

SWITCH= A(JJ 
A(JJ = A(-LJ 
l\(LJ = SWlfCH 

C SHALL SUBFILES ARC IGNOR[D AND ONI.V THOSE WITH HOR[ THAN 
C 10 CLCHINTS ARC PARTITION[D AGAIN. 
C 

S IZCLP = J - L 

VA TECH PRINTED 01/28/8~ 23:25 PAGE 002 
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C 

SIZCUP = R - I + 1 
If (SIZCLP .LT. 8) GO TO 100 

tP8 = • TRUC. 
GO TO 110 

100 LP8"' .FAL.SC. 
110 If (SIZCUP .LT. 81 GO TO 120 

120 
125 If 

IF 
IF 

130 

UP8 = • TRUC. 
GO TO 125 
UP8 = • r ALSC. 
(LP81 GO TO 140 
(UP81 GO TO 130 
(O[PTH .EQ. OI GO TO 200 
L = STACK(1,0fPTHI 
R = STACK(2,0[PTH) 
DEPTH= DEPTH - 1 
GO TO 15 
L = I 
GO TO 15 

140 If (UP81 GO TO 150 
R = J - 1 
GO TO 15 

150 IF (SIZCLP .LT. SIZEUPI GO TO 160 
DEPTH = DCPTII + 1 
STACK(l,OEPTHI = L 
STACK(2,0EPTHI = J -

160 

L = I 
GO TO 15 
D£P1H = OCPTH + 1 
STACK( 1,DCPTIII = I 
STACK(2,DEPTHI = R 
R = J - 1 
GO TO 15 

C INSERTION SORT 
C 

200 A(N+ll = 20 
I = N - 1 

210 Ir ( I .[Q. 01 RElURN 
Ir (A( 11 .GT. Alf+! I} GO TO 220 

I = I - 1 
GO TO 210 

220 V = A(II 
J = I + 1 

230 A(J-11 = A(JI 
J = J + 1 
If (A(JI .LT. V) GO TO 230 

A(J-11 = V 
I ~ I - 1 
GO TO 210 

ENO 

r 80 160 RECS VA TECH PRINTED 01/28/84 23:25 PAGE 003 
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C 
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roRTRAN A1 04/22/81 10:21 NOGA 

SUBROUTINE QPSORT 

PURPOSE 
POINTER SORTS THEN CLEMENT REAL ARRAV A 

USAGE 
CALL QPSORT(A,POINTR,NI 

INPUT 
A - REAL; ARRAV or REALS 
N - INTEGER; NUMBER or ELEMENTS IN A 

OUTPUT 

r 80 

POINTR - INTEGER: ARRAV IS REARRANGED SO THAT 
A(POINTR(1)1 < A(POINTR(211 < ••• < 
A(POINTR(N)). 

METHOO 

167 RECS 

QPSORT IS TAKEN FROM A PAPER BV ROBERT SEDGEWICK, 
BROWN UNIVERSITV, 1 1MPLEMCNTING QUICKSORT PROGRAMS,' 
CACM 21, NO. 10, OCT. 1978, PP. 841-857. 

THE ALGORITHM USED IS SLIGHT MODIFICATION Of PROGRAM 2, 
PAC[ 851. ALSO, sec SUBROUTINE QQSORT roR A STRAIGHT 
[XCHANGE Of KCVS IMPLCMENTATION OF THE BASIC ALGORITHM. 

DCSCRIPTION or PARAMETERS 

VA TECH 

DEPTH - INTEGER: SIZE Of STACK (NUMBER or UNSORTED PARTITIONS!. 
l,J - INTEGER; SCANNERS -- I SCANS RIGHT I INCREMENT) 

J SCANS LEFT !DECREMENT). 
L,R - INTEGER: LEFT AND RIGHT BOUNDS or A PARTITION 
LP8 - LOGICAL; IS TRUE If THC LOWER PARTITION HAS HORE 

TltAN 8 ELEMENTS. 
MIDDLC - INTEGER; POSITION Of THE MIDDLE POINTER 
SIZCLP - INTCGCR; SIZE Of LOWER PARIITION 
SIZEUP - INT[GCR: Sil[ or UPPER PARTITION 
STACK - INl[GCR; ARRAV HOLDS LEFT AND RIGHT BOUNDS Of 

UNSORTEO PARTITIONS 
SWITCH - INTCGCR; USCD TO [XCHANG[ POINTERS 
UP8 - LOGICAL; IS TRUE If THE UPPER PARTITION HAS HORE 

THAN 8 CLCMCNTS 
V - REAL; VALUE Of PARTITIONING CLEMENT 

AUTHOR 
M. T. NOGA, DEPT. OF COMP. SCI., VIRGINIA TECH 

DATE . 
MARCH 19, 1981 

PRINTED 01/28/84 23:25 PAGE 001 
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SUBROUTINE QPSORTIA,POINTR,N) 
INTEGER l,J,L,R,O(PTH,STACkl2,15),MIODLE,POINTRl7501), 

C 
C 

C 

• SIZELP,SIZEUP,SWITCH 
REAL Al7501 ) , V 
LOGICAL LP8,UP8 

L a 1 
R = N 
00 10 I = 1, N 

POINTR(I)= 
10 CONTINUE 

IF IIR - L) ,LT, 81 GO TO 200 
DEPTH " 0 

C FINO PARTITIONING ELEMENT V USING MEDIAN or THREE 
C MODIFICATION, PAGE 851. 
C 

C 

15 I z L + 1 
J = R 

MIDDLE~ IL+ R)/2 
SWITCH= POIN1R(MIODLE) 
POINTR(MIDOLEI = POINTR(I) 
POINTR( I)= SWITCH 

IF IAIPOINTRll)I .LL A(POINTR(Rl)I GO TO 20 
SWITCH = POI NfR( I) 
POINTR( I) = POINTRIR) 
POINTR(R) = SWITCH 

20 IF IA(POINTRILI) .LE. A(POINTRIRl)I GO TO 30 
SWITCH= POINTR(LI 
POINTR(LI = POINTR(R) 
POINJR(R) = SWlfCH 

30 If (A(POINTR( I)) .LE. A(POINTRILIII GO TO 110 
SWITCH = POINTR( 11 
POINTRI I)= POINTR(l) 
POINTR(l) = SWITCH 

110 V = AIPOINTR(L)) 

C INNER LOOP SEQUENCE ..• PAGE 853 
C 

GO TO 60 
50 SWITCH= POINTR( I) 

POINTR( 11 = POINIR(JI 
POINTRIJI = SWITCH 

60 I = I + 1 
IF (V .GT. A(POINTR( 1111 GO TO 60 

70 J = J - 1 
IF (V .LT. A(POINTR(J)II GO TO 70 
If (J .GE. I) GO TO 50 

C 
C PLACE PARTITIONING ELEM[NT INTO CORRECT ORDER 
C 

SWITCH= POIN1R(JI 
POINfR(JI = POINTR(ll 
POINTR(LI = SWITCH 

VA TECH PRINTED 01/28/811 23:25 PAGE 002 
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C 
C SMALL SUBFILES ARE IGNORED ANO ONLY THOSE WITH t«>RE THAN 
C 8 CLCHCNTS ARE PARTITIONED AGAIN. 
C 

C 

SIZCLP = J • L 
SIZEUP = R • I + 1 
If (SIZCLP .LT. 81 GO TO 100 

LPB = • TRUE. 
GO TO 110 

100 LPB = .FALSC. 
110 IF (SIZEUP .LT. Bl GO TO 120 

120 
125 IF 

If 
IF 

130 

UPB = .TRUE. 
GO TO 125 
UPB = • FALSE. 
(LPBI GO TO 140 
(UPBI GO TO 130 
(OEPTH .CQ. 0) GO TO 200 
L = STACK(l,OEPTH) 
R = STACK(2,0CPTH) 
DEPTH= O[PTH • 1 
GO TO 15 
L = I 
GO TO 15 

140 IF (UPB) GO TO 150 
R = J • 1 
GO TO 15 

150 IF (SIZCLP .LT. SIZCUPI GO TO 160 
OCPTH =DEPTH+ 1 
STACK(1,D[P1H) = L 
STACK(2,DCPTH) = J -

160 

L = I 
GO TO 15 
DEPTH= DCPTH + 1 
STACK(1,DCP1H) = I 
STACK(2,DCPTH) = R 
R = J • 1 
GO TO 15 

C INSCRTION SORT 
C 

200 POINTR(N+ll = N + 1 
A(N+1) = 20 
I = N - 1 

210 IF ( I .CQ. O) RETURN 
If (A( POINTR( 1 J J .GT. A( POINTR( 1+1 J J J GO TO 220 

I = I • 1 
GO TO 210 

220 SWITCH = POINTR( 1 J 
V = AC SW'I TCH I 
J = I + 1 

230 POINTR(J•l) = POINTR(J) 
J = J + 1 
If (A(POINTR(JJJ .LT. YI GO TO 230 

POINTR(J•1J = SWITCH 
I = I • 1 

VA TECH PRINTED 01/28/84 23:25 PAGE 003 
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C 
C 
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SU8ROUTINE GRAHAM 

PURPOSE 
TO FIND THE VERTICES OF THE ORDEREO CONVEX HULL GIVEN 
A SET OF FINITE POINTS IN TH£ X,Y PLAN£. ON OUTPUT 
THE CONVEX HULL Will BE IN STANDARD FORM. 

USAGE 
CALL GRAHAM(H,l) 

INPUT 
X,Y • REAL; ARRAYS OESIGNAT[O TO HOLD THE X,Y COOROINAT[S 

Of TH[ SET OF PLANAR POINTS. 
N • INTEGER; NUMBER OF X,Y COORDINATE PAIRS. 

OUTPUT 
H • INTEGER! ARRAY HOLDING THE INDICES OF THOSE X,Y 

POINTS THAT ARE VERTICES OF THE HULL. 
l • INTEGER; NUMBER OF CONVEX HULL VERTICES. 

METHOD 
THE FOLLOWING NOTATION IS AOOPTCO: S IS A SET OF POINTS. 
EACH POINT, I, INS, HAS X ANO Y COOflOINATES X(II ANO Y( I) 
RESPECTIVELY. POINTS Will 8£ O[L[T[D FROM SAS THE ALGOR• 
ITHM PROGRESSES UNTIL ONLY THE EXTREME POINTS OF THE HULL 
REMAIN. 

STEP 1. FIND THE POINT M, INS, WHICH IS THE BOTTOMMOST 
POINT. If HORE THAN ONE SUCH POINT EXISTS, CHOOSE TH[ 
LEFTMOST. THUS, All POINTS INS AR[ [ITH[R ABOVE OR TO THE 
RIGHT Of M. (SUBROUTINE BOTTOM) 

STEP 2. COMPUT[ A TH[TA FOR EACH POINT INS AS 

If (X( 11 NE X(M)) OR (Y( 11 NC Y(M)) THEN THETA( I) 
•(X( 11 • X(H))/ABS((X( I) - X(MI) + (Y( I) • Y(HI 11 

[LS[ THETA( II= •1.001. 

THE CLSE CLAUSE PREV[NTS DIVISION BY ZERO, THEREBY TRAP• 
PING THOSE POINTS COINCIDENT WITH M. ALSO, IT IS UNNECES-
SARY TO DELETE ANY POINTS FROM S UNTIL THE ORDERING STEP 
IF COMPLETE. (SUBROUTINE ANGVALI 
ST(P 3. ORD[R THC POINTS BY ANGULAR VALUE AS COMPUTED ABOV[ 
IN STEP 2. (SUBROUTINE UPSORT) 

STEP"· TO DELETE POINTS FROM s, TIIETA(II IS usrn TO DUIN[ 
TWO FUNCTIONS, CLOCK( II AND CCLOCK(I). CCLOCK( II R[TURNS 
THE N[XT POINT INS COUNTCRCLOCKWISE FROM I AND CLOCK( I) 
RETURNS TH[ NCXT POINT IN S CLOCKWISE FROM I. IHPLEMENTA-

PRINTCD 01/29/8" 19:51 PAGE 001 
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TION OF THIS STEP Will INVOLVE INITIALIZING A OOUBLY 
CIRCULAR LINKCO•LIST. 

STEP,. ELIMINATE ANY POINT COINCIDENT WITH M, ANO IF TH[R£ 
IS HORE THAN ONE POINT ALONG ANY ONE RAY, THEN REHOVE ALL 
POINTS BETWEEN MAND THE POINT FARTHEST ALONG THE RAY FROM 
M. INCLUSION Of THIS STEP IS ESSENTIAL, OTHERWISE STCP 6 
(TH[ CONCAVITY TEST) COULD R[HOVC THC WRONG POINT. (SUBROU· 
TINE [LIM) 

STEP 6. SET I • M, J = CCLOCK( I), K = CCLOCK(J) ANO 
00 CONCAVITY TESTING WHILE K NE M 

IF ( X( J l · X( I 11 • ( Y( KI - Y( I 11 > ( X( K) • X( I 11 
• (Y J) - Y( I )I THEN SET l=J: J=K: K=CCLOCK( K) 

ELSE SET CLOCK( K) : I; CCLOCK( 11 = K: J = I: I = CLOCK( JI 

THE CONDITION DETERMINES WHETHER J IS ON TH£ SAME SIDE OF 
THE LIN[ FROM I TOK AS MIS. (SUBROUTIN[ CONCAVI 

AT THE COMPLETION OF STEP 6, S Will CONTAIN TH£ 
EXTREME POINTS OF THE HULL. K Will 8[ SET EQUAL TO 
EVERY POINT INS, EXCEPT MANO CCLOCK(M), Al LEAST ONCE 
DURING SHP 6, ANO EVERY POINT NOT IN THE HULL. WILL 
CAUSE ANOTHER POINT TO 8[ REEXAMINED. mus STCP 6 
WILL BE DONE Al HOST (N • 2) + (N - Q) TIMES, WH[R[ 
Q IS TH[ NUMBER OF POINTS ON TH[ HULL. 

REMARK ON SORTING: THE OROERING PROCESS OF STEP 3 MAY 
BE CARRIED OUT BY USE OF A POINT[R SORT. POINTER SORTING 
IS MOST EFFICIENT FOR STRUCTURES CONSISTING OF AGGREGATE 
DATA. THE SORTING ALGORITHM Wt CHOS[ IS A OISTRIBUTIV[ 
PARTITIONING HYBRID CAI.LEO UPSORT. 

RHERENCES 
1. NOGA, M. T. 'CONVEX HULL ALGORITHMS.' 

MASTER'S THESIS, VIRGINIA TECH, BLACKSBURG, VA. 24061. 
2. GRAHAM, R. L. 'AN EFFICIENT ALGORITHM FOR DETERMINING 

THE CONVEX HULL Of A FINITE PLANAR SET.' INFO, PROC. 
LETT. 1, JAN. 1972, PP. 132•133. 

3. ANDERSON, K. R. 1A REEVALUATION Of AN EFFICIENT ALGORITHM 
FOR DETERMINING THE CONVEX HULL Of A FINIT[ PLANAR SCT. 1 

INFO. PROC. LETT. 7, NO. 1, JAN. 1978 1 PP. 53-55. 
4. SHAHOS, H. I. 'COMPUTATIONAL GEOMETRY. PH.O. THESIS, 

YALE UNIVERSITY, 1978. 

DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
CCLOCK - INT[GCR; THC COUNTERCLOCKWISE OR FORWARD POINTER 

OF THE DOUBLY LINKED LIST. CctOCK POINTS FORWARD 
(OR CONTAINS TH[ INDEX) TO THC NCX1 VIABLE X·Y 
COORDINATE PAIR (THOSE X·Y POINTS THAT HAVE NOT 
BEEN ELIMINATED). 

CLOCK • INTEGER; SAME AS CCLOCK ONLY CLOCKWISE OR BACKWARD. 
OONE • LOGICAL; USED TO CHECK WHETHER SUBROUTINE ELIM HAS 

DELETED ALL POINTS AS POSSIBLE CONVEX VERTICES. 

PRINTED 01/29/84 19:51 PAGE 002 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

I - INT[G[R; 00 LOOP COUNTCR. 
M - INTEG[R; INO[X or lHE 80TTOf4MOST POINT. 
NP - INTEGCR; EQUALS N-1, US[O AS A 00 LOOP PARAMETER 

IN INITIALIZING DOUBLY LINK[O LIST. 
POINTR - INT[GfR; INST[AO or PHYSICAtLY SWITCHING TH[ [L[-

M[NTS OF ARRAYS X, Y, ANO lHCTA, THIS ARRAY IS 
PCRHUIEO TO fORM AN ORDERING RELATION OVER THC 
X, Y, THETA R[CORO (SC[ REMARK ON SORTINGI. 

TH[TA - R[AL; THIS ARRAY IS COMPUTFO BY SUBROUTINE [VAL. 

AUTHOR 

TH[TA VALUES AR[ USED TO OROCR TH[ X-Y POINTS 
BY POL.AR ANGL[. 

MARK NOGA, O[PT. OF COMPUTER SCl[NC[, VIRGINIA TECH. 

OAT[ 
MARCH 8, 1981 

SUBROUTIN[ GRAHAM(H,LI 
INT[GER CCLOCK(7500),CLOCK(75001,H(7500), l,L,M,N,NP, 

• POINTR(1501) 
REAL THETA(7501),X(1500),Y(7500I 
LOGICAL DONE 
COMMON/COOROS/X,Y,N 
COMMON/ANGL[S/THETA 
COHHON/LINKLS/CCLOCK,CLOCK,M 
COHHON/LISTPT/POINTR 

C 8EGIN SUBROUTINE GRAHAM -- MAIN DRIVER SUBROUTINE. 
C IF THERE IS ONLY ONE POINT INS TO BC CONSIO[REO 
C RETURN WITH THAT POINT, OTHERWISE CONTINUE. 
C 

C 

IF(N .NC. 11 GO TO 5 
H( 1) = 1 
L = 1 
R£TURN 

C STEPS , 2, ANO 3 
C 

C 

5 CALL BOTTOM(M) 
CALL ANGVAL(H) 
CALL UPSORT(N,M) 

C STEP 4: LINK THC SORTED POINTS TOG[THER IN A OOUBLV-
C CIRCULAR LINKED-LIST. 
C 

CCLOCKCPOINTR(1)) = POINTR(2) 
CLOCKCPOINTR(11) = POINTR(N) 
CCLOCKC POINTRCN)I = POINlRC 1J 
CLOCKCPOINTRCNI) = POINTR(N-1) 
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NP s N - 1 
DO 20 I = 2,NP 

CCLOCK( POINTR( I)) = POINTR( 1+1) 
CLOCK( POINTR( 11) = POINTR( 1-1) 

20 CONTINUE 
C 
C STEPS 5 ANO 6 
C 

C 

CALL ELIM( DONE I 
IF(DONC) GO TO 25 
CALL CONCAV 

C PLACE THC INOIC[S OF THC CONVCK HULL INTO H, 
C ANO RETURN TO CALLING PROCCOURE. 
C 

25 I" H 
L ~ 1 

30 HI L) = I 
IF(CCLOCK( I I .EQ. HI RETURN 
I = CCLOCK( I) 
L = ·_ + 1 
GO . J 30 
ENO 

SUBROUTINE BOTTOM 

PURPOSE 

F 80 667 RECS 

TO FIND TH[ BOTTOHHOST POINT H IN A TWO-OIHCNSIONAL 
EUCLIDEAN POINT SET. IF 1HERE IS HORE THAN ONE 
SUCH POINT, THE l[FlHOST IS CHOSEN. THUS All POINTS 
ARE EITHER ABOVE OR TO lHE RIGHI OF H. 

USAGE 
CALL BOTTOH(H) 

INPUT 
K,Y - COORDINATES OF THE PLANAR POINTS 
N - NUMBER OF PLANAR POINIS 

OUTPUT 
H - INDEX IN X ANDY OF THC BOTTOMMOST POINT 

DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
I ~ INTEGER; INDEX VARIABLE 

VA TECH 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

.................................................................... 

SUBROUTINE BOTTOH(HJ 
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C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

INTEGER l,H,N 
REAi. X(7500),Y(7500) 
COMMON/COOROS/X,Y,N 

H • 1 
00 30 I "2,N 

If (Y(I) .GT. Y(H)J GO TO 30 
If (Y( I) .NE. Y(H)J GO TO 20 
If (X( I) .Gt. ><(HI) GO 10 30 

20 M • I 
30 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE ANGVAL 

PURPOSE 
SUBROUTINE ANGVAL COMPUTES AN ANGULAR VALUE (THETA) roR EACH 
X,Y COORDINATE PAIR, 

USAGE 
CALL ANGVAL(MJ 

INPUT 
H 

" X,Y 

OUTPUT 

- INDEX or TH[ BOTTOMMOST POINT 
- NUMBER Of PLANAR POINTS 
- COORO I NA TES or Tll[ PLANAR PO I NTS 

THETA - ANGULAR VALUES 

DESCRIPTION or PARAMETERS 
DIFFX,OIFFY - REAL; THE SUBTRACTED X ANO Y OlrFER[NCES 

BETWEEN SOHE POINT ANO H. 
- INTEGER; INDEX VARIABLE. 

SUBROUTINE ANGVAL(HJ 
INTEGER l,H,N 
REAL DlfFX,01FfY,THETAC7501),X(7500),Y(7500) 
CDl'*40N/COOROS/X,Y,N 
COMMON/ANGLES/THETA 

00201=1,N 
IF(IXCI) .NE. ><(HI) .OR. (Y(I) .NE. Y(MI)) GO TO 10 
THETA( I) = -1.001 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

GO TO 20 
10 01rrx = xc11 - X(MI 

DIHY: Y(I) - Y(M) 
TH£TA( I) : -DIHX/(ABS(DlffX) + DlrlY) 

20 CONTINUE 
RfTURN 
ENO 

SUBROUTINE UPSORT 

PURPOSE 
TO ORDER AN ARRAY OF ITEMS A INTO ASCENDING OROCR GIVEN THE 
NUMBER OF IT[MS (NI ANO THC POSITION or THE MINIMUM 
ITCH (HIN). AS OUTPUT AN ARRAY or POINT[RS (POIHTR) IS 
PRODUCED INDICATING THE CORRECT ORDERING RELATION AMONGST 
THE ITEMS OF A, I.[., 

A(POINTR(1)) < A(POINTR(2)) < ••• < A(POIHTR(N)J. 

USAGE 
CALL UPSORT(N,MIN) 

INPUT 
A 
N 
HIN 

OUTPUT 

- REAL; ARRAY Of ITEMS (KEYS) USED IN so~,. 
- INTEGER; NUMBER or IT[HS TO BE SORTlO. 
- INTEGER; POSITION IN ARRAY A or HIHIHUH ITEM. 

POINTR - INTEGER; ARRAY or POINTERS AS DESCRIBED ABOVE. 

METHOD 
1. FIND THC POSITION OF TIIE MAXIMUM ITEM IN ARRAY A. 
2. IF THE MINIMUM ANO MAXIMUM ITEMS IN ARRAY A ARE EQUAL, 

THEN SET POINTR(ll .,. POINTR(N) = 1 ..• N, ANO 
TERMINATE THE ALGORITHM. 

]. DISTRIBUTE THE ITEMS OF A INTO THE CREATED INTERVALS. 
AN ITEM A( II WILL BELONG TO INTERVAL J AS FOLLOWS: 

J := (A( I) - MIN)/(MAX - MIN) • (N/2 - El + 1 

E REPRESENTS SOME SHALL NUMBER (SAY .001) TO INSURE 
THAT THE MAXIMUM ITEM IS DISTRIBUTCO INTO BOX N/2 
(NOT BOX N/2 + 1), NOTE THAT IN ORDER TO INCREASE 
SPEED, THE ITEMS ARE NOT MOVED AROUND; BUT THEY ARE 
LINKED IN LISTS, EACH LIST REPRESENTING ONE GROUP or 
ITEMS. 

4. THE POINTERS ARE INITIALIZED FROM THE CREATED INTERVALS 
AND EACH GROUP IS SORTfD BY QUICKSORl IF IT CONTAINS 
HOR[ TIIAN 7 I HHS. AFHR ALL THC POINTlRS HAVE BHH 
INITIALIZED AHO PARTIALLY SORTED AN INSERTION SORT 
IS US[O 10 FINISH THE SORTING PROCESS, 

VA TECH PRINTED 01/29/84 19:51 PAGE 006 
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R£FER£NCCS 
1. D0BOSl£WICZ, W. 1 SOR11NG BY DISlRIBUllVC PARllllONING.' 

INFO. PROC. LEH. 7, NO. 1, JAN. 1978, PP. 1-6. 
2. M[IJER, H. ANDS. G, AKL. 1 1HE D[SIGN AND ANALYSIS Of A 

NEW HYBRID SORTING ALGORITHM. 1 INFO. PROC. LEll. 10, 
NO. 4-5, 1980 PP. 213-218. 

3. SEDGEWICK, R. I IHPLEHENTING QUICKSORl PROGRAMS.' COMM. 
ACH 21, NO. 10, OCl. 1978, PP. 847-857. 

DESCRIPTION Of PARAMETERS 
CONST - REAL; OISlRIBUllON FORMULA CONSTANT. 
DEPlH - INTEGER; SIZE Of SlACK (NO. Of UNSORTED PARTITIONS) 
I ,J - INTEGER; INDEX VARIABI.CS ANO QUICKSORl SCANNERS --

VA T£CH 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

L,R 
LHEAD 
LINK • 
LP8 

1 SCANS RIGHT ( INCREHCNl), J SCANS RIGHT (DECREMENT). 
- INTEGER; LEfl ANO RIGHT BOUNDS Of A PARTITION 

C 
C 

- INTEGER; ARRAY or LIST HEADS 
INTEGER; ARRAY Of FORWARD LINKS 

- LOGICAL; IS TRUE IF THE LOWER PARTITION HAS MORE 
THAN 8 ELEMENTS. 

MAX • INTEGER; POSITION Of THC HAXIHUH ITEM. 
MIDDLE· INTEGER; POSITION Of MIDDLE POINTER. 
NE><T • INTEGER; USED TO INOEK THROUGH THE CREATED LISTS. 
P • INTEGER; INDEXING VARIABLE. 
SIZELP - INTEGER; SIZE or LOWER PARTITION 
SIZEUP • INTEGER; SIZE Of UPPER PARTITION 
STACK - INTEGER; ARRAY HOLDS LEFT AND RIGHT BOUNDS or 

UNSORTED PARTITIONS. 
SWITCH• INTEGER; USED TO EXCHANGE POINTERS. 
U • INTEGER; USED 10 COUNl THE NUMBER or POINTERS IN 

UP8 

V 

EACH or lHE LISTS RELATIVE TO THE SlARllNG VALUE L. 
• LOGICAL; IS TRUE If THf UPPER PARllllON HAS HORE 

lHAN 8 ITEMS. 
- REAL; VALUE or PARllllONING ELEMENT. 

SUBROUTINE UPSORl(N,MIN) 
INTEGER DEPTH, l,J,l,LHEAD(375D),LINK(75DD),MAX,MIDDLE,MIN,N,ND1V2, 

• P, POI NTR(7501), R, SIZCLP, S IZCUP, SlACK( 2, 15), SWI TCII, U 
REAL A(7501),CONST,V 
LOGICAL LP8,UP8 
COMMON/ANGLES/A 
COMHON/LISlPT/POINlR 

C STEP 1: FIND POSITION OF HA>< ITEM 
C . 

C 

HA>' : 1 
00 10 I = 2,N 

If ( Al I I • GT. A( HA>< 11 HA>< 
10 CONTI NU[ 

C STEP 2 
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C 
tr (A(MINI .NE. A(MAX)I GO TO 30 
DO 20 I = 1,N 

POINTR( 11 = I 
20 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
C 

f 80 

C STE, 3: DISTRIBUTE THE ITEMS INTO THE CREATED INTERVALS 
C 

30 NDIV2" N/2 
DO -0 I = 1,NDIV2 

LHEAD( I)= 0 
-0 CONTINUE 

CONST= (NDIV2 - .001)/(A(MAX) - A(MIN)) 
DO 50 I : 1,N 

J = (A(I) - A(MIN)I •CONST+ 1,0 
LINK( t I = LHEAD(JI 
LHEAD(J) = I 

50 CONTINUE 
C 

667 RECS 

C STEP -: POINTERS ARE INITIALIZ£D AND TIIEN PARTIALLY REARRANGED BY 
C QUICkSORT 
C 

C 

L = 1 
U = 1 
DO 10 P = 1,NDIV2 

If (LHEAD(P) .EQ. 0) GO TO 230 
POINTR(UI = LHEAD(PI 
NEXT= LHEAD(PI 

60 If (LINK(NE><ll .EQ. 01 GO 10 70 
U = U + 1 
POINTR(UI = LINl<(NEXfl 
NEXT= LINK(NEXT) 
GO TO 60 

C BEGIN QUICKSORT 
C . 

70 I r ( I U - LI • LT. BI GO TO 220 
R = U 
DEPTH= 0 

BO t = L + 1 
J = R 

MIDDLE~ (L + R)/2 
SWITCH= POINTR(MIDDLE) 
POINTR(MIDDLEI = POINTR( ti 
POINTR( t) = SWITCH 

tr (A(POINTR( 11) .LE. A(POINTR(R))) GO TO 90 
SWITCH= POINTR( I) 
POINfR( I) = POINTR(RI 
POINTR(R) = SWlfCH 

90 If (A(POINTR(LII .LE. A(POINTR(R)I) GO TO 100 
SWITCH= POINTR(L) 
POINTR(L) = POINTR(RI 
POINrR(R) = SWITCH 

100 tr (A(POINTR( II) .I.E. AIPOINTR(L)I) GO 10 110 
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SWITCH= POINTR( I) 

• 
POINTRI 11 " POINTR(L) 
POINTRIL = SWITCH 

110 V • AIPOINTR(L)I 
GO TO 130 

120 SWllCH = POINTRII) 
POINTRI I I= POINTRIJI 
POINlR(J) = SWITCH 

130 I = I + 1 
IF (V .GT. A(POINTR(l))I GO TO 130 

140 J : J - 1 
If (V .LT. A(POINTR(J))) GO TO 140 
If ( J . GE. II GO TO 120 
SWITCH= POINTR(J) 
POINTR(JI = POINlR(L) 
POINTR(L = SWITCII 
SIZELP = J • L 
SIZ[UP = R • I + 1 
IF (SIZELP .LT. ft) GO TO 145 

LP&= . TRUE. 
GO TO 150 N 

11t5 LP& = . FALSE. ~ 

150 IF (SIZEUP .I.T. ft) GO TO 160 ....... 
UP&= .TRUE. 
GO TO 170 

160 UP& = . f ALSE. 
170 If ILP&) GO TO 190 

If (UP&) GO TO 180 
If (D[PTH .EQ. 01 GO TO 220 

L = STACK11,DEPlHI 
R = SlACK(2,DEPlH) 
DEPlH = DEPlH - 1 
GO TO 80 

180 L = I 
GO TO 80 

190 If (UP&) GO TO 200 
R = J - 1 
GO TO 80 

200 If (SIZELP .LT. SIZEUP) GO TO 210 
DEPTH= DEPTH+ 1 
STACKll,DEPTHI = I 
S1ACK(2,DEPTH) = J • 
L = I 
GO TO 80 

210 DEPTH= DEPTH+ 1 
STACK(l,DEPlH) = I 
S1ACK(2,DEPTH) = R 
R = J - I 
GO TO 80 

C 
C END QUICKSORT 
C 

220 u = u + 
L = U 

230 CONTINUE 
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C 
C STCPII: INSERTION SORT 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

POINTR(N+11 = N + 1 
A(N+1 I = 2. 
I = N - 1 

2110 IF ( I . EQ, OI RETURN 
IF (A( POINTR( 1 JI .GT. A( POINTR(l+1 J) J GO TO 250 

I = I - 1 
GO TO 2110 

250 SWITCH= POINTR(I) 
V = A(SWITCH) 
J = I + 1 

260 POINTR(J-1) = POINTR(J) 
J = J + 1 
IF (A(POINTR(J)I .LT. V) GO TO 260 

POINTR(J-1) = SWITCH 
I = I - 1 
GO TO 2110 

ENO 

SUBROUTINE ELIM 

PURPOSE 
(1) ELIMINATES ANY POIN1S COINCIDENT WITH M, 
12) REMOVES INNERMOST POINTS THAT LIE ALONG THE SAHE RAY. 

USAGE 
CALL ELIM(OON[I 

INPUT 
CCLOCK,CLOCK - POINTERS OF THE DOUBLY-LINKED LIST 
M - INDEX OF BOTTOMMOST POINT 
N - NUMBER OF Pl.ANAR POINTS 
X,Y - COORDINATES Of PLANAR POINTS 

OUTPUT 
CCLOCK,CLOCK - AS ABOVE BUT (POSSIBLY) REARRANGED 
DONE - IS TRUE IF All POINTS EXCEPT THE BOTTOHHOST 

METHOD 

HAVE BEEN ELIMINATED FROM CONSIDERATION AS CH 
V£RTICES. 

POINTS ARE REMOVED BY US[ Of A LINKED LIST, 

DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 

VA TECH PRINTED 01/29/811 19:51 PAGE 010 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

J,K • INHG[R; INDICES or TWO POINTS TIIAT AR[ B£1NG 

C 
C 

CHECKED UNO[R CONOlllONS ( 11 ANO (21. 

SUBROUTIN[ [LIH(DON[) 
INTEG[R CCLOCK(7500l,CLOCK(75001,J,K,H,N 
REAL THETA(7501),X(1500l,Y(7~00I 
LOGICAL DON[ 
C<>f*tON/COOROS/X,Y,N 
COHHON/ANGl[S/THlTA 
COHHON/llNKLS/CCLOCK,ClOCK,H 

C ELIMINATE ANY POINT COINCIOENJ WITH THC BOTTOMMOST 
C POINT M (THlSl POINTS HAVl A TltlTA O -1.0011, 
C 

J = M 
K = CCLOCKIJI 
DON£ = , fALSL 

10 IF(TH(TA(K) .Nl. -1.0011 GO TO 20 
K = CCLOCK(K) 
IF(K .N[, H) GO TO 10 

CLOCK(J) = H 
CCLOCK(JI = H 
DON[= , TRU[, 
RETURN 

20 CLOCK(K) = J 
CCLOCK( J) = K 

C 
C Oll[Tl POINTS ALONG IDENTICAL RAYS. 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

110 J = K 
115 K = CCLOCK(JI 

IF(K ,[Q, HI RETURN 
IF(THETA(K) .Nl. THETA(JI) GO TO 110 
IF(V(KI .LT. V(JII GO TO 50 

CCLOCK(CLOCK(JII = K 
CLOCKIKI = CLOCK(JI 
GO TO 110 

50 CCLOCK(JI = CCLOCK(KI 
CLOCK(CCLOCK(KI) = CLOCK(K) 
GO TO 115 

[NO 

SURROUTIN[ CONCAV 

PURPOSE 
lllHINATlS All CONCAVE VERTICES. 
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USAGE 
CALL CONCAV 

INPUT 
CCLOCK,CLOCK • LINK[O LIST POINTERS 
M - INDEX or BOTTOMMOST POINT 
N - NUHB[R or x,v POINTS x,v - COORDINATES or POINTS 

OUTPUT 
CCLOCK,CLOCK - AS ABOVE BUT (POSSIBLY) REARRANGED 

METHOD 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

POINTS AR£ REMOVED BY REARRANGING LINKED LIST (CCIOCK,CLOCK). 

C 
C 

DESCRIPTION or PARAMETERS 
l,J,K - INTEGER; INDICES OF THREE CONSECUTIVE POINTS. 
TEHP1 - REAL; TEMPORARY VARIABLE US[D TO COHPUT[ CONCAVITY 

T[ST FORMULA 
TEHP2 - R[AL; SAH[ AS T£HP1 

SUBROUTINE CONCAV 
INTCGER CCLOCKl7500),CLOCK(7500),l,J,K,H,N 
REAL TEHPl,1[HP2,X(7500),V(7500) 
COHHON/COORDS/X,V,N 
COHHON/LINKLS/CCI.OCK,CLOCK,H 

C INITIALIZE; J Will BE TESTED TO SF[ IF IT IS CONCAVE 
C WITH ~rSPECT TO POINTS I ANO K. 
C 

C 

I = H 
J = CCLOCK( I I 
K = CCLOCK( JI 

C DO CONCAVITY TESTING WHILE K NE M. 
C 

C 

10 lr(K .EQ. M) RETURN 
TCMP1 = (X(JI - X( I I) * (VIK) - Y( I I I 
HHP2 = (VIJI - V( 11) • (XIK) - X( I )I 
lr(TEMP1 .GT. TEMP2) GO TO 20 

C REMOVE J . 
C 

C 

CLOCK( Kl = I 
CCLOCK( I I = K 
J = I 
I ~ CLOCK(J I 
GO TO 10 
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C k££P J 
C 

20 I = J 
J = k 
k = CClOCk( JI 
GO TO 10 

END 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

SUBROUTINE JARVIS 

PURPOSE 
TO rlNO TH[ CONVEX HULL or A rtNIT[ PLANAR S[T or POINTS s 
IN TH£ TWO-DIMENSIONAL PLAN£. 

USAG[ 
CALL JARVISIH,N) 

DESCRIPTION or PARAM[T[RS 
ANGL[ - R[AL; ARRAY HOLDING TH[ ANGL[ FROM EACH POINT IN 

S TO 1H£ BOTTOMMOST POINT M. 
H - INT£G[R; ARRAY HOLDING TH[ INDICES or THOS[ [L[M[NTS 

IN S 111AT AR[ V£RTIC£S ON TH£ CONVEX HULL. 
I - INT£G£R; DO LOOP PARAMETER. 
LANG - R[Al; VALU[ or THE ANGLE roR TH[ LAST FOUND CONV[X 

HULL POINT. 
MX,HY - R[AL; TH[ X,Y COORDINATES or THE BOTTOMMOST POINT 

M ISL[ SUBROUTINE BOTTOM). 
N - INT£G[R; Tl_t[ NUMBER or X, y COORDINATES PASS[D 

10 SUBROUT IN£ JARVIS THROUGII COMMON BLOCK BETA. 
NHE - INT[GIR; TII[ NUHB[R or HULL [l[M[NTS. 
PtQ - INT[GlR; THE POINT IN QUESTION PRESENTLY BEING 

Cll[CKCU FOR POSSIBLE INCLUSION IN H. 
POSANG - INTEGER; POSITION or A MINIMUM ANGLE [l[MENT IRE-

TURNFD BY SU8ROUIIN£S MINANG ANO NlXTPI). SIPOSANGI 
Will Bl ADOCU lO 111[ SCT or HULL V£RIIC[S. 

POSIT - INTfGfR; TH[ POSITION Of TH£ ROTTOHHOST POINT M IN 
Tllf X AND Y ARRAYS. 

PTB - INl[G[R; ARRAY HOLDING TH[ BACKWARD POINHRS or Tit[ 
LI NK[ll LIST. 

PTf - INl[G[R; ARRAY HOLDING THE FORWARD POINTERS or TH[ 
LINKCD LIST. 

VN - INl[GIR; TH[ NUMB[R or EL[MCNTS IN TH[ LINKED LIST. 
VNT[MP - INHGIR; DO LOOP CONSTANT IIOLOING TIil VALUE or VN 

WIIEN THERE IS A POSSIBILITY THAT Tit[ VALUE 01 VN WILL 
8£ CHANG CO I NS I Of TII[ l 001'. 

X, Y - RIAL; Ill[ SINGLE OIH[NSION[O ARRAYS !HAI HOLD lit[ 
TIIE ORIGINAL X,Y COOROINAT[ PAIRS ors, THC POINT SET 
!OR WHICH THE CONVEX HULL IVERTIClS) HUST BE OEHR-
MINCD. 

SUBROUTIN[ ANO FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
SUBROUTINE BOIIOH 
SUBROUTINE lVALJ 
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SUBROUTINE MINANG 
SUBROUTINE NCXTPT 

f 80 925 RECS VA TECH 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

MCTHOO 
THE ALGORITHM USED IS DUE TOR. A, JARVIS, INFORMATION 
PROCESSING LETTERS 2 (19731, PP. 18•21. 

BEFORE GIVING A STEP BY STEP ACCOUNT Of THE ALGORITHM IT HAY 
BE INSTRUCTIVE FOR THE READER TO EXAMINE SOME IMPLEMENTATION 
DETAILS: 

THE COORDINATES Of S(X,YI ARC STORED IN REAL ARRAYS X AND 
Y, ARRAY H IS USED 10 STORE THE POSITION or TH[ CONVEX 
VERTICES. AS SOON AS AN ELEMENT Of S IS FOUND THAl BELONGS 
TO THE HULL IT IS DELETED FROM CONSIDERATION FOR All SUB-
SEQUENT ITERATIONS Of THE ALGORITHM, ANO llS POSITION PLACED 
INTO ARRAY H, 10 PERFORM THE DELETIONS [FflCl[NTLY A DOUBLY 
CIRCULAR LINKED LIST IS USED. lHEREfORE, EACH TIME AN [LC· 
HENT IS DELETED FROM THE LIST ONLY TWO POINTERS N[EO BE Hf-
ARRANGEO. DURING PROCESSING VARIABL.£ VN Will HOLD rnr NUMBER 
Of ITEMS IN 111[ LINKED LIST (111[ NUMBER or VIABLE POINlS IN 
S STILL UNDER CONSIDERATION AS POSSIBLE HULL VERTICES), 

A STEP BY STEP DESCRIPTION Of THE ALGORITHM FOLLOWS WITH 
NOHS ON IMPLEMENTATION WHERE APPROPRIArE: 

STEP 1. FIND THE 801TOMM0ST POINT AND CALL ITH. H IS 
DEFINED 10 BE THAT POINT lHAT HAS THC MINIMUM Y• 
COORIIINAlE VALUE IN S. If lWO OR HORE POINTS IN 
S HAVE THE SAME MINIMUM Y VALUE Tlt[N CHOOSE rtlE 
LEFIHOST ONE ( 1.E., THE POINT Wllll Tit[ HINIHUH 
X VALUE). 

STEP 2. STEP 1 HAS IDENTIFIED THE FIRST POINT ON THE 
CONVEX IIUl L. PLACE Tit[ POS fl I ON Of H IN 10 TIIE SET 
or HULL ELEMENTS, HENC[fORlH to BE CALLEO 11, AND DE-
LCIE H FROM S USING THE IHPLEHENTAllON IDEA DIS· 
CUSSED ABOVE. 

STEP 3. EVALUAH ANO STORE THE ANGLES ( IN ARRAY ANGU) Of 
LINES FORM lHE FIRST HULL POINT H TO 111[ OTll[R 
POINTS IN s. IN TH[ PROCESS or [VAI.UAllNG THE 
ANGLES, If A POINT IS FOUND lHAl IS CO·INCIOlNT 
(HAS lHE SAHE X,Y COORDINATESI WllH H THEN 11 
SHOULD BE OELET[O FROM s. NO EVALUATION or AN 
ANGL[ IS NECESSARY. TO IHPLEHCNT 11115 SICP WE 
HUST DETERHI NE SOME CONVENllON FOR EVALUATING THE 
ANGUS. AN EFFICIENT MEANS or DOING so FOLLOWS: 
FOR All I INS COMPUlE 

ANGLE( I)= ·(XII I - MX)/(ABS(X(I 1-HX) + Y( I I) 

WHERf MX AND MX ARE THE COORDINATES OF THE BOTTOM· 
HOSl POINT, ANO ABS MEANS 'ABSOLUTE VALUE. 1 

STEP 4. 10 FINO THE NEXT CONVEX HULL vrRHX SCAN ARRAY ANGLE 
AND PICK OUT Tit£ HINIHUH CLEMENT. FOR I.QUAL MINI· 
MUM ANGI CS PICK THE ON[ FURTHEST FROM Tit£ ORIGIN. 
PLACE Tit[ ASSOCIAl[D [l[MlNT or s INIO II, ANO DllETE 
TltlS ELCHCNT FROM s. BErORE DELETING, 11owrvrn. IT 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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C 
C 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
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MAY BE WISE, LOOKING AHEAO TO STEP 6, TO STORE THE 
DELETED POINT'S X ANDY COORDINATES INTO REALS 
XORG ANO YORG. XORG ANO YORG Will BC USED AS A 
RCF[R[NC[ ORIGIN TO FORM ANGL[S (OON1 T CONFUSE TH£ 
USAG[ or lH[ WORD ANGLE WITII ARRAY ANGLE FROM STEP 
3) WITH TH£ REMAINING £L£H£NTS OF S. 

STEP 5. If ANY ANGLE ASSOCIATED WITH AN EL[HCNT OF S IS 
FOUND TO EQUAL TH£ ANGLE OF TH£ LAST FOUND CONVEX 
HULL VERTEX THCN DCL£T[ THAT [L[HCNT FROM S. 

STEP 6. USING THC LAST FOUND CONVEX HULL VCRTCX AS AN ORIGIN 
(XORG,YORG) CALCULATE THE NEXT HULL POINT BY USING 
TH£ IHPROV[HCNT IDEA OUTLINED IN S[CTION 4 OF THC 
JARVIS PAPER. FOR CQUAL HINIHUH ANGLES (lHIS IS NOT 
lHE SAHE ANGLE HENTIONCD IN STEP 3) PICK Tit[ ONE 
POINT FURTHEST FROM THC ORGIN. HCRC IT IS JUSl A 
HAlTCR OF l<HPING TRACK AS WC SCAN TIIROUGH S WHICH 
ANGLE, WITH RESPECT TO THE RCF[R[NCC ORIGIN XORG, 
YORG, HAS THC HINIHUH VALUE. AFTER CALCULATING THE 
NCXT HULL VERTEX REASSIGN XORG AND YORG AND PLACE 
INfO H, WHILE DELETING IT FROH S. 

STEP 7. [LIHINAT[ ANY [L[H[NT OF SHAVING AN ANGLE LESS THAN 
OR EQUAL TO TH[ ANGLE ASSOCIAT[O WllH Tit[ IIULL VLR-
TEX FOUND IN STEP 6 ABOVE. R[TURN TO Sl[P 6. 

REMARK I: BHORE PERFORMING STEP 1 IT HAY BE ADVANfAGEOIJS 
TO CH[CK IF THE NUMBER Of CLEHCNTS INS EXCEEDS 
ON[. IF NOT THEN IT IS UNNECCESSARY TO CONTINUE. 

REMARK 2: ANY Of STEPS 3 THROUGH 7 HAY DECREASE THC NUMBER 
OF ELEMENTS INS TO ONE OR ZERO. IF ONE POINT 
REMAINS THEN ADO THIS POINf TOH. THC ALGOR-
ITHM T[RHINAT[S WITH H CONTAINING Tit[ OROCRCD 
CONVEX HULL VERTICES. 

PROGRAMMER 
HARK NOGA 

OAT£ 
FEB. 8, 1979 

SUBROUTINE JARVIS(H,NHC) 
INTEGER l,H(7500),LP,N,NHE,NP,PIQ,POSANG,POSIT,PTB(7500), 

• PTFl7500),VN,VNTCHP 

C 
C 
C 

REAL ANGL[(7500),LANG,HX,HY,X(7500),Y(7500) 
COHHON/ALPHA/X,Y 
COHHON/BC,A/N 
COHHON/GAHMA/ANGI.E 
COHMON/DCLTA/PIQ,PTB,PTF,VN 
COHHON/ZETA/LANG,XORG,YORG 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • 
• • 

If THERE IS ONLY ONE POINT INS TO BE CONSIDERED 
RETURN WITH THAT POINT, OTHERWISE CONTINUE. 

• 
.. 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

tf(N .NC. I) GO TO 10 
HI 1) = 1 
NH[= 1 
RETURN 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • 

• • 

INITIALIZE THC DOUBLE CIRCULAR LINKED LIST. PTF IS 
THC ARRAY Of FORWARD LINKS, AND PTB THC CORRESPONDING 
ARRAY or BACKWARD LINKS. 

• 

• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10 PHCNI = 1 

NP = N - 1 
00 20 I = 1,NP 
PTFCl)=l+1 

20 CONIINUE 
P18( 1) = N 
00 25 I = 2,N 
PTB( I) = I - 1 

25 CONTINUE 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • 
SUBROUTINE BOTTOH DETERMINES THE X ANO Y COORDINATES 
AND POSITION Of TH[ BOITOHHOST POINT M. • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

CALL BOTTOM(MX,HY,POSIT) 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • 

• • 

DELETE M FROM SAND ADD IT TOH. VN R[PRCSENTS THC 
NUMBER or VIABL[ POINTS LEFT IN s. NHE IS THC NUMBER 
or CLEMENTS IN H. 

• 

• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PHI PTBI POSIT 11 
PTBI PH I POS I T 11 
VN: N • 1 
NHC = 1 
HC NHC I = POSIT 

PHI POSIT I 
PTB(POSITI 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • 
TO PERFORM STEPS 3 THROUGH 7 Of THE MODIFIED JARVIS 
ALGORITHM W[ Nl[D 10 STAR! WITH AN ELEMENT or S 

• • 

TIIAT HAS NOT AS YET BHN DELCTLD. THIS IS [ASY 
SINCE WE HAVE ONLY HADE ON[ D[LETION SO FAR, ANO WE 
KNOW ITS POSITION. PIQ Will HOLD TH[ POSITION or 
Tit[ POINT IN QUESTION. • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

PIQ = PTF(POSITI 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • 
TO PERFORM STEP 3 or THE MODIFIED JARVIS ALGORITHM 

• • 

£VAi UATE AND SlORC ANGLES FROM THI. f IRSJ HULL POINT 
H 10 THE OIHCR POINTS IN S. SUOROUTINl CVALJ P[R-
IORHS THE· EVALUATION STORING 1Hl ANGLLS IN ARRAY 
ANGL[. • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

CALL EVALJIMX,MV) 
1r1vN .l[. 1) co TO 100 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • 
THE FOLLOWING BLOCK or CODE PERFORMS SlCP 4 or THE 
MODIFIED JARVIS ALGORITHM, SUBROUTINE MINANC rlNOS 

• • 

THE MINIMUM ANGLE ELEM[Nr ANO DELETES IT FROM S, 
THE DELETED ELCMCNT IS PLACCO INTO ARRAY H IPOS-
ANC HOLDS THC POSITION or DELETED ELEMENT) . • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

CALL MINANCIPOSANC) 
NH[= NH[+ 1 
HI NH[) = POSANC 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • 

• • 

SflP 5 IS P[RrDRMEO IN HIE rDLLOWINC BLOCK or COO[. 
OCL[l[ ANY [LEMrNT INS HAVING AN ANGLE EQUAL TO TH[ 
LAST FOUND HULL ELfMENT'S ANGLE. 

• 

• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VNTCMP = VN 
00 60 I = 1,VNTEMP 
IIIANGLEIPIQ) .NE. LANG) CO TO 50 
PrFIPTRIPIQ)) = PlrlPIQ) 
PlRI PHI PIQ) I = Pl Bl PIQ) 
VN = VN - 1 

50 PIQ = PTF(PIQ) 
60 CONT I NU[ 

IF(VN .LE. 1) CO 10 100 

C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C • * 
C * * C USE SUttROUflNE NlXfPT 10 FINO TH[ NfXT CONVEX HULL 
C POINT AS OUTLINED IN STEP 6 Of 111[ MODIFIED JARVIS 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 

• • 
ALGORITHM. ONCE AGAIN USE POSANG TO ADD 'NEXT 
POINT' TOH. • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

70 CALL NCXTPT(POSANG) 
NH[= NHC + 1 
H( NH[ I = POSANG 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • 
PERFORM SHP 7 Of Tit[ MODlrlED JARVIS AI.GORITIIM. 

• • 

THAT IS. ELIMINATE ANY ELEMENT ors WHOSL ANGLE IS 
LESS 1HAN TH[ LAS1 roUNO CONVEX HULL POINT. BY RE-
TURNING TO SUBROUTINE NEXTPT WE ARC MAKING THE AL-
GORITHM ITLRAIIVE. • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VNHMP = VN 
DO 90 I = 1,VNTEMP 
IJ(ANGLE(PIQ) .GT. LANG) GO TO 80 
Plf( PIB( PIQ) I = PH( PIQ) 
PID(PTr(PIQ)I = PIBIPIQ) 
VN = VN - 1 

80 PIQ = PJr(PIQI 
90 CONJINUE 

H(VN .GJ. 11 GO TO 70 

C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C • • 
C • • 
C IS THERE ONE POINT LEFT INS? If SO, PLACE THAT 
C POINT INTO H. 
C • • 
C • • 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 
C 

100 lr(VN .lQ. 0) RETURN 
NII[ =NH[+ I 
ll(Nll[I = PIQ 
RI !URN 
END 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

SUBROUTINE BOTTOM 

PURPOS[ 
10 FINO TH[ BOTTOMMOST POINT M IN A TWO-OIMCNSIOHAL 
EUCLIO[AN POINT SEJ S, If TH£.RE IS MOR[ THAN OH£ 
SUCH POINT, THE L[FTMOST IS CltOOSEN. THUS AI.L POINlS 
INS ARE EITHER ABOVE OR TO lHE RIGHT Of M. 

USAGE 
CALL BOTTOH(MX,MY,POSIT) 

DESCRIPTION Of PARAMCTCRS 
I - INlCGCR; 00 LOOP COUNTER 
MX - REAL; X COORDINATt Of TIIC BOlTOHMOST POINl. 
MY - REAL; Y COORDINATl Of TII[ BOTTOMMOST POINT. 
POSIT - INTEGER; ltOLDS POSITION or ARRAY [LCM[HT THAT 

CURRENTLY IS lHC BOTTOMMOST POIHI. 

HO Tl TIIA T MX, HY, AND POSIT ARE RC TURHfD TO Tit[ CAI L-
I NG PROCCOURC. ALSO, PARAMEHRS X, Y, AND H All[ COMMON 
WITH SIIBROUTIH[ JARVIS. 

SUBROUTINE AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
NONE 

HE fltOD 
S[[ COHHCNT BOX[S INSIDE or Tit[ HAIN BODY or Ill[ suo-
ROUT IHL FOR AH CXPLAHATION Of SUBSEQUENT COO[. 

PROGRAHHCR 
HARK HOGA 

DAH 
HB. 7, 1979 

SUBROUTINE BOTTOM(HK,MY,POSIT) 
IHTFG[R l,H,POSIT 
RlAL HK,HY,X( 7500),Y( 7500) 
COHHON/ALPHA/X,Y 
COHHON/BEJ A/H 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C • " 
C • • 
C INITIALIZE, ASSUME THAT THE 80TTOHHOST POINT H IS 
C THE FIRST ELEMENT Of THE ARRAY. POSIT IS US[O TO 
C HOLD THE POSITION or TH[ ARRAY [L[H[NT THAT CUR-
c R[NfLY IS lHE 80TlOHHOSf POINf. 
C • • 
C • • 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

POSIT 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • 

• • 

IF vc I I Is CREA HR TIIAN lit[ CURR£NT VAI.U[ or 
YI POSll I THEN IT CANNOT 8[ 111£ ROHOHMHOST POINT. 
HOW[V[R, If YCII IS USS TH/\N OR EQUAL lO Y(POStr) 
TllfN POSIT HAY H/\V[ TO 8£ R[ASSIGNCD IF THC N[W 
PROSPECT IV[ H 's 8UOW ANO/OR lO IH[ LEFT or lH[ 
CURRLNT H. 

• .. 

* • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

00 30 I = 2,N 
Ir( YI II . G f. YI POSIT 11 GO TO JO 
If I YI 11 . NL YI POSIT 11 GO 10 20 
Ir I X(I I • CL X( POSIT 11 co 10 JO 

20 POSI l = I 
JO CONf INU[ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • 
SlOR[ THE COOROINAHS Of lH[ 80TlOHHOST POINf IN 
VARIARUS MX AND HY • • • * 

* •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

MX = XI POSIT) 
MY= Y(POSIT) 
RETURN 
£NO 

SUBROUTINE [VALJ 

PURPOSE 
TO PERFORM STEP3 Of THC MODIFIED JARVIS ALGORITHM IS££ SUB-
ROUTINE JARVIS FOR INfORMATIONI. 

USAGE 
CALL EVIILJIMX,MYI 

DESCRIPTION Of PARAMETERS 
OlffX,OlffV - REAL; TH[ SUBTRACTED X ANO V Olff[RENCES 

8£1W££N SOME SI II ANO M. 
I - INHGER; 00 LOOP PARAMCHR. 
MX,MV - REAL; X ANO V COORDINATES Of THC BOTTOMMOST 

POINT IS££ SUBROUTINE B01TOMI. 
-----------PARAMETERS COMMON Wllll SUBROUTINE JARVIS: ANGLC, PIQ, PTB, 
Plf, VN, X, V. SE[ 'DESCRIPTION Of PARAMETERS' SECTION IN 
SUBROUTINE JARVIS. 

SUBROUTINE ANO FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
SIGN I IBM INLIN[ FUNCTION I 

METHOD 
SH COMM[NT BOX[S INSIOf Of HI[ MAIN BODY Of TIIE SUBROUTINE 
IOR AN EXPLANATION Of SUBSEQUENT CODE. 

PROGRAMMER 
MARK NOGA 

DATE 
FCB. 8, 1979 

SUBROUIINC [VIILJIMX,MVJ 
IN1[GER l,PIQ,PTBl7500J,Plfl7500J,VN,VNlfMP 
REAL ANGL£1750U),OlffX,OlffV,HX,MY,Xl7500l,Yl7500I 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

COHMON/ALPIIA/><,Y 
COHHON/GA'*4A/ANGL[ 
COHHON/O[LTA/PIQ,PTB,PTf,VN 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • * 
If A POINT COINCIDENT WITH M IS FOUND [LIMINAT[ IT 

• 
* 

FROM S (US[ TH[ LINKED LIST IHPLEH[NTATIONI. • 
* ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VNIEMP = VN 
00 20 I = 1,VNT[MP 
lf((><(PIQI .NL MX) .OR. (Y(PIQ) .NL MY)) GO TO 10 
Plf(PTB(PIQ)) = PTF(PIQ) . 
PIB(PTf(PIQ)) = PTR(PIQI 
PIQ = Plf( PIQ) 
VN = VN - 1 
GO TO 20 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • 

• • 

COHPUI[ ANGll( I). FINO NEXT POINT, ANO CONTINUE ON 
f I NU I NG ANGI.£ I I+ I), El C. 

• 

• . 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

10 Olff)( = ><(PIQ) - MX 
01rrv = YIPIQ) - MY 
IINGI.E(PIQ) = -OlfF)(/(1\RS(OIH><I + OIHY) 
PIii = Ptr( PIQ) 

20 CONIINU[ 
RI TURN 
CHO 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

SUBROUTINE MINANG 

PURPOSE 
TO PERFORM STEP~ OF THE MODIFIED JARVIS ALGORITHM (S[[ SUB-
ROUTINE JARVIS FOR O[SCRIPTION OF ALGORITHM). 

USAGE 
CALL MINANG(POSANG) 

0£SCRIPTION 
I 

or PARAMETERS 

POSANG -
INTEGER; DO LOOP PARAHET[R. 
INTEGER; HOLDS TH[ POSITION or TII[ HINIHUH ANGLE 
EL£HEH1 (RETURNED TO CALLING PROCEDURE). 
TAT ION IN SUBROUTINE JARVIS). 

PARAMETERS COMMON WITH SUBROUTINE JARVIS: ANGLE, LANG, PIQ, 
PTB, PTF, VH, X, XORG, Y, AHO VORG. 

SUBROUTINE AHO FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
NONE 

H£1HOO 
INHRHAL OOCUHENTATIOH GIVES BASICS OF ALGORllllH, CONSULT 
SUBROUTINE JARVIS FOR A HORE GLOB/IL VIEW. 

PROGRAHHfR 
HARK NOGA 

DATE 
HB. 7, 1979 

SUBROU Tl Nf HI HANG( POSIING I 
IHl[G[R 1,LP,PIQ,POSANG,PID( 1500),PTF(7500),VH 
Rl Ill AHGl. l ( 7500 I, XI 7500 I, XORG, Y( 7500 I, VORG 
COHHOH/Al r11A/X, Y 
COMHOH/GIIHHA/ANGl[ 
COHHOH/O[LIA/PIQ,PTB,PTF,VH 
COMHOH/Z[TA/LANG,XORG,YORG 

···········~············································· • • • 

• • 

IN IT I /II I lf; ASSIIHf I H/1 r r HE HI HI HUH AHGl [ Is ASSOC-
1 A I [ 0 WITH (l[MfHT PIQ. 

• 

• • 
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C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
r; 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

POSANG = PIQ 
PIQ = PHI PIQJ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • 
• • 

SEARCH THE LINKEO LIST FINOING TH£ MINIMUM ANGLE. 
• 
• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

00 20 I = 2,VN 
IF(ANGLE(PIQ) .GT. ANGLEIPOSANGJJ GO JO 10 
IF(ANGLE(PIQJ .LT. ANGLEIPOSANGJ) GO TO 5 
IF(Y(PIQJ .LE. Y(POSANGJJ GO 10 10 

5 POSANG = PIQ 
10 PIQ = PTF(PIQJ 
20 CONTINUE 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • 

• • 

STORE THE MINIMUM ANGLE IN VARIABLE LANG. ALSO, 
SIOR[ lH[ >< ANO Y COORDINATES OF TH[ MINIMUM ANGLE 
ELEHCNT. 

• 

• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

LANG 
XORG 
YORG 

/INGLC(POSIINGJ 
X(POSANGJ 
Y(POSANGJ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • 

• 

ll[UTC HIE MINIMUM IINGI £ £l[H£NT IROH S USING Ill[ 
l1Nk1D LISI IHPllHCNTAIION ( PIF AND PIRJ. PIQ HUSl 
R[ S[T AT TII( POSII ION or AN £l [H[NT HI/IT Sllll 
R[H/IINS INS. 

• 

• 
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C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c· 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PTr(PTB(POSANGII = PTr(POSANGI 
PTB(PTF(POSANGII = PTB(POSANGI 
PIQ = PTf(POSANG) 

·vN = VN • 1 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE NEXTPT 

PURPOSE 
TO rlND THE NEXT POINT ON THE CONVEX HULL roR SUBROUTINE 
JARVIS. 

USAGE 
CAil NEXTPT(POSANGI 

DESCRIPTION OF PAIIAHEICRS 
DISIX • REAL; DISTANCF X( PIQI IS FROM Tltf ORGIN XORG. USf.D 

10 rlND Ill[ QUIIDRANT NUMIICR or X( PIQI. 
DISTY • RlAl; SAHi AS DISIX IXC[PT FOR Y(PIQI. 
PIQRAT • R[Al; ltOI DS RATIO or ll[MlNT rlQ. 
POSANG • INHGCll; TII[ POSIT ION or 1111. MINIMUM IINGLE CLEMENT 

QPIQ 
QUI\D 

RATIO 
SGNX 
SGNY 

( R£TURN£0 IO CALLI NG rRDCCIIURr,. 
• INIEGIR; QUAORANT NUHIIER OF I.I CHENT PIQ. 
• INIIGTH; QUI\ORANI NUMOlR 01 THE MINIHIIH ANGll 

HEHTNT. 
• RCAl; RAflO OF Tit[ MINIMUM ANGI.[ !Lr.HINT. 
• INTEGER; Hl\lH[MATICAl SIGN or DISTX. 
• IN1£G£R; HATIIEHAl ICAL SIGN OF DISTY. 

PIIRAHETERS If COMMON WITH SUBROUTINE JARVIS: ANGLE. LIING, 
PIQ, rTB. PTF. VN, X, XORG, Y, YORG. 

SORROUTINE AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS ACQUIRED 
SYSTEM FUNCTION SIGN 

H[TIIOO 
TII[ METHOD IHPLrHENTrD BELOW IS VERY SIMILAR TO Ill[ POINT 
[llMINl\l ION HETIIOD OUII INED BY JARVIS (SH SUIIROUI IN[ JARVIS 
roR RIII.RENCr /\NU JURTll[R LXPLANIIIIONI. 1111. OIIIERENC[S /\RI 
AS rot LOWS: 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

1. THERE ARE NO SPECIAL CAS[S roR POINTS rlll.l ING ON JHr 
VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL. TIIUS QUADRANT 1 r11us DETWUN 
0 AND 90 DEGREES INCLUSIVE, QUADRANT 2 8EIWElN 90 /IND 
1110, 1110 INCLUSIVE, QUADRANT 3 0£lWHN 1811 ANO ?fO, 
270 INCLUSIVE, ANO QUADRANT It RflWCCN 270 AND 3(,11. 

2. roR QUADRANTS 1 AHO 3 HI[ RATIO or SIO[S IS Ort I RHIH[O 
RY THE roRMULA: -DISTX/IDISIX + OISTY). TOR QUIIO-
RANIS 2 ANO It TH[ roRMULA IS: OISTY/IDISTX - OISIY). 
T11£SE FORMULA£ WERE OlRIVED TO PR[VCNI COMPUTATIONAL 
ovrnrLOW. HI[ roRHULIIS PROPOSED RY JIIRV IS IIIH. 0[-
T IC I ENI WITH RESPECT TO THE OVERFLOW PROBLlM. 

PROGRAMMER 
MARk NOGII 

OA1E 
HB. II, 1979 

SUBROUTINf N[XTPTIPOSANG) 
INT[C[H l,PIQ,POSIING,Pl817500),PTTC7500),QPIQ,QUIIO,SGNX,SGNY,VN 
RCAL ANGLCI 7500 I, 01 SIX, DI SIY, LANG, PIQRAl, RIii 10, XI 15011 I, 

• XORG, YI 751111 I, YORG 
COHHON/IILPIIII/X,Y 
COHHON/GAHH/1/IINGI[ 
C0"'1f>N/OCI. III/PIQ, PIB, PH, VN 
COMMON/Z[IA/LANG,XORG,YORG 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • 

.. 
• 

IN II I ALI lC; ASSIIMf 10 RrGI N WI 1 H IHIIT 'Nf XT ro I HI' IS 
Al l'OSII ION PIQ. NOi[: 111[ QIIIIORANI NUMRIR (l)U/111) 
AHO RATIO ARI" COMPIIHO IICRf IN c11sr IIIIS POINI IS 
l>1SCIIR0l0 IN rAVOR Of ANOTHfR IN IH[ LOOP Of THE 
NlXT Slf P. 

• 

.. .. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

POSIING = ·PIQ 
OISIX = X(PIQ) - XIIIIG 
OIS1Y = Y(PIQ) - YOHG 
SGNX = SIGN( l.,OISIX) 
SGHY • SIGN( I .• DISIY) 
H(SGNY .II. II) GO lO 20 
If I SGNX • I I. II) GO lO Ill 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

QUAD= 1 
RATIO= -DISTX/(DISTX + OISTY) 
GO 10 40 

10 QUAD = 2 
RATIO= DISTY/(OISlX - OISTYI 
GO TO 40 

20 IF(SGNX .GT. 0) GO TO 30 
QUAD= 3 
RATIO= -DISTX/(OISTX + DISIY) 
GO TO 40 

30 QUAD= If 
RATIO= OISTY/(DISTX - DISTY) 

40 PIQ = PTFCPIQI 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • 

• • 

SEARCH THC RfHIIINING fLCHCNTS OF THC LINK[O LIST. 
IF TII[ POINT IN QIJCSTION PIQ HAS A LOW[R QUAD-
RANT NUHBCR R[ASSIGN POSANG, QUAD, AND RArlD. 
IF PIQ 111\S TH[ SAM[ QUI\ORANT NUHB[R TIICN II RIIT 10 
CH[CK HUST BC PERFORH£0. THE R[SULT or TH[ RATIO 
CIICCI< DCTCRHIN[S IF PIQ COULD BC 'NfXT POINT.' UPON 
COHPLCTION Of lHE LOOP TIIC POSITION Of 'Nf.XT POINI' 
SIIOULD 8£ CONTIIINCD IN VIIRIABU POSANG. 

• 

• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

DO I 30 I • 2, VN 
DISIX = XCPIQI - XORG 
OISIY = YCPIO) - YOHG 
SGNX = SIGN( 1.,01srx1 
~;NY= SIGN( 1.,DISIYI 
ll(SGNY .LI. OI GO 10 60 
lf(SGNX .LI. OI GO 10 50 
OPIO = 1 
GO fO 80 

50 OPIO = 2 
GO fO 80 

60 lf(SGNX .GT. 01 GO TO 70 
OPIO = 3 
GO 10 80 

70 01'10 = If 
80 lf(QPIO .GT. OUIIDI GO TO 1?.0 

lf(fOPIO .CO. ?.I .OR. (OPIO .CO. If)) GO TO 90 
PIORAT " -DISIX/(OIS1X + DISTY) 
GO 10 100 

90 PIOH/11 = DISTY/(OISTX - DISTY) 
1011 If ( or IO . l T. QU/10 I GO TO 110 

If( PIORAr .Gl. RAIIOI GO TO 120 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 
r. 
C 
r. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

lf(PIQRAT .LT. RATIO) GO TO 110 
lf((ARS(Y(~OSANG) - VORGJ + ABS(K(POSANGJ - XORGJ) .GT. 

• CABS(DISTY) + ABS(DISTX))I GO TO 120 
110 POSANG = PIQ 

QUAD= QPIQ 
RAJ 10 = PIQRAT 

120 PIQ = PTf(PIQ) 
130 CONTINUE 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • 

• • 

STORE TH£ ANGL[ ASSOCIATED WITH THE NCXT POINT IN 
VARIABL[ IANG. AISO, R[ASSIGN THC RCFER[NC[ ORGIN 
VARIABLES XORG AND YORG. 

• 

• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
LANG 
XORG 
YORG 

ANGLC(POSANG) 
X(POSANG) 
Y(POSANG) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • 
• • 

DELETE THE lL[HCNT fOUND ABOVl (POSANGJ FROM S. 
• 
• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

PTF(PTB(POSANG)) = PTF(POSANG) 
PIR(Plf(rOSANG)) = PTR(POSANGJ 
PIQ = PTF(POSANGJ 
VN = VN - 1 
RfTURN 
[ND 
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FAST GEOMETRIC ALGORITHMS 

by 

Mark T. Noga 

(ABSTRACT) 

This thesis addresses a number of important problems which fall 

within the framework of the new discipline of Computational Geometry. 

The list of topics covered includes sorting and selection, convex hull 

algorithms, the L1 hull, determination of the minimum encasing rectangle 

of a set of points, the Euclidean and L1 diameter of a set of points, the 

metric trav~ling salesman problem, and finding the superrange of star-

shaped and monotone polygons. 

The main theme of all our work has been to develop a set of very 

fast state-of-the-art algorithms which supercede any rivals in terms of 

speed and ease of implementation. In some cases we have refined 

existing algorithms; for others we have ·developed new techniques which 

add to the present database of fast adaptive geometric algorithms. 

What emerges is a collection of techniques that is successful at merging 

modern tools developed in analysis of algorithms with those of classical 

geometry. 
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